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Foreword
"s,

•. The l+on_Durationl_\po.,,ureFacilit\(LDEI:)hw.-,hcende.,,ignedm take
;Idx_tntug¢ of tile tv,o-v, ux tran,,ptu't_ttion c;q'>a1+ilily ol+the Space Shuttle.
Spccilic;dl.'+. the LI)EF i,, dc.q+ncd to pl'ovlde it large number of cconolnical

; t_l'q+ortUllitie.'+ for ',,,+.'ienuc ;ttl_.l techn_+l,_g+_e\llerllllelltS thitt require modest
electric;dpuv,erand +.lutal_roces.+,,in,_v,bileinspaceand v,hichbenefitlronl

po.,,tIli+htlaborator,,inxc,,tlg+flion.,,v,iththeretrievedexperimenthatdv,are.
The fir,,,tI.I)F+I-mis.,,ionutpproxinmtcI._12 mtmth.,,duration)iscurrently

; ,,chcCuled for STS-I3 in earl\ April 1984. and ,,,ub.sequcntrni.,,.,,ion.,,are
en,,i.,,ioncd,po.,,siblyevers 18 nlonth'.,.

, The editors x_ould like to ;tcknt.v_ ledge the contributions of all the Long
I)urution Expt,,,urc Facilit\ experiment invc.,,ti._utor.,, _.xho furni.,,hed the

: dc.',criptixe matcl'iid u.',ed in pi-cpiffulg this document. Speciul th;mkx is also
.. duc .'xlr.,,. Glennu D. Martin oI" the LDEF Pro leCl Office .,,tul'! Ibr her

inx aluahle a.,,,st.,,tance.
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Introduction

The Space Shuttle brings a new dimension to space research, as was first
°, demonstra:ed dramatically on April 14. 1981, when the gleaming black and
'_ white craft landed and rolled to a stop at Edwards Air Force Base. The Shuttle

can transport payloads with ease not only to space but also from space, and the
Long-Duration Exposure Facility (LDEF) has been tailored to utilize this
two-way transportation capability.

: Specifically, the LDEF has been designed to provide a large number of
economical opportunities for science and technology experiments that require
modest electrical power and data processing while in space and which benefit

: from postflight laboratory investigations with the retrieved experiment hard-
ware. In fact, many of the experiments developed for the first LDEF-STS
mission are completely passive and will depend entirely on postfligh_'labora-
tory investigations for the experiment results,

Like the Shuttle, the LDEF is reusable, and repeat missions are planned,
each with a new complement of experiments. The first LDEF mission is
currently scheduled tbr early 1984 and subsequent missions are envisioned,
possibly every 18 months.

Description of LDEF

The LDEF is essentially a free-flying cylindrical structure. The experi-
ments on LDEF are totally self contained in trays mounted on the exterior of
the structure. LDEF can accommodate 86 experiment trays, 72 around the
circumference and 14 on the two ends. -"_

The LDEF is delivered to Earth orbit by the Shuttle. In orbit, the Shuttle
remote manipulator system (RMS) removes the LDEF from the Shuttle
payload bay and places it in a gravity-gradient-stabilized attitude. After an ,,,
extended period in orbit, which is set by experiment require.nents, the LDEF _
is retrieved on a subsequent Shuttle flight. The Shuttle RMS is used again

• during the retrieval to capture the LDEF and return it to the payload bay. (See
fig. I.)

The LDEF operation tbcuse:_on experimenters in the user community
"- who conceive, build, and mount their respective experiments in trays for
_ ,. attachment to the LDEF. As LDEF has no central power or data systems, the

primary interface with the LDEF which is of concern to the experimenters is
the mechanical and thermal interface of the experiment to the tray. The LDEF

1984016564-008
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Figure1.--Shuttle-LDEFoperations. !

does provide initiation and termination signals to experiments at the start and
end of the mission. Any power and/or data systems required by the experi-
ments are included by the experimenter in his respective tray.

Fifty-seven science and technology experiments involving investigators
from the United States and nine other countries are planned for flight on the
first LDEF mission. These experiments, a number of which include ad-
ditional subexperiments, have been organized into four categories: (1) mate-
rials, coatings, and thermal systems; (2) power and propulsion; (3) science;
and (4) electronics and optics. Each of the experiments is discussed in this
document. The arrangement of these experiments on the LDEF structure is
illustrated in figure 2.

Structure

+ The LDEF, which was built at NASA Langley Research Center, is a
..- 12-sided open-grid structure made of aluminum rings and Iongerons (fore and

aft framing members). (See fig. 3.) The LDEF is 30 ft long and 14 ft in
- diameter and weighs 8000 lb. The aluminum (606 l-T6) center ring frame and

end frames are of welded and bolted construction. The Iongerons are bolted to,
both frames, and intercostals (crosspieces positioned between the main rings)

-" .. are bolted to the Iongerons to form intermediate rings. The main load of the

.jlb. w "_

P

lo_+ "f
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Figure 3.--LDLF shown on ground transporter dunng final checkout before
shipment to NASA KSC.
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LDEF is transmitted to the orbitel through two side support trunnions on the -,
- center ring. A keel fitting on the center ring gives lateral support.

The end support beam, attached by a pin joint to one end frame, will take "
vertical loads and ensure that loads through the attachment fittings are static.
The end support beam also reduces the effects of thermal distortion and other
misalignments when LDEF is redeployed into the orbiter's payload bay. A

..__. fitting to allow attachment of the orbiter's remote manipulator system is
,: located in a tray near the center ring frame.

Experiment Trays

Typical trays for mounting: experiment hardware to the periphery of the
LDEF structure are 34 in. wide and 50 in. long. (See fig. 4.) Trays lbr
mounting hardware on the end frames are smaller (34 in. square). The depths
of the trays vary as required by the experiments. Tray 4eptbs being used on the

•__. first LDEF mission arc 3, 6, and 12in. Typical experiment weights that can be
..IF"-
,w,w 4

i_.m ,P

lip

®
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Figure 4.--Typical LDEFexperiment tray.

accommodated in the trays range from 180 to 200 Ib for the peripheral and end
trays, respectively. The combined weigh! of the LDEF and the experiments
for the first mission is approximately 21 400 lb. /

Information

For additional information regarding LDEF,:apability and operations, or
future opportunities to fly experiments on LDEF, please contact:

WilliamH. Kinard ;
> LDEF Chief Scientist "

Mail Stop 258
4" NASA Langley Research Center i
_ - Hampton, Virginia 23665 ;

(804) 865-3704 or FTS 928-3704

5
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Growth of Crystals From Solutions in Low Gravity
" (hO139A)

M. David Lind
Rockwell International Science Center

Thousand Oaks. California

Kjeld F. Nielsen
Technical University of Denmark

• Lyngby, Denmark
i:
L

': Background _

. These crystal growth experiments are an extension of preliminary
--. experiments performed during the Apollo-Soyuz Test Project flight and

similar experiments being developed for a Spacelab flight. The crys'al growth
method to be used consists of allowing two or more reactant solutions to
diffuse slowly toward each other into a region of pure solvent, in which they
react chemicahy to form single oystals of a desired substance. This method
depends on suppression of convection and sedimentation. Suppression of
convection should also eliminate the microscopic compositional fluctuations

• often caused by time-dependent convection in crystal growth systems. In
many cases, convection and sedimentation can be completely eliminated only
under the conditions of continuous low gravity attained during orbital space
flights. Ideally. this type of crystal growth process requires that a low level of
gravity (less than 10.4 g) be maintained for a period of weeks or months. At
present the LDEF flights are the only space flights planned which can fully
satisfy this requirement.

Objective

The objective of these experiments is to develop a novel solute diffusion
method tor growing single crystals. Crystals to be investigated are PbS,
CaCO._, and TTF-TCNQ. Each of these materials has current research and

, technological importance. PbS _s a semiconductor, and CaCO 3 has useful
-, optical properties: both would have many applications if they could be
. synthesized as large, highly perfect single crystals. The important property of
-_ "I_F-TCNQ is its one-dimensional electrical conductivity. The conductivity ,_
_- is strongly dependent on crystal perfection; crystal growth in low gravity is _

expected to yield larger and more perfect crystals, whic h may have unique
- electrical properties.

The experiments are expected to yield crystals of each of the materials
which are superior in size, structural perfection, and compositional homo-

gencity to those herctolbre obtainable. The availability of such crystals

._J, •
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should make possible better determinations of their physical properties and.
,, perhaps, investigations of possible device applications. The experiments

should also contribute to a better understanding of the theory and mechanisms

, of crystal growth.
Approach

_ The experiments will utilize specially designed reactors (fig. 5) with
three or more compartments separated by valves to keep the reactant solutions
and solvent separated until the apparatus reaches low gravity. There will be a
mechanism for opening the valves automatically to initiate the diffusion and
growth processes. The reactant reservoirs will be large enough to take

, advantage of the time provided by the LDEF flight. An array of several
' reactors will be mounted in a 12-in.-deep end center tray located on the
' Earth-facing end of the LDEF. Several reactors operating simultaneously will !

allow experimentation with more than one crystal growth system and/or
variations of conditions for each. The reactors will be enclosed in a vacuum-

_ tight container and will be surrounded by thermal insulation. The temperature :
(approximately 35°C) will be regulated and any departures from the desired

. temperature will be recorded. Power reqairements will be provided by LiSO_
batteries.

r"Solventchamber

• Keactantreservoir-t \ _ ReactantreservOirport-7
,

It ' '-St ,',, 1t # IP

Vo_.e,,a.-J / Par.J
Valve plate

(a) Re,ittar configuration.

-- Figure ._,--Crystal growth experiment.

"....
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(b) Tray configuration sho_n without thermal cover.

Figure 5.--Concluded.
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Atomic-Oxygen-Stimulated Outgassing

d
- " (A0034) ,
i

Robert L. Scott. Jr.

Southern University
'- Baton Rouge. Louisiana

Roger C. Linton
NASA George C. Marshall Space Flight Center

Huntsville. Alabama

Background

: i

Many materials (e.g., thermal control surfaces) are known to produce
outgassed products and possible paniculate contamination when exposed to a i
space environment. This contamination can produce severe optical damage to

" the surface. It can cause an increase in surface absorption of incident
radiation, thereby altering a thermal control surface, or it can cause off-axis
scattering of incident radiation, thereby reducing the imaging characteristics
of a specular reflector.

The NASA Marshall Space Flight Center initially became involved in
the coniamination problem when it investigated the potential contamination
problems associated with the Apollo Telescope Mount experiments. Since
then. areas of interest which have been investigated are sources, effects, and
abatement of contmnination; restoration of surfaces; and sizing of micron-size

• particles using light scatter• Thermal control surfaces, solid-rocket plume ,
inlpingements, and returned Skylab specimens have been exan;ined. The
mechanisms of contaminants and synergistic effects of the space environment
are not fully understood, and the results of these investigations do not snow
contamination damage of the magnitude observed on the Skylab mission.

Objective _
i

The objective of this experiment is to determine if the impingement of
atomic oxygen in near-Earth orbit is a major factor in producing optically

_k,, damaging outgassed products. The expected results will be to obtain samples
¢" which have been exposed to atomic oxygen for long durations. Analysis of ,

these samples will determine if the impingement of atomic oxygen on the
thermal control surl'accs stimulates a significant amount of oulgassed prod-•L.--

ucts. This experiment will give a clearer picture of the contamination problem ,t
._ - and will assist in assuring that future Shuttle payloads, such as the Space

Telescope and tligh-Energy Astronomy Observatory, will not experience
Skylab contamination levels.

®,.

1984016564-017
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Approach

Selected thermal control surfaces will be exposed to the atomic oxygen
in the near-Earth orbit. Passive collecting samples will collect any induced
outgassing resuhing from the oxygen impingement. The optical condition of
the passive samples will be measured using a ground-based integrating sphere
reflectometer and a directional reflectometer.

Two packages are required, each occupying one-sixth of a 3-in.-deep
tray. (See fig. 6.) One package will be positioned on the leading edge and one

: on the trailing edge of the LDEF. The thermal control surfaces used on
: Skylab, as well as newly developed surfaces, will be contained in the

: packages. The atomic oxygen will impinge on the thermal control ._urfaces
contained in the leading-edge container. Passive specular collecting samplest

will be positioned to collect any condensable outgassed product.,, produced as
a result of the oxygen impingement. The thermal control surfaces, as well as

: the collecting sample.,,, will be exposed to the available ultraviolet radiation
-. so that environment synergistic effects can be observed. Preexposure and

postexposure analysis will include total hemispherical and bidirectional
reflectance measurements. The range of these reflectance measurements will
be 2.5 to 2500 A. Postexposure anah sis of the leading-edge samples exposed
to the atomic oxygen will be compared with the control samples positioned on
the trailing edge and shielded from the atomic oxygen.

/
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,. Interaction of Atomic Oxygen With Solid Surfaces
.. at Orbital Altitudes

(A0114)

John C. Gregory
The University of Alabama

Huntsville, Alabama

Palmer N. Peters

NASA George C. Marshall Space Flight Center
Huntsville Alabama

"_ Background

Atomic oxygen and nitrogen are known to be extremely reactive when
impinging on solid surfaces. Chemical changes can occur which alteruptical
andelectrical properties and in some cases even remove layer._of material. If
theatoms impinge with the kinetic energy of orbitalvelocity (approximateiy
eV for atomic oxygen), the possibility of physical sputteringexists. There is.
however, no experimental evidence for this because laboratory beams of
sufficient flux at these energies are extremely difficult to produce.

The mechanism_ fi_rthese interactionsarepoorly understood,and atthis
time it is not possible tbr a spacecraft designer either to allow for them or to
disregard them with impunity. This experiment is designed to expose a wide
variety of surfaces to the intense atom flux in orbit in order to determine the
gross nature of the effects.

As a platform for this type of experiment, the LDEF is particularly _ell
suited compared with other spacecraft which are usually designed to point or
remain fixed in space. The attitude stabilization mode of LDEF result,,,in the
same surface always being presented to the ambient atmospheric flux along
the velocity factor, while the opposite surface of the vehicle remains in a hard
vacuum. Also, since the LDEF is passive, the _:ontamination problems
encountered on spacecraft such ,'isSkylab from venting or leaking fluids do
not exist.

Objectives

The objectives of this experiment are to advance the knowledge of
atom-surface interactions in the experimentally difficult energy range near 5

,.- eV, to enable surface experiments to be designed for future Shuttle-era
programs with greater chance of success, and to provide engineers and

- scientists in other areas with foreknowledge of the effects of the oxygen atom
beam on critical surfaces.

1984016564-020
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Approach
%

The basic approach to this experiment, as previously stated, is to expose
', a wide variety ot material surfaces to the atomic flux inorbit. The experiment

is passwe and depends on preflight and postflight measurements of the test
;. surfaces in the laboratory. The experiment will also include a reflectometer
L_ device to measure atomic beam reflection angles and thus momentum ac-
-_. commcdations, and a tmique passive spacecraft attitude sensor.

Exposure of Samples

Samples consisting of solid disks or thin film coatings on substrate disks
will be mounted in a panel, as shown in figure 7. The face of this panel will be
flown on LDEF normal to the incident stream of oxygen atoms. Each disk will
have part of its front surface masked so exposure to the atomic-oxygen
reaction will be limited to selected areas, the shadowed areas being used as
control surfaces in the measurements.

A typical sample is an optically flat quartz disk overcoated with a film of
: the material of interest. These include Ag, Au, Pt, Nb, Ni, AI, C, Si, Ge, LiF,
- and a few engineering materials. Some materials for which the expected

removal rate is high. such as carbon, will be solid disks rather than thin films.
The experiment consists of two flight units. Each unit occupies one-sixth

of a 3-in.-deep peripheral tray with one unit located on the leading edge of
LDEF and the other unit on the trailing edge. The samples on the trailing-edge
unit will not be subjected to atomic-oxygen impingement and will serve as
control samples. A third set o|coi_, ol samples will be kept in the laboratory to
aid in postflight analysis. To estimate the effects of contamination en-
countered during ascent, deployment, and descent of the Shuttle, a few
samples will also be contained in an experime,lt exposure control canister
(EECC) located with LDEF experiment S0010, Exposure of Spacecraft
Coatings.

Postflight measurement techniques include step-height measurement by
interferometry and surface profilometry, optical densitometry, electrical
resistivity, and depth profile of chemical composition by Auger electron
spectroscopy..-_ _

Reflected Atoms

: Angles of t'eflection of the hyperthermal oxygen atom beam are related
'_ to the extent of momentum accommodation, of which little is known at these

energies. A strong forward lobe in the distribution of atomic oxygen would be
detectable by sensor surfaces arrayed in the reflected beam, rather like the

,_ film in a cylindrical X-ray diffraction camera. To examine the momentum
accommodation aspect, three cylindrical "reflectometers" will also be in-

- " eluded with this experiment. (See fig. 8.) Slits in the panels and cylinders will

1984016564-021
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Figure 7,--Photographs of interaction of atomic-oxygen experiment showing the
- removable smallpanel which is painted black to provide a hotter surface than

the main surfacewhich ispainted white.
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permit a beam of atomic oxygen to impinge on a given sample at a selected
', angle of incident. For the first flight of the reflectometers, the objectives are

limited to testing the concept of the silver fihn detectors and distinguishing
k between specular and cosine law reflectance at the sample surface. Mat_rial,_
." chosen include l,iF, stainless steel, and aluminum.

._ Spacecraft Attitude Sensor

A unique passive spacecraft attitude sensor has been incorporated into "
each unit of this experiment to serve as a means of determining the orientation
ofl DEF with respect to its velocity vector. The sensor is designed to measure !
the angular offset of LDEF from its nominal flight attitude. ,_

? E Spac. _, raft

- "_ _ velocity J
"_ 0 vector i

I

-, _ ,., _,-...,,,
Slit _"_

oNDetect

_urface X '!
/! I I Reflected _ _

\) ';
/''/ [

v
t

1, i

L

I

"" LExperimental I"
_ - surface [

_igure &--Cylindrical reflectometer confq(uraOon, i

17 :
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As a subexperiment provided by Dr. Gerald J. Fishman of NASA
Marshall Space Flight Center, a number of activation metal samples will be
included x_.iththe other samples previously mentioned. Alter expo,,ure to the

_; space environment, these samples will become slightly more radioactive due
t_ ambnent proton and neutron irradiation. Upon recovery, the radioactivity

_ _ ill be ca;efully analyzed by the NASA MSFC Space Sciences Laboratory to
provide measurements of the average proton and neutron fluence during the
LDEF mission.

/
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Influence of Extended Exposure in Space
_ on. Mechanfcal Pcoperties of High-Toughness

Graphite-Epoxy Composite Material
(A0019)

David K. Felbeck

: University of Michigan
Ann Arbor. Mi_.higan

'. Background

Graphite-epoxy composites are promising candidates for structural use
.:- in space vehicles because of their high strength and elastic modulus proper-

-: ties. The problem of low fracture toughness has also been solved by use of
" ' recently developed techniques of intermittent interlaminar bonding• Before

this material can be adapted for space use. however, conlidence mu,•"be
gained that its mechanical properties are not degraded by exposure to the
space environment.

Objective

The objective of this experiment is to test the effect of extended exposure
to a space enviromnent on the mechanical properties of a specially toughened
T300/5208 graphite-epoxy composite material. Specimens made by recently
developed techniques of intermiitent interlaminar bonding will be exposed
and afterward tested for fracture toughness, tensile strength, and elastic
modulus.

Approach

The approach of this c,periment is to provide a frame on which the
. specimens can be mounted with their flat sides normal to the I.DEF radiu.,,

each npecimen with an unol_.,,tructedexposure of about 2'rrst. The specimen.,,
• will be mounted so that they neither fracture from high stress nor fail from -

: excessive heating during launch and return. Any damage to the specimen.,,
during the orbit period must be considered to be part of the experiment.

•_ Since the experiment is passive, nothing is required excep_ the mechan-
"- ical and thermal anchoring of the test .,.pecimens. There will be six fracture
_, toughness specimens and nine tensile mndulus specimens utilizing one-sixth

of a 3-in.-dcep peripheral tray. (See fig. 9.) An identical set of specimens
produced at the same time _ ill be stored in the ground laboratory for final

:. testing at the same time as the orbited specimens. A third set of specimens

"_ produced at the same time will be tested a short time after fabrication and
,m_¢ i t)

®,
/
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Figure 9.--High-toughness graphite-epoxy composite material experiment.

curing. These three sets of specimens will be used to determine the effects of
time plus orbit environment, time plus ground environment, and time alone
on the mechanical propertiesof interest. !

, After the specimens are tested to fracture, those of special interest will be
examined by scanning electron microscopy in order to identify any changes in
fracture mode or path as a result of exposure to the space environment.

/
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" Effect of Space Environment on Space-Based

Radar Phased-Array Antenna
(A0133)

.o

Richard J. Delasi, Martin L. Rossi, James B. Whiteside,
Marlin Kesselman, Ronald L. Heuer, and Frederick J. Kuehne

Grumman Aerospace Corporation
Bethpage, New York

.. Background

Large space structuresof low arealdensity arecurrently being developed
for near-term applications such as space-based radar(SBR). The practical

- implementation of these structures depends largely on identifying low-cost,
:. low-density, high-strength-tu-weight materials that are not degraded by the

. low Earth orbit (LEO) and geosynchronous Earth orbit (GEO) environments.
Because of the necessity for low weight and density, candidate materials, in
all likelihood, must be polymeric. However, the nature of the chemical bonds
causes these materials to be susceptible to some degree of degradation from

: either ultraviolet or charged-particle (particularly high-energy electron) com-
ponents of the space environment. In addition, for materials required to retain
stiffness and dimensional qability, thermal excursions become an important
factor because of creep at elevated temperatures.

Based on the performance of numerous polymeric materials following
accelerated laboratory testing, Kapton polyimide film has been selected as the
baseline material for the Grumman SBR concept. To gain the requisite
confidence for long-term ser_ ice durability, it is desirable to subject material
specimens as well as a portion of the SBR antenna directly to the combined
space environment and compare property degradation to that caused by
laboratory simulation. :. "

. Objective

""","overallobjectiveofthisprogramistoevaluatetheeffect,ofthespace
L. environment on polymeric materials currently being considered for the
: Grumman SBR Phased-Array Antenna. Degradation mechanisms caused by

thermal cycling, ultraviolet and charged-particle irradiation, applied load,
-..- and high-voltage plasma interaction will be evaluated.

- " Approach

_. The experiment occupies a 6-in.-deep end corner tray located on thespace end of LDEF and consists of both passive and active parts. The passive

w"

®
'l
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part addresses the effect of environment and stress on dimensional stability of
spliced and continuous Kapton. both plain and reinforced. Flight and ground-

_. based test methodologies to measure the time-dependent deformation of large
" space structure materials under applied stress have been developed. De-

flections on the order of I0 _to 10 4 in./in, will be measured on 10-in.-Iong
specimens. The specimen axvayshown in figure i0 contains eight I-in.-wide

,, specimens and sixteen 0.5-in.-wide specimens exposed directly to the space _-
environment and a like number of "shadowed" specimens. The "'shad-

-: owed" specimens will undergo limited thermal excursions and will be
exposed to minimal solar and charged-particle radiation. Each specimen
contains a bonded splice Iocaeed so that both spliced and continuous Kapton i

• regions can be tested alter exposure. Four stress levels (30, 150,300, and 450
psi) were selected based on the anticipated SBR antenna plane average
sustained and peak local st:esses. The maximum stress was selected to

"_ accelerate the extent of creep.
The active part of the e_,periment addresses the issue of the interaction

between high voltage and low-Earth-orbit plasma. A 14- by 28-in. section of
the Grumman SBR antenna ttwo Kapton antenna planes and a perforated
aluminum ground plane) has been selected as the test specimen. The elec-
trodes provided by copper dipole elements deposited on the Kapton plane will
be held at I and 2 kV. A counting circuit and recently available Grum,nan-
designed microprocessor memory using EEPROM's (a nonvolatile, electri-
cally erasable, p,'ogrammable read-only memory) will be used to record the
number of electrical discharges. The experiment timer-sequencer delays the
application of high voltage/br 16days and powers up the memory subsystem
every 20 minutes lbr 0.6 second. Special testing circuitry has been included
to assure proper circuit operation, and mission time scale speedup capability
has been included to permit simulation of the entire flight.

j-

r--."
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;': ' _Control specimen

__ Multilayer
insulation

_-Tray 5BR antenna

"- Figure IO.--Space.based radar phased.array antemTa experimenl,
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.0 Space Exposure of Composite Materials for ,

Large Space Structures
(A0134)

b

\,

,. Wayne S. Slemp
NASA Langley Research Center

Hampton. Virginia

: Background

As space systems become large, more complex, _nd expensive, they will
'; require much longer lifetimes in space to be economically feasible. Currently

these mission lifetimes are projected to be 10 to 20 years for antenna systems
and up to 30 years for a solar-powered satellite system.

This requires the structural materials to perform for much longer life-
_ times than those required for current spacecraft. It can be assumed that

electrical or electronic systems may be replaced or repaired, but the structure
should generally be maintenance free for the duration of these missions.

Resin matrix composite materials offer unique advantages over con-
ventional metallic materials for large space system applications due to their
superior strength and stiffness-to-weight ratios and their low coefficient of
thermal expansion. The major problem in utilizing composites for long-term
space structure applications is the absence Of data on the effects of space
radiation on the mechanical aad thermophysical properties of these materials.
Although ground laboratory testing programs are in progress, these programs
are substantially impaired by lack of information on the effects of space
radiation on the properties of these materials. Without a space-flight-
generated data base, it is difficult to project the useful life of these materials.
The same is true of other classes of materials such as polymeric films, z"r.

Objective

The objective of this experiment is to evaluate the effects of the
near-Earthorbital environment on the physical and chemical properties of

_.. laminated continuous-filament composites and composite resin films for use
.- in large space structures and advanced spacecraft.

r

Approach

_ The experiment is passive and occupies about one-half of a 6-in.-deep
peripheral tray, as shown in figure 11. Specimens of composite materials and
polymeric and resin films are arranged above and below the experiment

,_

pp.h Y'_
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Ft,aure ll.--Space exposure of composite materials experiment shown integrated
with Exi ")sure of Spacecraft Coatings experiment (50010;.

mounting plate to enableboth exposureand nonexposureto sunlight. This
providesa comparisonof theeffectsof ultraviolet plus wtcuumplus thermal
cycling and thoseof vacuum plus thermal cycling on thesematerials. The
experiment tray is thermally isolated from the LDEF structureto allow the
material specimensto experiencea wide rangeof thermal cycles•

Tensile andcompressionspecimenswill be used to evaluatethe lami-
natedcompositematerials. A numberof the specimensare precutand ready
for testing after space exposure, whereas other specimens will be prepared
from larger samples. Both f).005-in.- and O.O03-in.-ply thicknesses of pre-
prcg (resin-impregnated material) will be used. The tensile specimens will be
fabricated with z45 ° layup. The effects of flight exposure will be evaluated
by determining the stress-strain and ultimate tensile strength before and after i

flight exposure. Table 1 summarizes the specific composite materials to be '-
evaluated. Metal matrix composites are also included to evaiu, ""the changes
in coefficient of thermal expansion.

• Polymeric and resin films (e.g., Mylar, Kapton, P-1700 polysulfone,
and FEP Teflon) will be used to provide additional data on the behavior of

_ polymers in space. Data will be obtained to determine the thermal stability.
glass transition temperature, dynamic modulus, and loss modulus using a

..- thermogravimetric analyzer, a thermomechanical analyzer, and a dynamic
mechanical analyzer. An IR scan and an elemental analysis will also be

- - performed before and after flight exposure.

1984016564-031
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Table 1.--A0134 CompositeSpecimens

Resin and/or metal Reinforcement

- Epoxy,5208 Graphite, T-300
Epoxy,934 Graphite, T-300(0.003in./ply)

Graphite, T-300(0.005in./ply)
" Polysulfone,P-1700 Graphite, Celion 3000(0.003in./ply)

Graphite, Celion 6000(0.005in./ply)
. Epoxy,930 Graphite, GY-701

Mg Graphite, P-IO0
AI Graphite, P-100

. i

•- A series of laboratory tests will be conducted on all materials to simulate i
:, LDEF space flight condition._. The laboratory test program will include one ;

set of specimens exposed to UV radiation at one solar constant in 10.-7 torr
vacuum for 1000 hours and another set of specimens exposed to vacuum for
the duration of LDEF flight exposure. These specimens will provide data to
help isolate the effects of ultraviolet light, vacuum, and time on the flight
specimens.

i
I

t

)
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" Effect of Space Exposure of Some Epoxy Matrix

Composites on Their Thermal Expansion and
Mechanical Properties

(A0138-8)

Robert Elberg
q-ace Division, Matra S.A.

Le Chesnay, France
i

Background .

¢,6" |Carbon and Kevlar fiber-reinforced pla,,.c composites are being 'ased i
increasingly in space structures (e.g., launch vehicles, spacecraft, payload
elements such as antennas and optical benches). This extens,ive interest in
composites is due on one hand to their mechanical properties (i.e.. high - -_
strength and stiffness associated with a low density) and also to the near-zero
value, positive or negative, of their coefficient of thermal expansion. This
latter characteristic is due to the design of tne composite (i.e.. choice of I
fibers, fiber arrangement, and resin content), i

A particular point that Matra wishes to examine is the effect of space
environment on the thermalexpansion stabilityof such products. The thermal
expansion stability is a sensitive parameter that assures the desired per-
formance of optical instrumentssuch as telescopes andoptical benches. This
performance is related to short-term stability, which is assared simultane-
ously by the thermal control system and the low and stable coefficient of
thermal expansion of the structure. Long-term dimensional changes that ma'
occur (for instance, moist,.,redesorption) are often compensated by a refocus-
ing mechanism.

Objec' ",_"
I...-:"

Thisexperimenthasthreeobjectives.The firstandmainobjectiveisto
detecta possiblevariationinthecoefficientofthermalexpansionofcom-
positesamples during a l-year exposure to the near-E_-_horbital environ- i
ment. A second objective is to detect a possible change in t_c mechanical_.,.-

• integrity of composite products, both simple elements and honeycoma
sandwich assemblies. A third objective is to compare the behavior of two
_poxy resins cc,nmonly used in space structural production.

Approach

The experimental approach is to passively expose samples of epoxy

._p mat,, to,.,,to the space environment and to compare preflight
matrix composite ....'_"

I

27
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and postflight mea:,urements of mechanical properties. The experiment will
" be located inone of the three FRECOPA (French cooperative payload) boxes

in a 12-in.-decp peripheral tray that contains nine other experiments from
t France. _See figs. 12 and _3. )The FRECOPA box will protect the samples

from c,.mtamination during the launch and reentry, phases of the LDEF
mission.

A list of the samples to be tested and their composition is given in u,'_le2.
Two identical samples of each type are foreseen and four different con-

, figurations of .samples are used, as described in figure 14. Two conlmon
characteristics of configurations A, B. and C are the length t'4 in.) and the
existence at each end of the samples of three protrusions. These are the

.,: reference points for the measurement of the coefficient of thermal expansion
=- (CTE).

The coeMcients of thermal expansion are measured on Earth before and
after space exposure. This measurement is based on a laser interferometD'

: method working in a vacuum. The method used consists of forming a fringe
pattern generated by two almost-parallel reflecting surfaces fastened to the
test sample at the level of the protrusions and illuminated by a stabilized
monomode He-Ne laser beam. Length variation due to temperature variation
results ina frin,,e motion, which is measured. CTE measurements are nmde at

ambient temperature with a temperature variation of about 20°C. The ac-
curacy h_:a sample length of 4 in. is about -+-0.! × 10 _'per °C.

7 E,.periments A0138-4 and A0138-5

- Experiment A0138-3

- /-- Experiment A0138-1

28-V balteries _ - _ j

_ F 7.5-V batteries

_..:_ ::. / , _......,-,-,-,-,-,-_--_"_ _': _ and ' --"

" [xperlll"l _ _. '.

A01 _8"2--" , r' __-_;'j "_ LDEF pertpheral tray
,- " l:xperimenls A01 ]8-h. A0i38-7,
* A01'18-9,andA01{8-1t)

Ftgure12.--Layot.tof trenth cooperahvepayload(FRECOPAL

_8

.h_ m

'i'll'
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h,Rure13.--I_l_ot_graphuf FRECOPAbox dopenl.

The te._tprogram consist._ of the I'ollmving measuremenl._.
Weight mea.suremenls of all the samples will he made before launch

tsamples previously dried and oulgas,ned) and after launch. Any weight
arialion will be u._eful infl_rmation to e,_lablish the eMciency of tile dr._ing

and Otll_as._ilig proces._for composite nlalerials.
The coefficient of thermal expan._ionwill be measured on samples I-I'

2-2'. 3-3'. 4-4'. and 5-5' before and after launch. Any effect on this
paranleler after a I-year expmure at ultrahigh vacuum will be detected.

Micmgraphic inspections will be conducted on cuts nlade on the various ---""
samples a! tile level of tile composite materials and more specifically at tile

: level of the hone)coni',_-face-sheet assembly on samples 2-2' and 6-6'.
These photogrl, ph.,, will be compared to similar views of identical nlaterials
kept Oil Lavth lor reference.

_ Mechanical te,,t.,, for interlaminar shear strength, tlexural strength, and
< Ilat_ is¢ tenxile xtr,.'n_th _ ill be made on elements cut from tile samples alier
" return to lim'th. These ICM results will be compared ,o results fronl nimihu'
"-"- sample.,, that were not submitted to tile space environment. Although vacuum

chamber tests of epoxy matrix composites show good mech'mical and tlle,'mal

1984016564-035
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stability, this experiment is expected to increase confidence in the per-

forn,ance of the tested composite specimens, particularly relative to the
: thermal stability.

Table 2.--List and Compositionof EpoxyMatrix Composite Samples

', Reference Sample Type Fiber-Resin Additional Fiber

Number (Shape reference') Material Material Arrangement

" 1-1' Circular tube (A) GY70/934 None 4 ply (4.0*/-35*/4.0*
Unidirectional,

': e b = 0.005 in.

2-2' Sandwich: GY70/934 Aluminum (0°/_+60"/0°/90"1_ 42")
aluminum Unidirectional, honey-
honeycomb, e = 0.005 in. comb,

:. CFRP face sheets bond film,
-. (B) 312

3-3' Rectangular tube GY70/934 None (0"/*-60"10"190°1.,-42")s
(C) Unidirectional, I

_e = 0.005 in.

4-4' Rectangular tube GY70/934 None 0*
(C) Unidirectional,

e = 0.005 in.

5-5' !Rectangular tube GYT0/V108 None 0o
!(C) Unidirectional,

e = 0.0US in.

6-6' Sandwich: Kevlar/V108, Kevlar 2 ply (0*/90°)
Kevlar e = 0.0075 in. honey-
honeycomb, comb
Kevlar face sheets
(D)

'Refer to figure 14.
be = fiber diameter. J"

>
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Figure 74,--Experiment AOT38-8 sample configurations, t
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" The Effect of the Space Environment

on Composite Materials
(A0138-9)

Michel Parceller
Aerospatiale

Les Mureaux, France

Background

It is the duty of a manufacturer to verify the characteristics of the
products he designs and manufactures. Until now. the space industry has
complied with this rule with laboratory, simulations and evaluations. The
launching of the LDEF by the Space Shuttle will provide an opportunity to
observe the actual behavior of materials under exposure to the space environ-
ment and will make it possible to correlate with artificial aging tests.

Objective

The objective is to test different types of materials (laminates. thermal
coatings, and adhesives) to determiE]e their actual useful lifetime. These
experiments will also make it possible to integrate the histories of the thermal
and mechanical characteristics into models of the composite structures.

Approach

The experiment is passive and is located in one of the FRECOPA boxes
in a 12-in.-deep peripheral tray with nine other experiments from France.
(See ligs. 12 and 13.) The FRECOPA box will provide protection for the
samples from contamination during the launch and reentry phases of the .t
LDEF mission. The experiment revolves around four themes of study:
thermal coatings, adhesives, dimensional stability, and mechanical charac-
teristics.

The various materials will be arranged in six levels within the FRE-
COPA box. so only the first level will be subjected to direct solar radiation.
(See fig. 15 and table 3.) Each level will consist of plates from which test
specimens will be cut after the mission.

32
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Figure 15.--Section of FRECOPA box showing arrangement of experiment
,: A0138-9.

" Table 3.--Composite Materials Test Specimens

Level Test specimens

': IA OSR and SSM on graphite-epoxy composite

• . 1B OSR and SSM on aluminum support

". 1A Sandwich (GY70/code 87 +BSL 312 L)

IB Sandwich (GY70/BSL 914 + BSL 319 L)

2 BSL 312 L and BSL 319 L specimens

' 2A Redux 408 on graphite-graphite support

2B Redux 312 L on graphite-aluminum support

3A, 4A GY70/code 87

3B, 4B GY70/BSL 914

5A, 6A T300/V 108

5B GY70tV 108
0B G837/V 108

• /

Thermal Coatings

• Optical solar rellectors and second-surface mirrors will be laid on
aluminum and carbon supports. The tests will evaluate the level of deg-

,-.- radation, the mass of contaminants received, and the alteration of the ,
-,-" thermo-opticai properties.

Adhesives
,.....-

The tests will measure the shear in a joint bonded with 408 (room-
- " temperature curing) and 312 L (high-temperature curing) adhesives. The

purpose is to observe the effects of the thermal stresses due to the assembly of

T_ " 33
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materials having different expansion coefficients (carbon and aluminum) and

the thermal cycling in the low orbit of the LDEF.

: Dimensional Stability

Tests will be carried out to verify the predicted thermoelastic deforma-
tions in sandwich structures that have withstood the space environment.
Expansion tests will be made on a sandwich test specimen painted white
(located on the upper level) and shaped like a satellite antenna, and also o_ the
constituent parts taken singly. These parts are GY70/87 (0° and 90° orie _ta-

: tion) and 312 L. The sandwich will be structured as shown in figure 16. 'the
•: same experiment will be carried out on a sandwich test specimen cocured with

914 and 319 L.

,!. White paintq

/

L GY70/87.65 p.m (0°, 90°, 90°, 0°)

Figure 76.--Structure of sandwich specimen.

Mechanical Characteristics

The degradation of the mechanical properties (tensile, flexural, and
interlaminar tests) will be evaluated on the following materials: GY 70/87
(tape), GY70/914 (tape), T300/VI08 (tape), and G837/V 108 (fabric).

/

b.,.,-
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Microwelding of Various Metallic Materials
Under Uitravacuum

_. (A0138-10)

Jean Pierre Assie
Aerospatiale

Cannes, France

Background

' In the space vacuum environment, the spacecraft mechanisms are liable
to sustain damaging effects from microwelds due to molecular diffusion of the
spacecraft constituent metals. Such microwelds result in a continuing in-
crease in the friction factors and are even liable to jam the mechanisms
altogether.

Objective

The objective of tiffs experiment is to check the metal surfaces represen-
tative of the mechanism constituent metals; (treated or untreated, lubricated or
unlubricatcd) fi_rmicrowelds after an extended stay in the space environment.

Approach

The experimew,,I approach is to passively expose inert metal specimens
to the space vacuum and to conduct end-of-mission verification of the
significance of microwelds between varitms pairs of metal washers. The
experiment will be located in one of the FRECOPA boxes in a 12-in.-deep
peripheral tray that contains nine other experiments from France. (See figs. ..! -_
12and 13.) Table 4 lists the materials to be tested and table 5 and figure 17
show the test sample arrangemenl and experiment layout.
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Table 4.--Experiment A0138-10 Test Materials
• [Shape: round barsl

Type of _,.ppiicabie
material Description Condmon _-tandard

Aluminum AZ5GU (7075) T 7351 ASN A 3086
alloy AU4G1 (2024) T 351 ASN A 3058

A5 t'1050) H 24 NA

Copper CuBe1.9 TH2 ASN A 3416

: alloy CuNi3Si (UN 3S) TF ASN A 3405 i
-' Titanium TA6V Annealed ASN A 3307

alloy TA6V Quenched ASN A 3306 i
" and tempered

': Stainless FZ6NCT25 Quenched for ASN A 3412 '
steel 960 MPa

. . Z100CD17 (440C) Treated ASN A 3376 ,'

Z6CNT18/11 (321) Hyperquenched ASN A 3140

."_- Figure 17.--Layout of the eifht washer "spools" within FRECOPA box.
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Table 5.--Description and Combination of Constituent Materials of Washers

1 2 3 4

EZ6NCT25 CuBe1.9 AZSGIJa AZ_,GU

I:Z6NCT25 CuBe1.9 AZ5GU _ AZ5GU

AZ5GU _ AZSGU CuBe1.9 CuNi3Sia-

., TAOV annealed b TA6V annealed b CuNi3Si CuNi3Si

AZ5GU a AZ5GU CuBe1.9 CuNi3Si

TA6V annealed TA6V annealed EZ6NCT25 EZ6NCT25

': AZSGU_ AZ5GU TA6V annealed b TA6V annealed

_"" CuBe1.9 CuBe1.9 CuBe1.9 CuBe1.9

_'._ AZ5GU a AZ5GU TA6V annealed b TA6V annealed

_, CuNi3Si CuNi3Si CuNi3Si CuNi3Si

AZ5GU a AZ.5GU TA6V tempered b TA6V annealed
EZ6NCT25 EZ6NCT25 EZ6NCT25 EZbNCT25

,Z

%

5 6 7 8

(Analysi_of (Analysisof
influence of influenceof

pressure) lubrication)
TA6Vannealedu Z100CD17 P1 CuBe1.9 CuBel.9/Molykote Z
TA6Vannealedu Z100CD17 CuBe1.9 CuBe1.9

TA6Vannealed Au on AZSGU" P2 CuBe1.9 CuBel.9/Molykote Z

TA6Vannealed A_ on AZSGUc CuBe1.9 MoSzd/AZSGU_
Au on AZ5GU' Z6CNT18/11 P3 CuBe1.9 CuBel.9/Molykote Z

Au on AZ5GU' Z6CNT18/11 CuBel.9 MoS,dCrA6Vannealed"

Ag on AZSGU' A5 P4 TA6Vannealed TA6VannealedU/MoS_d

_Z5GU _ A5 TA6Vannealed TA6Vannealed u
Cr on A25GU AU4G1 P5 TAbVannealed AU4GI"/MoS,d

Cr on AZLGU AU4G1 TA6Vannealed TA6Vannealed"

Au on AZ5GU' TA6Vquenched P6 TA6Vannealed AU4G1J/MoS,_d

A_ on AZ5GU' TA6Vquenched TA6Vanhealed AU4GI"

_Chromium anodized.
bSulfur anodized.

_Au and Ag are reference couples.
dphysical vapor deposition.

i

I,,"-"

. _
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Evaluation of Long-Duration Exposure to the Natural
' Space Environment on Graphite-Polyimide and

:, Graphite-Epaxy Mechanical Properties
(A0175)

J. H ,ward Powell and Douglas W. Welch
Rockwell International Corporation

Tulsa, Oklahoma

Background

•_ Graphite-polyimide and graphite-epoxy are two composite materials
: being used in current spacecraft construction, and both materials are being

considered for more e;_tensive use in future lightweight space-oriented
" structural components. The accumulation of operational data on the effects of
_' long-duration exposure of the_,etwo materials to the multiple environmental

elements of space is needed to properly evaluate them for both current and
fu_,lrf,applications. In particular, data are needed on the mechanical proper-
ties of these materials.

Objectives i

The primary objective of this experiment is to accumulate the needed !
operational data associated with the exposure of graphite-polyimide and
graphite-epoxy material to the environments of space. Secoldary objectives
for testing the graphite-polyimide materials are to evaluate laminar micro-
cracking and crack propagation and to eliminate any concerns associated with
"unknowns." A specific objective of testing the graphite-epoxy material is to
validate ',hemechanical-property "knock-down" factors that were applied to :
the design and analysis of the Space Shuttle payload b _y doors. The as-
sessment of the degree of matrix cracking and crack propagation phenomena
resulting from differentiae expansion of unlike materials coupled with large
thermal exccrsions, and the deletion of unknowns r_,sulting from simul- I

: taneous application of multiple environmental factors relative to the payload ,
bay door composite and adhesive system, are secoudary objectives in the i

:,i graphite-epoxy tests, l

Approach i

The experiment will be mounted in two 3-in.-deep peripheral trays, t
Graphite-polyimide specimens will occupy 1V3trays and the graphite-epoxy t

r specimens will occupy two-thirds of a !ray6_. _'__ :--.. I':_______:,. I
- The experiment approach requires t_o matched sets of specimens with I

traceable records that are maintained for materials processing and specimen t

Mr-b P'_ _-

W"
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Tray A1

I I

LaRC-160 I LaRC-160 ! T300/934 ORIGINALPAGE l:_
precured I precured ,

L___ I OF POOR QUALITY

Graphite-epoxyhoneycomb sandwich

t

}

Tray A7

I I

I I
F-i/8/1300 I F-178/T300 I PMR-15

precured I cocured I precur_d
I j

I I
Ii f

.o

' figure l&--Graphltc-polyimicte and graphite.epoxy experiment.
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quality. After fabrication, oneset of each test specimen will be sectionedand
structurally tested to serve as a data baseline• Alter ,he LDEF flight, the other
set of specimens will undergo extensive measurements of mechanical proper-
ties for comparison with the original data baseline. Figure 19 illustrates the

various specimen configurations.

I

. _.--_ lension _
_" Beambending '_

Intralaminar shear Flatwise lension

: __ Compression

" _ _ ue

(a)Polyimidetestspecimens.
sion !

(b) Graphite-epoxy sandwich and
laminate lest specimens.

Hgure 19.--Graphlte-polyimide and graphite-epoxy test specimens.

Structural testing of the graphite-polyimide specimens will provide
strength and elastic data in tension, compression, and shear. Transverse
tension microcracking and crack propagation will be evaluated by photo- /

microscopy, f'
Structural testing of the graphite-epoxy specimens will include, erifi-

cation of laminate, core. adhesive, and fatigue properties as applied _o the
design and analysis of the payload bay door. Microcracking and crack
propagation will also be analyzed by photomicroscopy.
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" The Effect of Space Environment Exposure on the /
_. Properties of Polymer Matrix Composite Materials
, (A0180)

. R.C. Tennyson and J. S. Hanson
Institute tbr Aerospace Studies. University of Tor_;nto

Downsview. Ontario. Canada

" Background

•" The use of polymer matrix composites ill various spacecraft applications
is increasing, but the effects of Iong4erm space exposure on the mechanical
properties of these materials are not known. Although laboratory simulation
using a thermal-vacuunl chamber can be employed, the correlation between

': the.,,e results and actual ill situ behavior has not been established. Con.,,c-

: que,ltlT..',uch a correlation should be made in order to provide the design .
engineer with appropriate correction factors to take into account an)' degr_da-
tion of material integrity due to various exposure times in space. Failure to do i_
st) will tmdoubtedly lead It)structural failure resulting from material propczl3' .
clu,n,,c.', This can be particularly hazardous when us;no polv,ner matrix
compo.',ites because molecular breakdown (due to radiatiou), outgassing (due -."
to vacuu,n), and internal cracking, accompanied by fiber matt ix separation
and dela,nination (from thermal cycling), can result• i

Objective

'" The objective of tiffs experiment is to determine the effect of various
lengths of exposure to a space environment on the mechanical properties of ._
selected commercial polymer matrix composite materials. Fiber materials ._
will include graphite, boron. S-glass, and PRD-49. The mechanical proper- J
tics to be investigated are orthotropic elastic constants, strength parameters
(satisfying the tensor polynomial relation), coefficients of ther,nal expansion, ::
i,npact resistance, crack propagation, and fracture toughness. In addition, the
effect of laminate thickness on property changes will also be investigated. ,

_ r ,,pproach ;

Five groups of test articles made up of laminated cyhndrical tubes and ._
-_ llat plates will be manufactured from a given batch of preprcg (resin- i

impregnated) material. This will be do,le for each material system selected.
- One group from each material system will be evaluated under ambient

labtlratory conditions to determine (1) the orthot,'opic elastic constants E_, i;
-, E2,., v_2, and G_:. where E is the modulus of elasticity, v is Poisson's ratio, .
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andG is theshearmodulus;(2) the tensorpolynomialfailureparametersFi,
: Fie,and F+jk;(3) the impact resistance (residual bending strength as a function

of impact energy from a projectile; (4) the crack propagation and fracture
toughness (measurement of growth of a given cra,'k size in the specimen as a

_'. function of temperature and load cycling); and (5) the coefficients of thermal
+ expansion for various laminate configurations. This evaluation will be re-

, peated with a second group of specimens subjected to thermal-vacuum
"_ exposure in a laboratory facility. An evaluation of the effects of ultraviolet

_. and electron beam radiation and atomic oxygen impingement will be in- +
eluded. The evaluation will also be repeated with a third graup of specimens

_ subjected, to actual space environment onboard the LDEF. Finally, two :. !
control batches will be evaluated to assess the effects of storage environment,
qualifying rests, and aging on LDEF flight articles.

The expt'riment will occupy one-half of a 3-in.-deep peripheral tray and
" is divided into three sections. (See fig. 20.) Each section consists of a layered
- arrangement of both tubular and flat specimens. The tubular specimens are
+ thin walled (0.02 to0.06 in.) and approximately 1.75 in. in diameter and 4 in. J

I

I

' Flat specimens
•Experiment
A0019 -Tubular specimens

A0023

/- +,

1
i

..D_Ap. Figure 20.--Polymer matrix composite materials experiment.

J!
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long. The flat specimens are of similar thickness and measure 2 in. wide and 5
:. ,,. in. long. Aluminum end fittings (which function as te,q fixture,,, following

space exposure) are bonded to each of the test specimens.
Additionally. thermal and strain gauge outputs on various composite

specimens and a stainless steel calibration specimen will be sampled simul-
_. : taneously approximately eveD' 16 hours during the flight. This information
" will be transferred to a cassette deck for serial recording within a sealed

electronics box beneath one of the experiment sections. (See fig. 21.) Two
"- LiSO, batteries are required for data recording power and are located beneath

the remaining two experiment sections.
4

Figure 21.--Data measurementsystem.

L_
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" Space Environment Effects on Spacecraft Materials

(M0003)

Paul Schall

The Aerospace Corporation
El Segundo. California

Q

'i
Background

_- Data on materials for unmanned NASA and DOD spacecraft have been
i

,_ valuable, but are limited to those items that can be monitored remotely. :
_: Causes of failures or performance degradation can often only be inferred from

the telemetry data. The Gemini and Apollo missions included some materials

,_ experiments. The return of components from the Surveyor I11lunar lander
_ was particularly interesting. The NASA Skylab missions contained a thermal

control materials experiment; however, the early Skylab problems resulted in
, contamination that affected results. Although data from unmanned spacecraft

will continue to be used to evaluate the performance of materials in space, the
LDEF adds a new dimension to space experiments.

The LDEF provides experimenters with an opportunity to recover speci-
mens that have been exposed for long periods in space. The typical approach
for the selection of materials for use in spacecraft has involved laboratory
testing and limited measurements in space. Although many materials appear
to be satisfactory for a variety of applications, there is insufficient knowledge

_, of the physical and optical properties of these materials after long periods in
space. Laboratory tests do not simulate the actual space environment: there-
fore, it is difficult to predict property changes as a function of environment
exposure.

in addition to measuring changes in the macroscopic properties of the
returned specimens, microstructural properties will also be examined. Thus.
it may be possible to increase our understanding of the changes induced by the
environnment. This increased understanding can then be used to predict the
performance of materials based on knowledge of the space environment and
the results of laboratory tests.

-- This experiment will be a cooperative effort and will provide an oppor-
,¢ tunity for DOD space programs and laboratories to evaluate materials and
_. components after long exposures to the space environment.

- Objectives

The immediate objectives of this experiment are to understandchanges
in the properties and structure of materials after exposure to the space

': " environment and to compare these changes with predictions based on labo-

:'_ 44
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ratory experiments. The longer term objectives are to improve the per-
,, formance and usage of existing materials and to decrease the lead times for

application of new materials on DOD space systems.

Approach
f4.

The experiment consists of 19 subexperiments involving a number of
DOD laboratories andcontractor organizations. (See table 6.) In general, the
experimental approach with each of the subexperiments will involve com-
parison of preflight and postflight analyses. Typical analyses will include the

" measurement of optical properties (reflectance, transmittance, and refractive
index), macrophysical properties, and microstructural properties.

_: Table 6.--Experiment MOO03Summary i

Sub- Scope Experimenter Organization
._ experiment
." number

- I Radar camouflage Gary Grider AFWAL Avionics
materials and Laboratory ;
electro-optical Edward L. Pelion AFWAL Avionics i

signature coatings Laboratory '

' - 2 Laser optics Alan F. Stewart Air Force Weapons
Laboratory

Arthur H. Guenther Air Force Weapons
Laboratory

-- 3 Structural Charles Stein Air Force Weapons
materials Laboratory

- 4 Solar-power Ioseph F. Wise AFWAL Aeropro-
components pulsion Laboratory

Kenneth Masloski AFWAL Aeropro-
pulsion Laboratory

- 5 Thermal control William L. Lehn ,AFWAL Materials

materials ";Laboratory
}, Sierchico -AFWAL Materials

Laboratory

- 6 Laser cornmunica- Ismael Otero Air Force Space
lion components Division

Steven G. Rockholm McDonnell

._-. Douglas Astro-
.: nautics Co,

R. M. F. Linford McDonnell
Douglas Aslro-

k..- nautics Co.

- 7 Laser mirror Terry M. Donovan Naval Weapons
"_ coating Center
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lable b.mConcluded

Sub- Scope Fxperimenter Organization
,, experiment
_, number

_ - 8 Composite mate- Morton Kushner Boeing Aerospace
" rials, electronic Co.

piece parts, and Leo P. Buldhaupt Boeing Aerospace
fiber optics Co.

- 9 Thermal control Norman H. Kordsmeier, Jr. Lockheed Missiles
materials, antenna & Space Co.

,- materials, compo- Robert Bragg Lockheed Missiles
site materials, and & Space Co.

t

: cold welding ,

_' -10 Advanced compo- David A. Roselius AFWAL Flight i
= site materials Dynarnics

Laboratory
Gary L. Steckel The Aerospace

, Corp.

? -11 Contamination Eugene N. Borson The Aerospace
i_ ' monitoring Corp.

-12 Radiation Eugene N. t3orson TI.e Aerospace
' dosimetry Corp.

-13 Laser-hardened T.A. Hughes McDonnell
materials Douglas Astro-

nautics Co.

-14 Quartz crystal Donald A. Wallace Berkeley
microbalance Industries

-15 Thermal control Thomas A. Park The Aerospace
materials Corp.

-16 Advanced compo- Camille A. Gaulin The Aerospace
site materials Corp.

lim G. Gee The Aerospace
Corp.

-17 Radiation Sam S. Imamoto The Aerospace
dosimetry Corp. ,- !

I. Bernard Blake The Aerospace
Corp.

" -18 Thermal control Genevieve C. Denault The Aerospace
coatings Corp.

._1 -19 Electronic devices James Ewan The Aerospace
Corp.

_( Douglas H. Phillips The Aerospace
Corp.

_ - The experiment consists of four peripheral trays, two experiment power
and data systems, two experiment exposure control canisters, and LiSO2
batteries to satisfy power requirements. The trays and EECC's will be used to

-_ 46
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_,. relain a variety of thermal control coatings, composites, laser optics electron-
ic piece parts, fiber optics, solar cells, and LDEF experiment MOO02-1.

"' A 6-in.-deep tray, a 3-in.-deep tray, a data system, and an experiment

" .. exposure control canister will be located near the LDE _ leading edge with the
trays connected by a wiring harness. A similar configuration will be located

' near the LDEF trailing edge. Environmental exposure to the two locations
_ will be similar except that the leading-edge location will also be exposed to
'- relatively high fluxes of atmospheric constituents (primarily "_tomicoxygen).

, Figure 22 shows photographs of two of the experiment trays.
' The experiment is equipped to record temperature, strain, and solar-cell

,: output voltage. These data will be recorded approximately every 107 hours
: (approximately 78 orbits) for the duration of one orbit. The EPDS will be

programmed to record data periodically over a span of up to 15months. Both
;_ EECC units will be programmed to open in three stepped increments to vary

the UV exposure times. The first opening will occur approximately 10 days

; after deployment, to minimize contamination. The second stepped opening
-_ will occur at approximately one-third of the expected minimum flight dura-

tion. The third stepped opening will occur at approximately two-thirds of the
expected minimum flight duration. Prior to LDEF retrieval, the EECC units
will close to provide protection from contamination during retrieval oper-
ations.

-.._/

(a) Leading-edgetray,3 in. deep.

Figure 22.--Experiment MOO03 flight configuration.

®,9q " Jn
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(b) Trailing-edge tray, 6 in. deep.
Figure 22. Con, luded.

The fiber optics experiment will investigate the resistance of a fiber optic
cable to the effects of the space envi_'gn,nent and will involve the illumination
of a l-km fiber by a light-emitting diode (LED) ._, .¢. A detector will bc
used to monitor the radiance of the LED and a sec, .,d detector will monitor
the output of the tiber. The difference between the two detectors will
represent the loss in the fiber. The fiber will be unsheathed so that radiation
effects can be introduced. The LED source, detectors, and fiber will bc

electrically and optically characterized prior to the test. All composites will be

subjected to postflight analysis tbr comparison te ',he initial data. Failure .... ,
analysis will be used as required to identify failure modes and/or mechanisms
and indicate potential solutions to identified problems. The dctcct,_rs will be
matched to minimize the difference between the individual detector charac-
teristics.
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•. Balloon Materials Degradat:on -_
(SLOOP)

I,

? David H. Allen
-- Texas A. & M. University

College Station, Texas

" Background ,

There exists a need to expose a variety of very thin films to the space
radiation environment in order to gain sufficient data to properly support olher
NASA programs involving the flight of extremely high altitude scientific i
balloons. In particular, significant scientific benefit will be derived tram the
development of a Ion_-duration balloon platform capable of carrying pay- !
loads on the order of 250 kg to altitudes greater than 40 km for periods in

". excel,, of 60 days. The National Scientific Balloon Facility has actively
pursued this program for the past 3 years. However, the engineering of these ,
large systems could be significantly accelc_,'ted if data regarding degradation
and/or aheration of various material properties could be obtained and com-

]

pared to laboratory simulations of the space environment.
._ !

Objective
!

The objective of this experiment is to assess the effects o r long-term -'

exposure of candidate balloon films, tapes, and lines to the hostile envtron- i
ment above the Earth's atmosphere. Degradation of mechanical and radio-
mctrtc properties will be observed by a series of tests on exposed materials.

Approach

The experiment is passive and will test candidate balloon films, tapes, _.J
and lines. Tbc experiment will occupy one-third of a 3-in -deep peripheral

, tray. as slaown in fi_:ure 23. The materials to be tested are listed in tat le 7.
Two additiunal ittcntical sets of material will be prepared. The first set will b¢
tested immediately and the second will be held in a controlled environment

_- until the recovery of the samples placed in orbit. Tests will then be performed
on this second set to determine any effects of aging. The specimens that arc
recovered from the LDEF will also be tested and the effects of long-duration

-_ expesure notc,l. In addition to these specimens, another set of specimens will
be exposed :o the Texas A. & M. UniveNty accelerated exposure facility and
the J'csults will be comp;,red with those of specimens exposed in situ.

Subsequent to exposure, two types of tests will be.performed on each
specimen. The films will be subjected to a uniaxial state of sires,, at room

49
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Figure 23.--Balloon materials deflradation experiment.

Table 7.--Balleon Materials Spedrnens

Films

0.S-mil nylon 12 TO_
.S-mil nylon 12 MD I'

1.0-mil Stratofilm TD
1.0-mil Stratofilm MD
.S-mil Stratofilm TD
.5-mil Stratofilm MD

1.0-mil SFX TD
1.0-mil SFX MD
.5-mil SFX TD
.S-mil SFX MD
.35-mil SFXTD
.35-nu, "_X MD
.35-mii ,.,uminized polye.Ter
.92-mii Hostaphan 200(.
.48-mii to .48-mii polyester with 400-denier Kevlar 29
,92-mii to ,92-mii laminated Hostaphan 2000

. Tapes

Nylon-r( iniorced polyester (500 Ib)
- Kevlal-reinforced polyester (1000 Ib)
i-i Pressure-sensitive adhesive tape (polyethylene substrate with reinforcing
._ polyester backing and silicon adhesive)

& Lines

.r.."- Nylon (500 Ib)
Kevlar (500 ab)
Kevlar (1000 Ib)

'TD = transverse direction
hMD = meridional directional

-_ 511
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temperature and at -80°C with a constant strain rate of 0.2 percent per
minute. The load and deformation will be recorded as a function oftinle and

stres_-slrain diagram._ will be prepared. Five specimens oreach film type wilt
be used to insure repeatability. After detailed elastic data have been taken, the
film will be loaded to failure.

h is anticipated that significant chemical changes will occur which will
." affect the effective absorptivity and emissivity properties of the liim. There-

fore• care will be taken not to clean or otherwise alter the surface of the

exposed films.
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" Thermal Control Coatings Experiment
,. (A0138-6)

A. Paillous
CERT/ONERA-DERTS

Toulouse. France

J-C. Guillaumon
CNES/CST

Toulouse. France

Background
i

• In order to assess the degradation of thermo-optical properties of coat- i
ings used on satellites, a space environment simulation is needed. It is
difficult to perform such a task in the laboratory because the simulation
involves good vacuum, temperature programming, and irradiation by ultra-
violet light and particle,,, in most cases, caution must be used in interpreting

._ the results because it is impossible to obtain light sources with a spectrum
similar to that of the Sun and also because accelerated tests are generally used.
A comparison of degradations obtained in the laboratory with degradations
obtained in space would be very valuable. '.

Objectives

The objectives of this experiment are to verify the validity of space
enviromnent simulation perfi)rmed in the laboratory in order to measure the
stability of the thermo-optical properties of thermal control coatings, and to
compare the behavior in space of some materials for which the available
ultraviolet solar simulation is inadequate (especially in the far ultraviolet).

/

Approach "

The experimental approach is to passively expose samples of the .ql I
coatings of interest. These coatings include black paint, aluminum t. '

-.- white paint, a solar absorber, an optical surface reflector, second-surface
mirrors, metal coatings, and silica fabrics. Prefight and postflight measure-
ments ()l"thermo-optical properties will be compared to determine the effects

.... of space environment exposure.
The exI""riment will be located with nine other experiments from France

- " in a 12-in.-deep peripheral tray. The thermal coating samples will be housed
in one of the three FRECOPA boxes located in the tray. (See fig. 12.)The
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,, FRECOPA box trig. 13) will protect the samples from contanlination during
the launch and reentry phases of the LDEF mission.

Samples will be independently maintained in sample holders that allow
their front face to receive maximum solar illumination when the FRECOPA

box is open. (See fig. 24.) Thirty samples will be tested. Twenty-nine
samples are V4in. by .Y4in. and one .',ample is IV_,in. by IV_-in. Sampie
thickness is less than % in. The maximum temperature during space exposure
will be recorded by passive temperature indicators fixed to the sample
mounting plate. Additionally, the ionizing radiation dose will be measured by
a passive LiP dosimeter.

The FRECOPA box will be closed in space atier exposure and will be
: kept under vacuum until optical measurements are completed in the labora-

_. tory. The entire closed box containing samples under vacuum will be placed :
• in a vacuum chamber, where the optical reflectance spectrum of each sample i
. will be recorded using an integrating sphere. An additional set of samples will
:.. be maintained in the laboratory for comparison with samples subjected to

.,pace exposure.

•. Experiment 7 2 _-'FRECOPA box

A0138-6 _\,/ (half)

JMJk, /

)0

, ,r'_r "_r_r'_ /

Specimen .._.__ _[__. ._ _ J _,ik, d k,.J

Passive / _ _k./k J\ lk I "-- Frame of

temperature ? It"_t""_t" "_f 'V"'_ sample holderindicalors_t Ik._Jk.J\ Jk, J\ J

/
• /

/ / --PassiveLiF• dosimeter

Space for t /
"- experiment/
';"- A0131:i-7 -" / /

/

Figure 24.--Layout of thermal control surfaces experiment.
i,o
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._ Exposure of Spacecraft Coatings

(SO010)
%

Wayne S. Slemp

NASA Langley Research Center
Hampton, Virginia

;- Background

The degradation of thermal control coatings due to space radiation
-: exposure has caused spacecraft to overheat, leading to problems with sub-

systems and mission lifetimes. To prevent such problems, designers need to

:_ be able to accurately predict the performance of thermal control coa,ings.
:. Several flight experiments have been conducted to obtain the necessary

r- coating performance data. Unfortunately, these data were limited to telemetry _.
information and the experiments were not returned for postflight evaluation.

e Coating performance was determined from temperature measurements made
--. on sample coatings and increases in sample temperature were interpreted as

being caused by space radiation. With these experiments it was not possible to
" distinguish between damage caused by space radiation and that caused by

some other means, such as mechanic ,l stress or contamination. To properly
isolate the cause of coating degradation, an experiment is necessary which
provides for the return of coating samples after space exposure for ground I
laboratory evaluation.

Objectives

The objectives of this experiment are to determine the effects of both the
Shuttle-induced environment and the space radiation environment on selected
sets of spacecraft thermal control coatings.

Approach
/

The experimental approach is to passively expose samples of thermal .....
control coatings to Shuttle-induced and space radiation environments and to
return the samples for postflight evaluation and comparison with pr,",light
measurements to determine the effects of the environmental exposur,:. Two

"--" additional sets of samples will remain in the laboratory and will be analyzed
'" for comparison with the flight data. Optical measurements of the samples will
; include total normal emittance and spectral reflectance.

The experiment will utilize a 6-in.-deep peripheral tray and an experi-
ment exposure control canister (EECC). (See fig. 25.) The EECC will

- provide protection for some of the samples against exposure to the launch and

- 54
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-- FECC (contains coating specimens)

'_" -txperiment A0134

l

I.
"i: -'--- "- ."

| ....... " |" O0 °o.

" I' ] '°° :'"
. i El _i 1/ • • oo o

J_ _ 1t" "'" ""': nl n- m in .o o.o

._- Coatings

: Figure2r.--fxposure of spacecraft coatings experiment shown integrated with
experiment A0134.

reentry environments. The EECC will be programmed to open about 2 weeks
after LDEF deployment and close prior to LDEF retrieval by the Shuttle and
reentry.

Some samples will not be housed in the EECC and will be exposed to the
Shuttle-induced environment during launch and reentry. Comparison of the
dat_ from these samples with data from samples in the EECC exposed to only
the space radiation environment will yield information about possible
contamination-induced degradation effects.

Table 8 provides a list of the thermal control coatings that will be
included in this experiment. Additionally, several materials specimens will
be located in the EECC as control specimens for other LDEF experiments
(e.g., A0114 and A0187).
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Table 8.--S0010 Thermal Control Coatings

_' Type 1 Compositio n Substrate :

Second-surface mirrors Quartz-Ag AI
Teflon-Ag AI
Diffuse Teflon-Ag AI
Kapton-AI AI

-" Black paints Chernglaze, Z-306 AI
IITRI, D-111 AI i

: White paints Zinc oxide-silicate, Z-93 AI .;
Zinc oxide-silicone, S-13GLO AI
Zinc orthotitinate-silicate, YB-71 AI

:. Chem_laze, A-276 AI

: Anodized Chromic acid, high emissivity AI
". Chromic acid, medium emissivity. AI ',
. . Chromic acid, low emissivity AI

Sputtered Ni-AI Graphite-epoxy
, Ni-SiO2 Graphite-epoxy

Ni-AI-SiO2 Graphite-epoxy
Cr-SaO2 Graphite-epoxy

I

f
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'_ Thermal Control Surfaces Experiment
-_ (S0069)

Donald R. Wilkes and Harry M. King
•" NASA George C. Marshall Space Flight Center

Huntsville, Alabama

Background

The optical properties of thermal control surfaces in the solar region of
the spectrum are of primary interest to spacecraft thermal designers since
these properties govern the solar-heat input to exposed surfaces (such as the

•,' thermal radiators) and therefore influence the temperature of the spacecraft.
: These properties, however, have been shown to be altered considerably under

the space environment, which includes solar irradiation, thermal vacuum,
micrometeoroid bombardment, and contamination. One such mechanism of

-. solar ultraviolet degradation is caused by photodesorption of oxygen, which
is immediately and completely reversib',e upon exposure to a very small
amount of oxygen ( Iff 4 to 10-_'ton: parti,;l pressure). This type of bleaching
mechanism shows the necessity of in situ measurements of the optical
properties of environmentally damaged surfaces (i.e., in vacuum before
repressurization).

Until now, no optical measurements of thermal control surfaces have
been made in space. Temperature measurements of thermally isolated
samples have been used to back-calculate solar absorptance and thermal
emittance. This type of measurement is not as definitive as required and does
not describe the spectral character of the sample surface. Spectral reflectance
measurements of the samples are required to differentiate between different
damage mechanisms of environmental effects and to separate contamination
effects.

Additionally, because of the inability to sinmlate exactly the conditions
of the coating surface temperature and the solar spectrum, there is a major
difference between laboratory test data and in-flight experilnent data. AI- .."
though the current generation of laboratory test apparatus isextremely I

" complex and well thought out, it provides only relative data on the deg-
radation of coatings in actual space conditions. The only accepted test for
flight qualification of new coatings is to have them evaluated in actual

, conditions of space flight in the space environment where they will be used.

;--- Objectives

-- " The objectives of this experiment are to determine the effects of the
near-Earth orbital environmcm and the Shuttle-induced environment on

? _1111_. 57
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spacecraft thermal control surfaces. Spectral reflectance measurements will ,'
,, be obtained and used to differentiate between different solid-state damage

mechanisms of environmental damage, to separate the effects of con-
tamination from those of natural-environmental damage, and for comparison
and correlation with laboratory test data.

Approach

The experiment is designed to measure certain physical properties of 25
"active" spacecraft thermal surface samples in an environment that ap- i

proximates their normal use. The parameters to be measured include the

, hemispherical reflectance as a function of wavelength (100 wavelength steps
from 0.25 to 2.5 I_m) and the temperature of these samples as a function of
time in a calorimeter configuration. The latter measurements will be made in

: two different physical configurations that allow calculation of the emittance
-. and the ratio of solar absorption to emittance for each sample. In addition, 24

passive samples will be exposed to approximately the same environment as
the active samples.

Figure 26 shows a simplified block diagram of the experiment, figure 27
shows the experiment layout in a 12-in.-deep tray, and figure 28 is a
photograph of the flight hardware. The active samples are contained in
calorimeter assemblies and are mounted along with the passive samples on the
carousel. In addition, three radiometers (solar and Earth albedo, Earth
albedo, and earthshine) are also mounted on the carousel. The radiometers are
used to measure the radiant energy incident upon the samples, which is
required tbr calculating the ratio of absorption to emittance, and to provide a
record of the total exposure of the samples to the solar ultraviolet.

The carousel has two fixed positions, refened to as in IN, or protected,
and OUT, or exposed. The OUT position exposes the samples to the
environment. The samples are in this position approximately 23V2hours for
every Earth day, including the I _,_-hourperiod each day when temperature t
and radiometer measurements are being recorded to determine the ratio of '"
ab,::_rptionto emittance. The carousel is rotated 180° from the OUT position
to the IN position lot the emittance measurements for approximately V,,hour
each day. For these measurements, the samples view a massive heat sink

_" (aluminum "emittance" plate) which maintains a relatively constant temper-
ature, and temperature change as a function of time is recorded fi_r each
';:,topic.

,_- The IN, or ,,,towed, position also places the samples and radiometer,; in a
protected enclosure/'or launch and reentry, This position is also maintained

- tbr I0 days alter launch to allow volat:les to outgas prior to starting experi- i
mental operations.

- I

o •

"
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" The reflectometer assembl_ includes an integrating sphere, which is ,i
,, located at the bottom of the carousel assembly. The carousel is rotated by a

stepping motor through a geneva drive mechanism to position each of the 25
active samples in the integrating sphere a0erture, where sample reflectance
can be measured Each sample will be measured 20 times during the LDEF

:_. mission, n(,minal_y once per month with measurements slightly more often
near the beginning of the mission.
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Figure 2(..--Sm)phf, ed block diagram of thermal control surfaces experm)ent.
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Figure 27.--Thermal control surfaces expen'nent layout showing local ,} of
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Ion-Beam-Textured and Coated Surfaces Experiment

(S1003)
_. Michael J. Minich, Jr.

NASA Lewis ResearchCenter
Cleveland, Ohio

Background

Futurespacecraftrelyingon thermalcontrolsurfacesor solarthermalpower
: generatioi_will be subjected to the near-Earth Shuttle environment prior to

insertion into a geosynchronous orbit. The combined eftbcts of the near-Earth
Shuttleenvironment may be synergisticand may cause appreciable degradation

: prior to geosynchronous-orbit operations. In situ exposure of various candidate
_. surfaces is required to evaluate material, optical, and/or electrical property

durabilityso that a choice of surface materials can be made with respect tooptical
- and/or electrical performance, durability, and contamination protection ,

requirements.

Objective ,

The objective of this experiment is to measure the effects of exposure to the
• Shuttle launch and near-'Earth space environments on the optical properties of

ion-beam-textured high-absorptance solar thermal control surfaces, the optical
and electrical properties of ion-beam-sputtered conductive solar thermal control
surlhces, and the weight loss of ion-beam-deposited oxide-tx)lymer films.

The variou._types of surfaces to be tested include .,,ixmajor categories: ( I)
-_. ion-beam textured surfaces suitable for space solar-thermal (solar concentrator)

application (e.g., materials such as copper, aluminum, lnconel, stainless steel,
and silver); (2) painted and/or state.-of-the-an solar thennal surfi,cc.s(e.g.. black
chrome); (3) ion-beam-sputtered conductive coatings tor themml and space ..-
charge control (e.g.. indium-oxide-coated metalized FEPTellon_:(4) ion-beam- I
sputtered conductive coated solar-sail materials Ibr space charge control and

" cooling through emittance (e.g., sputtered coatings on Kapton such as izldium
(_xide,aluminum, and chromium); (5) micrometeotoid-sensitive samples whose
optical properties change only as a result of micrometcoroid impacl, and (6)
Kapton coated with oxide-lx)lymer lil,ns to minimize oxygen degradation at

- near-Earlh-orbit altitudes.

:..- The objective for the tirst tw,_ categories of samples is to verify that the
optical properties of the microscopic cone or ridge-type ion-beam-textured

.- surfaces are mowe resistant to degradation than conventional solar thennal
surfaces. The objective tor the third and fourth categories of samples is to
evaluate the electrical and optical durability of conductive coatings for thermal

control and solar-sail radiative cox)ling applications. The objective for the
,,,_ 62
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filth-category sample is to identify changes in the optical properties which can be
;; attributed to microp:eteoroid impact. The objective for the sixth category is to

measure any changes in optical or material properties of oxide-polymer-coated
Kapton after exposure to the oxygen atom environment in near-Earth (Shuttle)
orbit.

Approach

- The experimental approach is t_ passively expose the samples to all
environments of the entire mission. The optical properties (absorptance and
emittance) of each surface will be measured in ground tests both before and after
exposure to the environment. This will be done by experimentally measuring the
spectral reflectivity between 0.33 and 2.16 I,tm using a Gier-Dunkle integrating

: sphere to obtain the solar absorptance. The emittance will be obtained by
.. measuring the spectral reflectance in the infrared between 1.5 to 15.5 Ixm using a

Holraum reflectometer.

Electrical conductive coatings wdl be resistance documented before and

alter the LDEF flight. Compadsc:ls will be made between the durability of the
painted surfaces and the ion-beam-textured or sputtered surfaces. Additional
tests, includinL, wei,_,ht loss. Au,,er and SEM measurements and/or chemical

analyse.,, may also be pcrlbrmed as the data x_arrants.
The experiment requires one-sixth of a 3-in.-deep peripheral tray. Figure 29

qlttslrates the experiment config_ ration and table 9 lists the samples that will be
tested.

Figun' ",'9.--h_n-Seam.le.xtured and coaled _urf,_(es experm_et_t.
Fm_IF
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,. Table 9.--Ion-Beam-Textured and Coated SurfacesSamples

Sample External Substrate Internal

; number exposed surface unexposed surface
1 0.1-_.m Au on textured FEPTeflon Untreated

surface

2 0.1-1_mAu on textured FEPTeflon Untreated
surface

' 3 Textured Si Polished

4 Textured Si Poli.,,hed

5 Textured Ti Untreated

(6% AI, 4% V)
: 6 Uncoated Kapton Untreated

7 0.065-p.m 4% PTFE + Kapton Untreated
96% SiO,

8 Textured 304 stainless Untextured
': steel

9 0.065-1_m SiO2 Kapton Untreated
10 Textured Inconel Untreated

11 0.1-1J.mAI on textured Cu Untreated
surface

12 0.070-p.m AI_,O_ Kapton Untreated
13 Textured Cu Untextured

14 0.065-1_m4% PTFE+ Kapton Untreated
96% SiO,

15 Textured Pyrolytic Untextured
grap. :re

16 O.065-p.m St02 Kapton Untreated

17 rextured Kap,on 0.1-1a.mAI

18 textured Kapton O.l-_m AI

19 Textured Kapton O.2-p.mAg on
textured surface

20 Textured Kapton 0.2-p.m Ag on
textured surface """

21 InaO__ FEPTeflon 0.15-I_m Ag

22 In20_, FEPTeflon 0.15-p.m Ag

23 Untexlured FEPTeflon 0.1-p.m Ag on
_ textured surface

24 Untextured FEPTeflon 0.1-1_mAg on
textured surface

25 O.l-p.m AI Kapton Textured Kapton
.,'-- 26 .070-1J.mAI_O _ Kapton Untreated

27 Black chrome Ti Untreated
(6 % AI,4%V)

28 Untreated Grafoil Untextured

: 29 Untreated Kapton 0.1-1_mAI

pJ_lf
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'" Table 9.--Conduded

Sample External Subslrate Internal
number exl)o,wd surlace Unexposed st, rlace

" 30 Untreated FEP Teflon 0.15-p.m Ag

i 31 Nextel paint Ti Untreated
(6% AI, 4% V)

32 S-13G AI Untreated I

, 33 Embossed FEP Teflon 0.15-t.,.m Ag

:" 34 Uncoated Kapton Untreated
'- 35 2000-A AI 304 stainless Untreated
_,: steel

,, 36 1.0-p.m Mo Fiberglass 0.2-p.m Mo :
: composite :

z

I

1
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Cascade Variable-Conductance Heat Pipe
: (A0076)

_" Michael G. Grote and Leslie D. Calhoun 11

McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company
St. Louis, Missouri

f Background

: A number of spacecraft applications could benefit from a precise tempera-

: ture control system which requires zero electrical power. The dry-reservoir
: variable-conductance heat pipe (VCHP) system will provide this capability, but

its performance capabilities have not been adequately demonstrated in flight.

: Objective

The objective of this experiment is to verify the capabilityof a cascade
variable-conductanceheatpipe(CVCHP)system to provideprecisetemperature
control of long-life spacecraft without the need for a feedback heater or other
power sources tbr temperature adjustment under conditions of widely varying
power input and ambient environment.

,

Approach

The approach to conducting the experiment is consistent with the LDEF i.*
capabilities (i.e., relatively long duration, zero gravity environment, and mini-
real electrical power and data system capability}. Solar energy is the heat source
and space the heat sink for thermally loading two series-connected variable-

- conductance heat pipes. Electronics and power st,pply equipment requirements
are minimal. The experiment power data system (EPDS) in LDEF experiment
S I001 (Low-Temperature Heat Pipe Experiment Package (HEPP) for LDEF) , ,

. will be used for data recording. A 7.5-V lithium battery supplies the power for
thennistor-type temperature sensors for monitoring system peffonnance, and a
28-V lithium battery supplie,; powt.r for valve actuation.

: The experiment will (x:cupy a 6-in.-deep peripheral tray located on the
( leading edge of the LDEF. Two external-surface subpanels will be employed

which are thermally coupled to opposite ends of two series-connected variable-
"- conductance heat pipes. One panel will be designed as a heat absorber through
,- application of a high a/e (absorptivity/emissivity) surface coating, and the

second will be a radiatt_,with a low ode surface coating. Multilayer insulation
and fiberglass struc,ural attachmentsare used to thermally isolate theexperiment

1.7,

,_ from the LDEF tray structure and interior. Each of the heat pipe evaix_ratorswill" _ be maintained within preselected temperature ranges by sizing the collector,

1984016564-072
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i_ radiator,and insulationand byservicingthe noncondensibledry gas reservoirs,
thus demonstratingpassivevariable-conductanceheat pipe operation.

Figure 30 shows the CVCHP experiment configuration, which uses two

gas-loaded,dry-reservoirVCHP's in series.The coarse-controlheat pipetem-
perature is controlled to plus or minus 3°C and is used as a sink for the
fine-control heat pipe. The dry gas reservoir temperatures are controlled by .

_- locatingthereservoirsnextto theheatpipeevaporators,Theprincipalconcernis
drift in the set point temperaturedue to many heat load and/orenvironment

, temperaturecycles. The cyclic operationwill move vapor into or out of the
r.

'_ Capillary tube /- Primary

Latching..,,,;._-----"r,,,,,_sOlenOid assembly / solar

'. Radiator_ _ collector

Coarse-conlrol _'_ Latching

(ammonia) VCHP _ ', solenoid

Coarse-control reservoir_._

Eleclronic_ collectorSecondary

box .._.-_ _

.%.. obo
.structure-/,,,_ _ .-" assembly

_ _ _ Fine-control reservoir
;_:_z.,."_'_-_ ' • Fine-control

_ .
(ammonia) VCHI'

I'I_)EF trav "J _ _ _lnsulation
Batteries

Pru'nary solar
Equipment panels,,,, collector --7

__, Radiator____S--_.... / _ [ __

.,.._ _ Fine-control

i_ |D at e
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I-tgure JO.--C,_scade v,_rmhle-conductance heat pipe conh_uratson.
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noncondensible gas reservoir, which changes the set point temperature by
introducing a varying working-fluid partial pressure into the gas reservoir. The
capillary tube is located between the heat pipe and the reservoir to prevent

_" working fluid from entering the reservoir. The diameter and length of the
capillary are selected to satisfy two criteria. First, the capillary must provide
sufficient volume to accommodate the entire volume of gas displaced when the
vapor front moves from its minimum to its maximum position. Second, the
capillary length must be sufficient to prevent diffusion into the reservoi_for the

: mission lifetime.
: The heat pipe wick design, shown in figure 3I, has a single-pedestalartery

with seven tubelets enclosed in a sheath of two layers of 400-mesh screen. The i
sheath provides the high capillary pumping pressure and the tubelets provide
high pemleability to reduce the axial pressure drop. The wall wick has a

: 200-mesh outer layer lbr low pressure drop and a middle layer of 400 mesh for
-. capillary pumping.
: . Ammonia is used as the working fluid for both heat pipes. The coarse-
-- control VCHP has a reservoir-to-condensor volume ratio of 20, which will yield

l

I

200-mesh outer layer

400-mesh middle layer

S 0.375.in.-diameterstainless-steel tube

Interleaved 400-mesh
continuous wall screen

200 mesh

Middle 400-
mesh layer/

_ - / - Seven lubelets of 400-mesh
s(r.'en 0.032 in. diameter

400- r,,e__,
st:rot'r, layer_,

Figure 31,--Heat pipe wick design.
P_ 68
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_' a control band of plus or minus 3°C. A larger 90-to- 1volume ratio is used on the
._ line-contlol heat pipe to attain a control of plus or minus 0.3°C. The fine-control

VCHP has 8.5 m of capillary, and the course-control VCHP has a larger 13.4-m
: section because of its larger condenser w_lume.

Experiment operation begins when the battery circuit is initiated at LDEF
•" deployment from the Shuttle. When the temperature of the fine-coarse heat
.. exchanger falls below - 7°C, a valve opens to permit initiation of the coarse-

control VCHP and allow the Ileat pipes to prime prior to beginning VCHP _'
' operation. This temperature-controlled initiation ensures that heat pipe tempera-

tures are below their operating set point so that vapor is not forced into the
- reservoirs. Twenty-five hours later, another valve opens to initiate the fine- i[

control VCHP operation. This delayed opening permits data to be taken on a
: stabilized coarse-control VCHP before fine-control VCHP operation. Data will ',

be collected at least twice daily during the LDEF mission and will be stored on
magnetic tape for subsequent retrieval and playback.

!
t

p
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Low-Temperature Heat Pipe Experiment Package

: (HEPP) for LDEF
(S1001)

• Roy Mclntosh, Jr., and Stanford Ollendorf
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center

Greenbelt, Maryland

_ Craig R. McCreight
NASA Ames Research Center

"; Moffett Field. Cali/bmia t
[."

Background

" Experience gained in the development of heat pipes has demonstrated the
necessity of obtaining performance data in the space environment. This is due to

, the fact that the pumping in a heat pipe is derived from relatively weak capillary
torces. As a result, particularly in the c:lse of the axially grooved geometry,
reliable l-g performance measurements are often very difficult to obtain. Also,
many of the candidate low-temperature and cryegenic duids have relatively low
surface tensions and wicking heights, which compound the problem of I-g tests.

Objectives

The principal objectives of the experiment are to determine zero-g start-up
performance for conventional and diode low-temperature heat pipes, to evaluate

: heat pipe pertbrmance in zero-g lbr an extended period of time, to determine
!. zero-g transport capability of each heat pipe, and to determine diode operation.

including forward conductance, turndown ratio, and transient behavior.

_- Approach

.... The heat pipe experiment package (HEPP) is designed to test the peffor-
, ,uanc¢ of low-temperature (< 190K) heat pipes on the Long Duration Exposure

Facility (LDEF). Two heat pipes, a fixed-conductance transporter heat pipe and a
themml-diode heat pipe, are coupled with a radiant cooler system.

;"- Both pipes are charged with ethane. _,lso integrated with the radi_:',_ris a
._ phase change material (PCM) canister which provide_ temperature st'.bi_:ty

duringtransport tests. N-heptane, which has a melting/freezing point of 182K, b;
used as the PCM. The high heat capacity (28 W-hr of latentheat) provided by the

,- - canister permits high-power heat pipe testin_ (e.g., 40 W tbr 40 minutes) at

:..w_ c_,nstanttemperature. Multilayer insulation blankets are employed, and ,t shield-
-7,.11,w-
"_ 70
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, ing configuration was developed to minimize parasitic inputs from the Earth and ,'
maximize radiation to deep space.

HEPP is a completely self-contained and thermally isolated package
, designed to fit in a 12-in.-deep peripheral tray, as shown in figure 32. The
', necessary electrical equipment, including electronics for signal conditioning
•: _quencing and command functions, will also be contained within the experi-

ment tray. A standard LDEF experiment power and data system (EPDS) will be
used for data collection and recolding. Power for theexperiment will be provided
by a dedicated solar-panel Ni-Cd battery system inanother 12-!.'a.-deeptray (fig.

-. 33). This tray w;il be I, :ed on the space-facing end of the LDEF to take
maximum advantage of Sun input for experiment opt:ration.

After completion of the LDEF mission, the recorded data will be unpacked
:_ and converted to engineering units. The existing thermal model will be used to

analyze and correlate the flight data. The flight data will be used to establish
boundary conditions; the thermal progrem will then determine individual !,.'-' ,

" l_!peheat flows and conductances, d_ode shutdown energy, an,', PCM perfor-

mance. Data tabulations and plots will be generated aod compared with preflight ,
.. predictions and thermal-vacuum test results. Performance results derived from

the analysis will be reported l'ollowing preflight and postfligbt tests
r

Additio'_ally. a_ a result of Kapton erosion seen on Shuttle flights, co,_trol
samp!es have been added ,c some of the trays as an atomic oxygen coatings '.
investigation to determine ways of protectin# Kaptcn (polyimide) film frem (
atomic-oxygen degradation. ,,everal specimens (a Kapton control. Kapton with
coatings of 1n203, urethane-_crylic, and siFcones) will be taped to Kapton film
(14in, square) using Kapton-backed pressv,re-sensitive tape. This sheet v,,ilithen
be taped to the HEPP tray Kapton blanket. A duplicate '_etof specimens will be
similarly taped to the CVCHP blanket. In the case of the power tray. a lesser
numb¢, of specimens will be taped dir,-ctly to the metal lip of the tray.

71
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/, Multilayer insulation --_ _
,¢q'-_ ?,:1.

" Transporter heat pipe "/_'_ Shields
(coupled with PCM _f Ir II

' and radiator)_-/ .._1,

Diode heat pipe-__,__

_ (rear of radiator)

Main radiator

/

i

L

).
.- _ Figure 32.--Low.temperature heat pipe experimenl shown during LDEF
• *' compafibllit_ test.
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o -. Transverse Flat-Plate Heat Pipe Experiment

(S1005)
; James W. Owen

- NASA George C. Marshall Space Flight Center
Huntsville, Alabama

Fred Edelstein

Grumman Aerospace Corporation
Bethpage, New York

- Background

• For a number of years, NASA Marshall Space Flight Center has actively
: pursued the practical application of heat pipe technology to actual thermal
--. control hardware. A number of heat pipe concepts have been developed into
• . breadboard hardware and extensively tested under thermal vacuum condi-

tions to verify performance. For example, programs have been successfully
completed which demonstrated a deployable heat pipe radiator, transverse
heat pipes, an isothermal heat pipe plate, and a total heat pipe thermal control
system. In addition to these hardware programs, thermal investigations of
future vehicles, such as the space station, strongly indicate the advantages of
heat pipe thermal control systems. With this overwhelming support favoring
heat pipe thermal control systems, future payloads currently in the early
design phase still revert to flight-proven thermal control terhniques. This

: experiment offers a unique opportunity to provide flight demonstration of
currently available heat pipe thermal control technology to remove the stigma
from its general accep,ance for space applications.

A transverse heat pipe is a variable-conductance heat pipe (VCHP)
which can handle relatively large thermal loads. It was developed to cir- /

cumvent the gas bubble artery blockage problem associated with con- -/
ventional artery wick designs which limited their capacity to small loads in the

, VCHP mode. In the basic design of a transverse heat pipe, liquid flows in a
direction transverse or perpendicular to the vapor flow. Temperature control

__, is achieved by using conventional noncondensible-gas techniques.
,_. The concept of this investigation is to utilize current basic heat pipe

technology to design and fabricate a heat pipe thermal control module
experiment, demonstrate the hardware capability and perlbrmance in the

:-'- Shuttle flight environment, and verify the ground versus flight data cor-
relation, it is anticipated that the self-regulated transverse flat-plate heat pipe

- will maintain the temperature control areas of the experiment within the
tolerance specified with varying heat inputs independent of LDEF
orientation.

W_IIP ..
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Objective
%

The objective of thi_ zxperiment is to evaluate the zero-g performance of
a number of transverse flat-plate heat pipe modules. Performance will include

" the transport capability of the pipes, the temperature drop, and the ability to
maintain temperature ow.r varying duty cycles and environments. Ad-
ditionally, performance degradation, if any, will be monitored over the length
of the LDEF mission. This information is necessary if heat pipes are to be
considered for system designs where they offer benefits not available with
other thermal control techniques.

Approach
B:

As shown in figure 34, three transverse flat-plate heat pipe modules will
be installed in a 12-in.-deep peripheral tray. Heat will be supplied to the

_. evaporator side of the module by a battery power supply that will simulate
-. various watt density equipment heat dissipators. This heat will be radiated to

space from the outboard-facing radiator surface of the modules. Pretimed
" heater duty cycles will provide load inputs at discrete mission times. Ther-
*- mocouple data recording the performance of the heat pipes will be stored on

magnetic tape for analysis after retrieval of the experiment. The entire
experiment will be self contained with respect to power supply, data storage,
and on-orbit cycling. An experiment power and data system (EPDS) will be !

used for the data recording and LiSO2 batteries will provide EPDS power.
Heat will be supplied to the modules through foil heaters bonded directly

= to the interior surface of the modules, The batteries and other components arc
not utilized to supply heat to the modules because it was desired to be able to
accurately control the module environments and vary _heheat loads to allow a
more detailed verification of the experiment capability. Heater power will be
provided by 28-V lithium monofluorographite batteries.

*' The experiment timeline is shown in figure 35. Three identical experi- _
ment "on" times are planned during the mission. Each "on" time will last
approximately 13hours (8.6 orbits) and will have heat input to the modules as ,-
shown in figure 36. Each "on" period will be subdivided into two 4.3-orbit
heater input periods to verity proper operation of each module. The initial
"'on" will occur approximately I month after launch, the second "'on" 67.5

, days later, and the third 67.5 days after that. The three identical "on" periods
5 at different times of the mission should allow identification of any perfor-

mance changes during orbital lifetime.

I
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" _Support channel
./-- Support tee*m

" Heat pipe )ort structure
modules (three) J

. Batteries (six)

Data syslem tEPDS)

,. Trdy (12 in. deep) f

I

'\
\,

:. ,, Ftgure34,--Transverseflat.plateheat pipo e_periment.
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"on" periods lasting

13 hours (8.6 o_

:' 30
days 67.5 days 67.5 days

..
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-_[ _ 13 hours I

!

I I I I I
Launch I 2 3 4 5

: Months

_. Figure 35,_Experiment tmTeline.
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15 W _ ,30W

• total power = 80 W • Total power = 80 W

; • First 4,3 orbits • Second 4.3 orbits :

• Time: 0 to 6.5 hr • Twne: 6.5 to 13 hr

Figure 36.--Heating sequent e. ";
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LDEF Thermal Measurements System

+. (1'ooo3)

Robert F. Greene. Jr.
NASA Langley Research Center

Hampton. Virginia

Background

Many of the passive experiments flying on LDEF will be significantly
enhanced if data are available postflight to indicate the temperature-time
histories of test materials and other specimens exposed in the experiments.

; The baseline LDEF approach was to provide postflight calculated tempera-
ture histories of experiment boundaries and solar flux data for the mission,
which can in turn be used by each investigator to calculate the temperature-

, time histories for critical experiment components. Without in-flight tempera-
- ture measurements, a substantial uncertainty (+_40°F) will exist in the

calculated temperatures. The data measured by the thermal measurement
system (THERM) will significantly improve postflight knowledge of temper-
atures experienced by LDEF experiments. The THERM data will also be
valuable in validating the LDEF thermal design concept and in providing
better design data for experimenters on future LDEF missions.

Objectives

The objectives of this experiment aic to determine the history of the
interioraverage temperatures of the LDEF for the total orbital mission and to
measure the temperatures of selected components and thermal boundary
conditions.

Approach

The THERM system consists of six copper-constantan thermocouples j_
(T/C's), two thermistor reference measurements, an electronic system, one
7.5-V battery, and an interface harness with the HEPP experiment. Data are
recorded on dedicated channels of a shared EPDS tape recorder in the
low-temperature heat pipe experiment package (HEPP) (SI001).

The THERM hardware locations are shown or LDEF in figure 37./

Measurement 1 provides the temperature of the center structure and a backup
measurement of the average temperature. Measurement 3 is on the top of the

--- dome surrounding the viscous magnetic damper. Measurement 4 is on a
radiometer suspended in the middle of the center ring and is designed to track

- " the average interior temperature of LDEF. Measurement 5 is on a side
longeron structure that is expected to see the maximum structural tempera-

Ira, 1
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-- HEPP experiment
no. 6

F (space end
of structure)

E

)ace I
D end

C

B i

A i

TIC no. 3
" (dome of

9 damper)

no. 1 (center ring)

Earth
thermistors nos. 2 and 8

TIC no. 7

(Earth end electronics
of structure)

no. 4 (suspended radiometer)

TIC no. 5

Figure 37.--Location of THERM hardware on LDEF. /
.i

ture. This measurementcan also oeusedfor roughattitude determinationof
the LDEF. Measurement6 is on thespaceendof'thestructureandprovidesa
representativeboundarycondition for the experimentsmountedon the space
end. Measurement7 gives similar datafor the Earth-facing end. Measure-
ments2 and8 are thermistorsthatmeasurethereferencejunction temperature

- in the THERM electronics.

Operationally, THERM will be activated when it receives its own
initiate o_""set" signal from LDEFjust prior to LDEF deployment into orbit.
Routine .'icans of data will be taken about 12 times daily; however, on

_ -- occasions during the mission the HEPP logic will trigger the EPDS to record
data in the high-frequency data recording mode for periods up to 15 days.
Durin,, the high-frequency mode, data scans will be taken every 5 minutes to

I
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" " provide temperature profiles throughout typical orbits. The THERM data wii_ ,
therefore provide both long-term and transient temperatures. Total sys(c

t accuracy is within plus or minus 10°Ffor all measureme,_t,_ove_ "_range fro,'
! - 30°F to 170°F.

"- The THERM data, other experiment temperature ,'"",.., and LDEF
attitude information will be reduced and analyzed posttli ,-, _,, t -.wide each
experimenter with an improved time history of the exl .. _., boundary
conditions encountered during the LDEF mission.
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•, ' Space Plasma High-Voltage Drainage Experiment
, (A0054)
h

William W. L. Taylor and Gene K. Komatsu
TRW Space and Technology Group

Redondo Beach, California

Background
e"

Thin dielectric films arefrequentlyemployed _s the coating materials for

.. solar arrays and in thermal control applications. These films are subject to
, electric stress a' a result of either voluntary or involuntary actions. For

solar-array apphcations, the presence of array voltages causes electric stress
across the dielectric film and to the space plasma, with resultant current

: drainage from the plasma to the array cells. As array voltages are raised,
electric stress and current drainage levels also rise and may impact array
operation and efficiency. For both _.hermalcontrol coating materials and array

, coating materials on spacecraft immersed in energetic particle environments
in space, inw)luntary charge buildup occurs and results in both transient and
steady-state current drainages that may impact spacecraft operation.

Objectives

, The objectives of this experiment are to place large numbers of dielectric
samples undcJ ,:i,:ctric stress in space; to determine their in-space current

= drainage behavior; to recover, inspect, and further test these samples in
. laboratory facilities: and finally to specify allowable electric stress levels for

these materials as applied m solar-array and thermal control coatings for
-_ prolonged exposure in space. These findb_gs, in turn, will pace the design of ,
.: _ encapsulated, lightweight, high-voltage ._olararrays as well as the develop-

ment of coating materials for spacet'_aft operation in energetic charged-
particle environments such as that experienced at geosynchronous altitudes
during magnetic substorms.

Approach

The drainage current behavior of thin dielectric (insulating) films in
space i, dctcr:nined by placing the forward (exposed) face of the film in

•_ contact with the space plasma while applying a bias voltage to a conducting
. layer o_: the rear (nonexposed) face. Current flow from the rear-face con-

, duetion fihn through the dielectric to the charged.particle environment of
, space occurs as a result t)f the bias potential. The completion of the cun'ent

, loop occui's when charged particles are collected from the space plasma by the

_ 82 ..
p_
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,, frame of the LDEF and are then delivered to the ground return of the bias

voltage supply. Figure 38 illustrates the experimental arrangement. The bias
potential is developed by a self-contained battery and power processor unit.

_. Each dielectric sample has an associated battery and power processing unit,
:_ except for the "'spectator" samples, which are not electrically stressed in

flight and hence allow a determination of the effects of merely being present
on the LDEF. Figure 39(a) illustrates the dielectric sample construction. The

: actual experiment will occupy two 3-in.-deep peripheral trays. One tray will
: be located near the LDEF leading edge and the other will be near the trailino
;- edge. This configuration will allow the determination of charged-particle

drainage as a function of plasma density. Figure 39(b) shows a top view of one
- tray, minus the test samples,

The dielectric sample power processor is equipped with two cou-
: Iometers. The first of these is in series with the bias voltage lead and

determines the integral of the drainage current during the flight. The second
_: coulonleter, which has a high-value in-series resistor, is placed between the :

_nio Front (exposedi faceof film
Conducting layer ,..v,.II, Dielectric film

at rear face of iI Z___'*.

dielectric film -._ _._ E)

.-o S .ceo,o  .
Coulometer I
delermine_ [ _
time integral _
of drainage _ ) - ""
current --.---'_- _._

+

Coulonleter i

determirte,s _ IIm_einlegral V ) _ Power Battery
_-J of apl)lieci-bias//x_ T\ processing pack
b potential _ _ |\ unit

: _ Resist°rlX_

'_-LDEF [rame _._ground
- Sic)rage

capacitor

l igure 38.--Higt_-voltage drainage experiment concept.
.. 8'
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_'-"I ,_, i Connector details

LDEF exlerio \_ i

Electronics package J VD_, film_ _
Conducting epoxy_ _z_ Sample

Aluminum sheet-' ,

Epoxy -/'
Kevlar -/

(a) Dielectric sample construction.
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_,. bias potential and LDEF ground to determine the time-integrated applied-bias
voltage. An average front-to-back resistance of the dielectric sample is

" determined from the measured time integrals of drainage current and bias ,.
potential, and the bulk resistivity of the dielectric material under applied
stress and in the space environment is determined from known surface area
,,nd film flfickness. If this bulk resistivity remains greater than certain
minimal limits for a give_i bias potential, then use of tile material for
high-voltage solar arrays would be permitted for this series of specified m
environmental and electrical conditions. Deterioration of dielectric properties
under continued stress would rule out use in the high-voltage arrays and

would present significant long-term equilibration data for spacecraft coating t
materials subjected involuntarily to charge and voltage buildup because of
chert,eric char,ged-particle deposition.

i
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,. Solar-Array-Materials Passive LDEF Experiment

(A0171)

Ann F. Whitaker, Charles F. Smith, Jr., and Leighton E. Young
NASA George C. Marshall Space Flight Center

Huntsville, Alabama

Henry W. Brandhorst, Jr., and A. F. Foresticri
NASA Lewis Research Center

Cleveland, Ohio

Edward M. Gaddy and James A. Bass
: NASA Goddard Space Flight Center

Greenbelt, Maryland

Paul M. Stella

Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Pasadena, California

Background

The long-durationfunctional lifetime requirementson lightweight high-
performance solar arraysdemand careful selection of array materials. The
space environment, however, is ahostile environment to manymaterials, and
some of the problems are well documented. A thermal-vacuum environment
can affect materials by accelerating the outgassing of volatile species. The
condensation of these outgassed products on arraycover slips will lead to
reduced solar-cell electrical output, a situation that is especially critical at
high astronomical units (AU's). Outgassing can reduce mechanical strength _"
in materials, which will affect the integrity of the array substrate, hinges, and
deployment mechanisms and create electrical problems lhrough insulation
breakdown. A further effect of outgassing is the degradation of thermal j
control and reflector surfaces. Some extended performance arrays that have
been studied but never flown utilize deployable concentrators whose re-
flectance is especially important at large AU's. Protons, electrons, atomic
oxygen, and UV irradiation contribute to surface damage in these array
materials. Thin-fihn materials can become embrittled and thermal control

surfaces can become discolored by this irradiation. Severe mission environ-
ments, coupled with the lack of knowledge of space enviromnent materials
degradation rates, require the generation of irradiatioa and outgassing engi-
neering data for use in the design phase of flight solar arrays.
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Objective
%

The objective of this experiment is to evaluate the synergistic effects of
the space environment on various solar-array materials, including solar cells,
cover slips with various antireflectance (AR) coatings, adhesives, encapsu-
lants, reflector materials, substrate strength materials, mast and harness
materials, structural composites, and thermal control treatments.

Approach

The experiment is passive and consists of an arrangement of material
specimens mounted in a 3-in-deep peripheral tray. A photograph of the tray.

: which has been subdivided among the various experiment organizations, is
:" shown in figure 40. The effects of the space environment on the specimens

will be determined by comparison of preflight and postflight measurements of
. mechanical, electrical, and optical properties.

Solar cells with covers

cell modules and resins

plastics and
structural films

Composites--_

Solar cells,

encapsulants,
Thin and

adhesives

/
j-

..- Figure 40.--Solar-array materials experiment.
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Advanced Photovo|taic Experiment

(S0014)

Henry W. Brandhorst, Jr., and A. F. Forestieri
NASA Lewis Research Center

Cleveland. Ohio

Background

The advanced photovoltaic experiment consists of a group of three
photovoltaics-related experiments tbr investigating a portion of the solar

: spectrum and the effect of the space environment on photovoltaics. The
information will be used to provide correlation between space and ground

• testing and also to provide for more accurate performance measurement in the
laboratory.

Objectives

Specific objectives of these experiments are to provide inlbrnlation on
the perfonrlance and endurance of advanced and conventional solar cells, to
improve reference standards for photovoltaic measurements, and to measure
the energy distribution in the extraterrestrial solar spectrum.

Approach

The experiment will occupy a 12-in.-deep periphccal tray and will use an
experiment power and data system (EPDS) for data recording and LiSO,
batteries to satisfy power requirements. Figure 41 shows a photograph,of the
experiment.

The experimental approach for the three experiments is detailed below. .... ,

Space Exposure of Solar Cells

-7, Space exposure of advanced and conventional cells will provide infor-
mation on the performance and endurance of such cells in the space environ-
merit. Correlation between space environment and ground simulation test

_- results will also be verified by this experiment.
Data to be obtained will include temperatures and short-circuit cun'ent of

" the samples. Six-point current-voltage (I-V) characteristics will he obtained
tor selected samples. These data will be recorded once a day during the flight.
Orbit data will be correlated with preflight and postflight measurements of the

,_1_, samples.
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Figure 4 l.--Advanced photovoltalc experiment.

ReferenceSolar-Cell Calibration

Various reference cells, including some previously measured on bal-
loon, aircraft, or rocket flights, will be measured before tli,,ht_and throughout
the flight to determine their outputs (short-circuit current). Upon return, those
cells with known output in space will serve as laboratory standards for

accurate determination of.,,pace output from other cells and arrays. The tlight ./
of previously calibrated cells will permit verification of the accuracy of the
,carious calibration techniques.

Solar Spectrum Energy Distribution

A series of optical bandpass filters coupled to solar-cell detectors will be
used to determine the energy in 16spectral regions between 0.3 and I. 1 _.tm.
In addition, the total energy in the spectrum above and below 0.5 pan wdl be

--- measured usir,g adichmic 45°mirror. The characteristics of the filters will be

measured both preflight and po,ltllight. The ene,'gy within the appropriate
- bandpass _ ill be determined from the short-circuit current of the detector

solar cell measured in space. These measurements will be used to assess the
accuracy of labo,'atory instruments such as the filter wheel solar simulator.

89
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Finally, the total energy in the solar spectrum will be determined with an
_ absolute radiometer detector.

.: The following participants have supplied samples for these experiments:
_" Air Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratory; Applied Solar Energy Cor-

poration; Comsat Laboratory; European Space Agency; Hughes Research
Laboratory; Jet Propulsion Laboratory; Lockheed Missiles and Space Com-
pany, Inc.; NASA Langley Research Center; NASA Lewis Research Center;
NASA Marshall Space Flight Center; Rockwell International Corporation; i
Solarex Corporation; Spectrolab inc.; Spire Corporation; and Varian

: Associates. !

" Experiment operation will be automatically timed by the EPDS clock,
_! which begins with an initiate command at LDEF deployment. Data will be

recorded once each day when a maximum Sun angle less than 20*is reached.
_" (This will be determined by a two-axis Sun angle sensor, which detects the
_' maximum cosine angle for the data period.) A scan of data will consist of

timing, Sun sensor output, temperatures, six-point current-voltage data of 16 I
solar cells, and short-circuit currents of 120 cells. Approximately ! month i

prior to planned retrieval of the LDEF, the experiment will be terminated.

/

!.

t

....,,-
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" Investigation of Critical Surface Degradation Effects _"

on Coatings and Solar Cells Developed in Germany
(S1002)

Ludwig Preuss
Space Division, Messerschmitt-B61kow--Biohm

Munich, Federal Republic of Germany

Background

Various coatings developed in the FRG (i.e.. second-surface mirrors
with interference filters with and without conductive layers, conductive
layers on solar-cell covers, and selective absorber coatings) have been
qualified by accelerated tests under simulated space environment conditiom,.
Experiments with coatings and solar cells have shown, however, that the
thermo-optical behavior can differ considerably when performed on the
ground and in space because of the great difficulty in simulating the space
environment realistically.

Objectives

The objective of this experiment is to qualify these coatings under
realistic space envir,,nment conditions. In addition, the experim_:nt will
provide design criteria, techniques, and test methods to insure control of the
combined space and spacecraft enviYonment effects, such as contaminat;on,
electrical conductance, and optical degradation, on the coatings.

Approach

Figures 42 and 43 show the experiment arrangement and electronics
block diagram, and table IOlists the samples to be investigated. Test samples ....
will be installed in an experiment exposure control canister (EECC) and on a
cover sheet near the upper surface of the 6-in.-deep peripheral tray. The
samples in the canister will be exposed only to the space and spacecraft
environment because the canister will be opened after LDEF deployment and
closed prior to LDEF retrieval. The other samples will be exposed to the
complete mission environment. Data to be measured include the temperature
of the samples, the electrical resistance of the conductive layers of the
samples, the short circuit current of the sala,'-cell modules, and the deposition
of contaminants on the samples (using quartz crystal microbalances
(QCM's)).

The data will be measured according to a defined time program and will
be amplified, digitized, and stored on a data recorder. After me return of the

_Dl, 91
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Cover sheet _ /- Passive detectors /-- Active test

\ / (A0187-2) //samples

% : !
I_ _'" / :%'_+mmmm..p..,.._/ _ Cable to

Electronics box }

-I IL__+qrf• EECC

_P--'7-'-_ . r _- _r/_'_PJ_ Cableto

/ / _t.+++-,- initiate plug

Batteries_,/_ Test plug-// _' _t
Instrumentation plug "J _ I

Figure 42.--Experiment arrangement,

,o

_--------. [ T,mer ] "

r ] rh re',hold I-+L _ 4Power supply ] i

pJ t--.--.,..-..J l+ 'melMemOrY adr.l .....' / 11/,IIii
Short.(ircult "i % ' | [
currenl I +,LT. I _ r_-- - I +T 'P --2

"°'+"+"' _" I + I I_ _ +

Electrical re+l++unce , , , l..--J

coaling+,)

i

Frequent ¢
<(_c_) f _ _> _ ._

Figure 43.--Electronics block diagram. "+'

experiment, the stored data will be evaluated along with the data for attitude ++

and related solar aspect angles to determine relations between space condi- ilions and surface effects on the test samples, in addition, contamination will
be investigated by means of infraredspectroscopy, and the electrical charac-
teristics of the solar cells will he determined.
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• Iable lO.--Test SamplesTo Be Investigated

Z Components tu be investigated
•- Second-surface mirror with

"_ Ag reflector and Inconel protection layer on rear
_- Interference filter on front face

Secor.d-surface mirror with

_- Ag reflector and Inconel protection layer on rear
Interlerence filter on front face
Doped In_,O_ layer on interference tilter

, Chromium black selective absorbers
Solar-cell modules with doped In20, layer on cover glass

Reference components
" _econd-surface mirror with Ag reflector and Inconel protection layer on rear

_ Ophcal solar reflector with Ag reflector and lnconel protection layer on rear
Solar-cell module

!

t

.(
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Space Aging of Solid Rocket Materials
(P0005)

Leon L. Jones and R. B. Smalley. Jr.
Morton-Thiokol. inc.

Brigham City, Utah

BackgroaJnd

Solid-rocket motors continue to be used extensively in space appli-
cations, and future missions have been identified in which the s,,lid motor

may be stored in space for an extended time before firing. This :,,adicates a
need to gather direct inlormation on the effects of extended storage of rocket
materials in the combined vacuum and thermal conditions of space. Tests
have been pcrlbrmed in high vacuum to determine outgassing characteristics.
but only limited tesung Ilas been done on the el'fi-:ts of vacuum on the
mechanical ,tnd ballistic properties of the materials themselves. Most vacuum
aging has been phlgued by mechanical problems and subsequent back con-
tanlination of the material samples.

Objective

The objective of this experiment is to determine the effects of long-term
orbital exposure on the materials u.,,ed in solid-rocket space motors. Specifi-
cally..,,tructural materials and propellants from the STAR/PAM-D series
motor.,, and the PAM DII/IPSM-II motor.,, will be tested, as well as advanced

composite case and nozzle materials planned for future use.

Approach

"].'he ..xpcrimcnt approach is to expose .,,amples of suhd-mckct propcl-
lanl. liner, in.,,ulation, case. and ilozz]¢ specimens to the ._pacc cnvironnlent
and Io compare preflight and postllight mca._uremcnt._ of variou.,, mechanical.
chemical, and balli.,,tic propcrtic.,, to delerminc the effects of long-term orbital
expo.,,urc. A parallel program will be conducted on ground storage samples:
thus the data will bc applicable on a generic basis as well as to the specific
materials being tested.

Figure 44 shows a view of the IPSM-II space motor with some of the
sample materials identified. Table I I lists the ST_,R materials and the tests to

be perl'ornwd. These materials will be packaged within a 5- by 6.5- by _
I 1.5-in. alumhlum container and altached to an ioierior plate on the LDEF
center ring. The contain,zr will be llushcd with dry nitrogen and sealed before
in._tallation on the LDEF. An air-pressure-aclivated valve has been designed

1984016564-100
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(Kevlar-epoxy)

(EPDM rubber)

interface

(glass-epoxy)

ply (case,
NBR rubber, skirt)

throat
(three-dimensional carbon)

Pro
exit cone

Igniter housing (two-dimensional carbon)

Igniter-propellant
interface

Propellant-liner-
insulation into

Fogure 4,1.--Sketch of IPSM-II motor showmg examples of aging samples.

to vent the box when it is .,,ubjected to pressure below 0 2 aim, leaving the box
()pen to the vacuum. On reentering, the valve will close at 0.5 arm external
pressure.

/
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_' Table 11.--Solid-Rocket Malerials _

_' Mechanical properties: tensile, relaxation, dynamic

Propellant materials: Nozzle materials:
IPSM-II/PAM-DII Carbon-carbon

STAR/PAM-D Silica-phenolic
Carbon-phenolic

Insulation: Case materials:
EPDM rubber Kevlar-epoxy

• NBR rubber Graphite-epoxy
Glass-epoxy

Interface strength: tensile, peel, constant load
Titanium-insulation Glass-insulation i

: Kevlar-insulation Three propellants-insulation
]

Graphite-insulation Igniter housing-propellant
: Kevlar-NBR-glass

Ballistic properties: burning rate

IPSM-II/PAM-DII propellant and igniter assembly
STAR/PAM-D propellant and igniter
Boron-potassium nitrate pellets

"All of the samples will be subjected to determination of weight Io_swith attendant
chemical analysis.

0
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Interstellar-GasExperiment
(A0038)

Don L. Lind

NASA Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center
Houston, Texas

Johannes Geiss and Fritz Biihler

University of Bern
Bern, Switzerland

Background

In the past, the observed regularities in the abundance of elements and
their isotopes, upon which the theory of nucleosynthesis rests, have been
obtained primarily from solar system abundances, in particular meteoritic,
solar, terrestrial, and solar-wind data. However, this sample represents only a
tiny fraction of the material of the universe. Thus, even a small sample of
extra-solar-system isotopes will give significant insight into the various
element-building processes that have occurred in the original nucleosynthesis
and those which have been going on in our galaxy. Isotopic analysis of the
noble-gas component of the interstellar gas will provide a significant new data
source and will complement other promising techniques, such as millimeter-
wave, cosmic-ray, and nuclear-gamma-ray astronomy.

Objectives

The primary objective of this experiment is to collect interstellar gas
atoms in metal foils at several locations around the Earth's orbit. These

particles arrive in the vicinity of the Earth as the neutral interstellar wind
penetrates the heliosphere and enters the region of the inner planets. The flow ....."
pattern of the interstellar wind is controlled mainly by the gravitational
attraction of the Sun, and its density is reduced through ionization by solar
photons and by charge exchange with the solar-wind particles. The flux of the
interstellar atoms that survive the upstream journey in the solar wind is
increased due to gravitational focusing as they p;,ss beyond the Sun. The
angular distribution of these particles is also sig,lificantly modified in the
gravitational focusing process. Thus the density and angular distribution of

- : the interstellar gas flux vary considerably at different points in the Earth's
. ,. orbit. In addition to these variations, the velocity of these particles as they

impact the spacecraft changes over a _.,de range as the orbital motion of the
Earth moves seasonally first upstream, then cross ,,tream, and finally down-

_, stream in the interstellar wind. These seasonal variations constitute the

98
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_. signature by which the interstellar particles can be identified. By collecting J
these particles at several locations in the Earth's orbit, it will be possible not
only to achieve an in situ detection of the interstellar gas for the first time, but
also to study the dynamics of the interstellar wind as it flows through the
heliosphere and interacts with the solar photon flux and the solar wind. In

_- addition, because the dynamics of the interstellar wind depend on its density
and velocity before entering the heliosphere, it will be possible to investigate
these characteristics of the interstellar medium outside the region of the solar
system.

Thus, the objectives of this experiment are to collect and isotopically
analyze interstellar gas atoms around the orbit of the Earth for the purpose of
obtaining new data relevant to understanding nucleosynthesis, and to stud),
the dynamics of the interstellar wind inside the heliosphere and the isotopic
composition of the interstellar medium outside the heliosphere.

Approach

The experiment hardware will act as a set of simple "cameras" with
high-purity copper-beryllit:m collecting foils serving as the "'lihn.'" (See fig.
45.) The experiment housing will mount and thermally control the foils,
establish the viewing angles and viewing direction, provide baffling to reject

ambient neutral particles,"provzde"a voltage grid to reject io_JH_la_,-i--.,_,_arged
particles, sequence collecting foils, control exposure times, anu t,,,"tcct the
foils from contamination during the deployment and retrieval of the LDEF. '.
After being returned to Earth, the entrapped atoms can be analyzed by mass
spectroscopy to determine the relative abundance of the different isotopes of
helium and neon. An attempt will also be made to detect argon. At present.
the noble gases are the only species for which this method is sufficiently
sensitive.

The experiment will use four trays, two 12-in.-deep peripheral trays and
two 12-in.-deep end center trays, on the space-facing end of the LDEF. One of
the peripheral trays will contain only one camera and the rest of the trays will
contain two cameras. Power requirements will be supplied by LiSO,
batteries.
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*0 A High-Resolution Study of Ultra-

heavy Cosmic-Ray Nuclei
(A0178)

Denis O'Sullivan, Alex Thompson, and Cormac O'Ceallaigh
Dublin Institute for Advanced Studies

Dublin, Ireland

Vicente Domingo and Klaus-Peter Wenzel
European Space Agency, ESTEC

Noordwijk, The Netherlands

Background

The measurement of the charge spectrum of ultraheavy cosmic-ray
nuclei is of vital importance in many areas of astrophysics. Such measure-
ments are relevant to the study of the origin and age of cosmic rays,
acceleration and propagation mechanisms, the nucleosynthesis of the heavy
elements in cur galaxy, and the search for superheavy nuclei (Z > I!0), and
may even lead to improved nuclear mass formulas and beta ,decay rate
formulas for the heaviest nuclides. The central theme of this experiment is the
utilization of the LDEF's large area-time factor to obtain a large and uniform
sample of ultraheavy cosmic-ray nuclei in the region Z/> 30.

Objectives

The mare objective of the experiment is a detailed study of the charge
spectra of ultraheavy cosmic-ray nuclei from zinc (Z "=30) to uranium (Z =
92) and beyond using solid-state track detectors. Special emphasis will be
placed on the relative abundances in the region Z/> 65, which is thought to be /

dominated by r-process nucleosynthesis. Subsidiary objectives include the '"
study of the cosmic-ray transiron spectrttm and a search lot"the postulated {

W _t)4long-lived superheavy ISH) nuclei (Z _ I10), such as ireS..- • in the i
contemporary cosmic radiation. The motivation behind the search for super-
heavy nuclei is based on predicted half-lives that are short compared to the age
of the Earth but long compared to the age of cosmic rays. The detecfiun of
such nuclei would have far-reaching consequences lbr nuclear structu._:
theory.

The sample of ultraheavy nuclei obtained inthis experiment will provide
unique opportunities for many tests concerning element nucleosynthesis.
cosmic-ray acceleration, and cosmic-ray propagation, For example, if the
r-process domination lbr Z _ 65 is confirmed, a reliable source spectrum will
provide details of the nuclear environment, such as temperature arm time

I01
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" scale. This inlbrmation ,-ill be of great importance to both astrophysics and
nuclear physics.

The relative abundances of cosmic-ray nuclei in the region Z > 82 will
lead to a determination of the age of cosmic rays dire,'dy from the decay of a
primary component, in contrast to estimates based on, for example, Bej° or
C[ _'. The LDEF exposure may provide a sufficiently large sample of ac-
tinides to achieve this objective.

Injection of cosmic-ray particles into the accelelation process may
depend upon atomic properties of the elements, such as the first ionization
potential. This experiment will help to establish the existence of such
mechanisms through their modulation of the ultraheavy charge spectrum.

The cosmic-ray charge spectrum in the region 30 _ Z _ 65, based on the
statistics available to date, appears to be generally consistent with solar-
system material. The situation is still uncertain, but it is hoped that a radical
improvement will be achieved with the LDEF exposure. For example, it is
very important to establish the roles played by the helium-burning slow-
neutron-capture process in massive stars and the explosixe carbon-burning
process during supernova explosions.

Since the LDEF orbit inclination is expected to be low (28°), the
geomagnetic cutoff will prevent direct measurement of the ultraheavy energy
spectrum. However, it is hoped that the slope of the energy spectrum can be
determined from an analysis of the abundance distributions about the major
axis of the LDEF (east-west effect).

T". -ummariL_, cosmic rays constitute a unique sample of material from
distant parts of our galaxy which still bears the imprint of the source region.
The uitraheavy cosmic-ray composition will provide a great deal of infor-
mation about the evolution of matter in the universe. This question is closely
related to understanding the origins of the elements in the solar system.

Approach / _

The experimental approach centers on the use of solid-state track
detector,,, to identify charged cosmic-ray particles. The basic detector com-
ponent is a thin sheet of polymer plastic (typically 250 _,m thick). The
determination of charge and velocity depends on the mechanism by which
cosmic-ray nuclei that penetrate the plastic sheets produce radiation damage
along the particle trajectories. Alter expost,,re and recovery, the detector
sheets wr, i be chemically processed to reveal the tracks produced by the
passage of heavily ionizing particles. The effective amplification of a par-
ticle's radiation damage trail results from preferential chemical etching along
its trajectory. The rate of etching is a unique function of the particle's
ionization.
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The flux of ultraheavy cosmic-ray nuclei extremel 3 _mall (on the
4. order of I m-2 day -_). Consequently, the basic e, e,erimental approach entails _'

a large area-time factor exposure coupled with stability in a general radiation
" environment and the ability to discriminate against the overwhelming back-

groupd of lower charge components. The main polymer plastic used ibr the
track detectors in thi:,experiment will be Lexan polycarbonate*, whicl', has a
registration threshold given by Z/_ _- 56. It is this thresh,-qd propert/that
enables the Lexan to isolate individual ultraheavy nuclei in a very higl. flux
environment of lower charge nuclei.

A new polymer track detector, based on CR-39, is being developed for , ii

inclusion in the LDEF experiment, Its predominant characteristic is a ,,ery t
low threshold (Z/_ _- 10) and it potentially has very high resolving power. By
using CR-39 tocomplement the Lexan, it will be possible to study re.lativi_tic
nuclei in the lower charge regions, down to iron and below, t

_ The nuclear track detec!ors, with lead foil energy degraders, will be

: assembled in stacks that will be mounted in aluminum cylinders designed to :.
fit into 12-in.-deep peripheral trays. Three cylinders, each containing fcur _
stacks, will be placed parallel to the x-axis of each tray. (See fig. 46.) Tle
cylinders are approximately 46 in. long and approximately 10 in. in dial_l-
eter, and have a wall thickness of approximately 0.5 g/cm2. The stacks w_ll I
have a thickness of approximately ,. g/cm-_and will be mounted parallel to the i
tray base and placed symmetrically about the main axis of each cylinder usil,g i

an Eccofoam matrix. _
The trays will be thermally decoupled from the LDEF frame and will

carry thermal covers flush with their outer rims. Sixteen trays will _e
employed. Figure 47 shows a photograph of one of the trays.

j/
J

J

* Folh,wl.ug tlu' recent discovr(v IJy the Duhliu grotq_ of Tu/hd Imlycurl_ouule us u truc_. '
th'll'clor fiJo" ht'lll'y co,l#lic ruv_', thi._ _h'h'clor tIRl!t'riol hll,_ tdso I_<'<'nilu'orporuled.
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Fsgure46.- Cosmic.rayexperiment configuration showing,location of detector
stacks. The hght top ttame supports the thermal tray cover.
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.o Heavy Ions in Space

(M0001)

James H. Adams, Jr.. Rein Silberberg, and C. H. Tsao
Laboratory for Cosmic Ray Physics, Naval Research Laboratory

Washington. D.C.

Background

Since 1972. an anomalous tlux of N, O. and Ne relative to carbon has

been observed in the energy region from 3 to 1(1(}MeV/u. Between 30 and 100
MeV/u. the abundance and energy spectrum of this flux are poorly known.
and above 100 MeV,;u thc_ are conlpletely unknown. A low-inclination orbit
would be particularly suitable for studying tbls component because the
geonlagnctic field screens ou! the fully stripped cosmic-ray iluclei below 2250
McV/u. Therefore. the pre_ent experiment permits a stud)' of the newly
observed nuclei in the unexplored region above I00 MeV/u. which were
"'covered up'" by cosmic-ray nuclei in previous experiments. The source of
this component i.,,unkno,vn bul is believed to be of exlrasolar origin because
of the lack of a gradient awa._ from the Sun. anlicorrelalion with the sunspot
cvcle, anticorrclation with solar ( I MeV) proton Ilux. and a C/O ratio that i.,,
not typical of the .,,olar abundances. It ha.,, been proposed that if the origin of
thi,_component is extrasoiar, the mo_t likely source is neutr,d interstellar gas
thai is first .qngly ionized by the solar wind and,'or solar ultraviolet ladiation

and then accelerated by the inlcq_lanctary solar plasma. Any knowledge of
the mechanism bx which tiffs c_mq_onent inleracl.,, with the solar wind gives
important insight into thc:,c processes and the nature of the solar plasma. A
quc.,,tion to bc explored is whether the solar plasma beyond tile Earth's orbit
can accelerate particle.,, to cner._ics greater Ihan or equivalem to 100 MeV/u.
If. on the other hand. the component is of solar origin, it would be most .....

i

illlporlalit to untlcr._taild the production and acceleration mcchani.,,ms that arc
rcspon.,,iblc.

The heavy nuclei provide a ,_cnsitix c probe to test the origin of radiation
bch parliclcs. Two proccssc.,, coniributc to the radiation bell particles: neutron
dc¢i.|v, and injection ;.tnd local ;.iccclcralion of .,,olar-willd particles. Heavy
nuclei provide a pure .',ample of the second type. Hence, they permit t,s It)

determine ,o which energies solar-wind particles can be accelcraled in the
Earth's field arid the nlagneto tail, and to what extent this contributes to the

radiation belt. The previous experiment on Skylab concerning heavy radi-
ation belt nuclei did ilot pcrlllit a clear ._cparation from the anonlalous
componcllt, The higher geomagnetic cutoff of a low-inclination orbit would
provide a clc,lr scp:lralion of these components.

The importance of ulirahcavy (UH) nuclei measurements lies in the fact

_ I(/5
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that these nuclei can be synthesized only in special astrophysical settings.
Thus. the charge spectrum in the UH region reveals the character of the
sources more directly than is possible from the charge spectrum of the lighter
nuclei. In addition, the IJH nuclei provide sensitive indicators of the amount
of interstellar propagation and the time of travel of the galactic radiation. The
problem in studying UH nuclei has been their extremely low flux. This is
aggravated by their short interaction lengths, which lead to rapid absorption in
even a few grams per square centimeter of atmosphere. They are best
observed above the atmosphere with detectors o! prodigious collecting
power.

Existing data on heavy ions in space have mostly come from relatively
small, el,:ctronic detectors exposed in satellites and short-duration rocket
flights. This experiment will use a relatively new, independent technique
(sensitive plastics) on a recoverable, long-durationexposure. This represents
the first opportunity for an experiment of such large collecting power.

Objectives

This experiment will investigate three components of heavy nuclei in
space: ( I) a recently observed anomalous component of low-energy nuclei of
N, O, andNe; (2) the heavy nuclei inthe VanAllen radiationbelt.,;;and (3) the
UH nuclei (Z > 30) of the galactic radiation.

The study of the anomalous flux of N, O, and Ne nuclei in the
unexplored energy region above 100 MeV/u is expected to provide new
insights into the source of this component, lts observation in this experiment
will confirnl that these ions are singly charged.

Knowledge of the energy spectra of the heavy nuclei observed in the Van
Allen belts is expected to enhance the understanding of the origin of the belts
(e.g., injection and local acceleration processes). The observation of these
heavy ions could show, for the first time, that low-energy panicles of ....

extraterrestrial origin can diffuse to the innermost parts of the magnetosphere. {
Measurements of the UH component are expected to contribute information
concerning its source, interstellar propagation, and the galactic storage time.

Approach

The data will be obtained in a stack of passive particle track detectors
(special etchable plastic materials) to be exposed above the Earth's atmo-
sphere for 6 to 12 months in a low-inclination orbit, then recovered and
subsequently processed under controlled laboratory conditions. Measure-
ments will be made of the composition and energy spectra of the low-energy
nuclei of N, O, and Ne and the heavy nuclei in the Van Allen radiation belts

_,ilU_. and of the charge spectrum of the UH nuclei of the galactic radiation. Each

106
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detector stack has an active area of 12 in. by 14 in. Eight detector stacks are
" required for a collecting power of 776 m'-sr-days for a 1-year exposure. Each

., stack consists of two pans, one for low-energy ions and one for cosmic rays.
The portion devoted to cosmic rays is in a sealed container, and the smaller
portion devoted to low-energy ions is placed (in a vacuum) on top of the
sealed container (fig. 48).

Radiation damage is induced in most solids along the path of a charged
panicle and is a function of the primary ionization rate. For plastic materials,
after appropriate processing (etching), the path. or "track", is visually

',_ observable (under a microscope) as an etched cone. The different plastics
have their own threshold for track recording. These are related to the charge of
the penetrating panicle; that is, for each charge (i.e., each atomic nucleus),
one can plot the primary ionization rate as a function of velocity• Thus, for •
example, oxygen nuclei will not register in a Lexan detector until they have
slowed down to 13=0.12, after which the remainder of the track will be _.
etchable. The detector must then be designed to bring oxygen nuclei to rest
with a minimum probability of nuclear interaction. UH nuclei will leave
etchable tracks over a much larger fraction of their range.

The thickness of the detector is approximately 10 g/cm 2. This is neces-
sary to bring to rest oxygen nuclei up to approximately 240 MeV/u. The '
stacks consist of sheets of track-detecting plastic• Lexan will be used for the J
low-energy stacks, and the cosmic-ray stacks will consist primarily ofCR-39.
The deteclor stacks are completely passive; even temperature and pressure are

----Tray

" Y-_ Detector
• • , °

... _ : ,., _ module
F

"_• • tf"
[ .h,

, _ Top stack
Honeycomb lid- ) ":" '_"_'r _.__Maln, A.._ (fOrstacklOw-energyions)

- Sealed container--.' (Ior cosmic rays)

Figure 48.--Heavy :ons m space experiment configuration.
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monitored by passive techniques. After recovery, processing and track
_, measurements will be done at the Naval Research Laboratory.

Charge estimates are based on etch cone measurements. (The etching
rate is calibrated as a function of the ionization densib.) The charge resolu-
tion achievable with CR-39 is approximately 0.35 for nuclei at Z --- 26.
Calibrations will be carried out with laboratory beams of heavy ions.

it is apparent from existing measurements of the energy spectra of the
various components at an orbit of 28° and from those outside the mag-
netospherethat if the anomalous component is observable (at the 28° orbit).
then it should be clearly resolved from both the radiation belt and the galactic
nuclei at kinetic energiesof I00 to 200 MeV/u.

J
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Trapped-Proton Energy Spectrum Determination J

_" (M0002-1)

Frederick J. Rich and Irving Michael
Air Force Geophysics Laboratory

• Hanscom Air Force Base, Massachusetts

Gerald J. Fishman

NASA George C. Marshall Space Flight Center
Huntsville, Alabama

Paul L. Segalyn

Army Materials and Mechanics Research Center i
Watertown, Massachusetts

Peter J. McNulty i
Ciarkson College of Technology

Potsdam, New York

Y. V. Rao

Emmanuel College
Boston, Massachusetts

Christopher E. Laird

Eastern Kentucky University
Richmond, Kentucky

Background

The purpose of this experiment is to quantify the flux of ions with

energies greater than I MeV. The main experiment is sponsored by the Air ,
Force Geophysics Laboratory for the purpose of measuring the energetic
protons trapped in the Earth's magnetic field. A series of subexperiments are
included which have different but related goals.

Objective

The objertive of this experiment is to measure the flux and energy
spectrum of protons with energies of I to 10 MeV. These protons are trapped
on the Earth's magnetic field lines as partof the innerradiation belt, or Van
Allen zone. The proton will be encountered predominantly in the South
Athmtic anomaly at a 90" pitch angle.

I
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Approach

The experiment consists of 18stacks of passive plastic detectors (CR-39)
arranged in portions of three LDEF trays. (See fig. 49.) The stacks are 1.49

Metal sam

./

)here f"

container

(b) Tray G12.

Figure 49,--Trapped-proton energy spectrum determination experiment.
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in. square and 2.60 in. high. They are mounted in containers on a plate
._. arranged in the trays to be normal to the Earth's magnetic field in the South '

Atlantic anomaly (SAA). The bottom half of each stack is composed of
', CR-39 without DOP and is 0.022 in. thick. The next 40 percent of the stack is

CR-39 with DOP and is 0.022 in. thick. The top 10 percent of the stack is
CR-39 with CHPC and is 0.011 in. thick. The stack is open to the vacuum of
space. The top qayer of plastic is directly exposed to space. A sheet of
aluminum 0.001 in. thick separates each layer of plastic. Five of each six
stacks are perpendicular to the magnetic field in the South Atlantic anomaly.

The three stacks of metal squares and the microsphere container which
are visible in figure 49 are used in the three subexperiments described here.

t

Neutron and Proton Activation on LDEF (NASA Marshall Space Flight i

Center and Eastern Kentucky University) i
_J

: Radioactivity induced by protons and neutrons in the LDEF orbit will be .
determined by exposing metal samples to the ambient flux through the
mission duration and measuring resulting gamma ray activation spectra in a

: low-level counting facility after recovery. In low Earth orbit, the main
sources of activation will be primary cosmic rays, SAA protons, secondary
neutrons, and atmospheric albedo neutrons. Induced radioactivity will be a
major source of background radiation for certain classes of Shuttle-launched
experiments. A quantitative determination of this activation during an early
Shuttle mission is important to assess this source of background radiation.
The metal samples that were chosen for flight have unique nuclear properties
th_,r make them suitable for these activation studies. One property is the
rclatively high probability that the sample will become radioactive following
the F._._sageof a neutron or proton. In addition, the sample will retain a
measur.,ble amount of radioactivity upon its return.

Microsphere Dosimetry (Clarkson College of Technology)

Containers of small microspheres flown on LDEF will be used to record
the energy deposited in volume elements with microscopic dimensions as a
result of exposure to the natural radiation environment of space. The single-
event-upset phenomena and hard errors in microelectronics, as well as the
radiobiological effects in man, result from ionizations generated within
sensitive volumes that have microscopic dimensions. Standard dosimetry
measurements of the radiation environment of space are carried out using

-7, macroscopic sensitive volumes. Even a relatively small macroscopic dose can
include order-of-magnitude differences in the number of ionizations in
microscopic volume elements. Microspheres of different composition and
diameter will be flown under identical conditions. The.moh0minescent do-

_, simeters (TLD's) will be included to n'easure the macroscopic dose received

Iii
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by each sample. Physical properties of the microspheres, such as changes in
" diameter after a period of postflight etching, will be measured to determine

the dose received by each microsphere.

Flux Measurement by Ion Trapping (Army Materials and lvi "hanics Re-
search Center)

Concentration pr_q'iles will be measured, primarily by secondary ion
mass spectroscopy and Rutherford backscattcring, for a wide variety of ions
at different places on a series of metal plates d,rectly exposed to space. The
area under a profile and the profile shape give the total flux and energy

distribution informatior,. Sample materials include fused quartz (SiO,). i
aluminum oxide (A1203). aluminum, copper, silicon, tantalum, tungsten, and i
zirconium.

{
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Measurement of Heavy Cosmic-Ray Nuclei oil LDEF

.. (M0002-2)

" Rudolf Beaujean. Wolfgang Enge, and G¢org Siegmon
Institute for Pure and Applied Nuclear Physics, University of Kiel

Kiel, Federal Republic of Germany

Background

. The long-duration flight on LDEF will provide the opportumty to collect
% a reasonable number of heavy cosmic-ray nuclei. A knowledge of the

abundance of these nuclei is essential to any theory on the source, acceler-
ath)n, propagation, confinement, and age of cosmic rays.

Objective

"1he objective of this experiment is to measure the elemental and isotopic
abundances of heavy cosmic-ray nuclei with nuclear charge Z equal to or

_-reaterthan 3. The chemic.:,land energy spectra will be mea_ur,'d f,t,,particles
that have energies in the range from 20 to I000 MeV per atomi'.:mass unit.
Two points of grca! interest are "'geomagnetically forbidden" cosmic-ray ',
particles and heavy i_m.sof the trapped radiation.

I

Approach

The experiment is passive and occupies one-sixth of a 3-in.-dccp
peripheral tray with several other experiments. The experiment package
consist.,,of visual track detectors that remain sensitive throughout the LDEF
mi.,,sion.(See fig. 50. )The scientific data are stored in latent tracks andcan be
revealed in the invcstigat_r's laboratory after recovery.

The detector :_tackconsi.,,tsof approximately 6.5 g/cm2of CR-39 plastic
visual track detector sheets that have a well-established response. The
detector stack is housed in an aluminum container that provides structural "
support and thermal contact to the, LDEF structure. The top of the detector
stack is covered by thin coated foils that provide thermal shielding and
dcc,)upling from deep .,,pace.

Heavy ions stopping in or passing through the plastic sheets of the .,,tack
produce latch! tracks dlat can be revealed by chemical etching in the laborato-

_ ry. Further analysis can be pertbrmed under optical and electron microscopes
by measuring the shape and length of the etched cones. "l'he.,,eparameters
depend strongly on the energy loss along the h'ajectory of the incomin_ '
particle. The determination of nuclear charge and mass is based on the cone
length versus residual range method. Plastic track detectors have registration

113
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thresholds that make the detector system almost insensitive to electrons and

., protons except at low energies; therefore, they do not produce a disturbing
background

( _s I
J

I z / 'L_-8

-14 '
J

(a) Image of heavy, nuclei impacts in plastic track

detectors after etching. (Not to scale.) i

i
1

!
)

-- Detector stack (CR-39)

l--Thermal foils

I //"

(b) Tray configuration.

" F.gure 50.--Heavv cosmic.ray nuclei experiment configuration.
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" Linear Energy Transfer Spectrum Measurement

_. Experiment
(P0006)

._ Eugene V. Benton
' University of San Francisco

San Francisco, California

Thomas A. Parnell
NASA George C. Marshall Space Flight Center

Huntsville, Alabama

J

. Background
t

The linear energy transfer(LET) is the energy deposited per unit path
: length of a charged particle traversing matter. For estimating the rate of
,. damage from single-hit phenomena, the quantity that best combines the

radiation environment, orbital situation, and spacecraft shielding is the linear
energ_ transfer (LET) spectrum at the device location. To date, LET spectra
measurements have been severely limited by statistics due to the short nature
of STS missions. The designers of filture long-life spacecraft such as a space
station nt'ed LET speclra measurements for exposures of I year or-more to
e,,,lablishshiekting requirements and to select materials and devices that will
not be adversely affected in space during the required operation life.

Objectives

This experiment will measure the LET spectrum behind different shield-
ing configurations for approximately I year. The shielding will be increased
in increments of approximately I g/cm 2 up to a maximum shielding of 16
g.;cm2. In addition to providing critical mtbrm,ttion to future spacecraft
desi/:,ners, these measurements will also provide data that will he extremely _"
valuable to other erperiments on LDEF. [

Approach

:J Acombination of thermal luminescence and'track type detectors will be
_- uscJ to measure the LET. Aluminunl will be used for the shielding. The

passive detectors and shielding material will be phtced in the canister shown
:.- in fit,,ure5 I. The canister with detectors will be sealed with app,'oximately I
- atm internal pre.,;sure.Control detectors identical to those to be flown will be
"- tnscd to establish the terrestrial background radiation to which the flight

detectors are exposed prior to launch and after recovery. __
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Multip|e-Foil Microabrasion Package
* (A0023)

J.A. M. McDonnell.D. G. Ash_'orth.W. C. Carey,R. P.Fhtvill.
and R. C. Jennison

University of Kent
• Canterbury. Kent. United Ki_,gdom

Background
i

A number of the early Explorer satellites, the Ariel 11.and three Pegasus
:. satellites measured meteoroid penetrations in near-Earth space. These in-

; space penetration measurements, in addition to providing spacecraft design ;
:: data. were used with existing ground-based radar and visual meteor data to
"_ extend size estimates of the near-Earth meteoroid environment to particles as

small as approximately 10-"_g.
Other early U.S. and Russian spacecraft used microphone type meteor-

-.e okl detectors to measure small-particle impact fluxes• The microphone data
: indicated a small-particle population much greater than that indicated by the

penetration measurements. The microphone data were. in fact. interpreted by
some to indicate a dust belt around the Earth.

I

Difficulties in simulating meteoroid impacts in the laboratory created a
number of uncertainties in interpreting both the microphone and penetration
early measurements in terms of the near-Earth meteoroid environment.

Data on the near-Earth meteoroid environment ha_,ealso resulted from

analysis of the lunar-material samples obtained during the Apollo Program.
The analy.,Js of craters on the lunar material in terms of the meteoroid
environment is limited by the lhcts that the craters occurred over a very long
period of tflne ( 10_ to 10" years) and the exact exposure time is tmcertain.

Taking advantage of the now recoverable and improved very sensitive
thin-foil penetration detectors, this experiment will make a substantial step
toward the elimination of a number of the remaining uncertainties in the
estimates of the near-Earth micrometeoroid environment. In a very cost-

• effective way, the experiment will provide both design data regarding the
erosion of spacecraft b} microparticles and data on the near-Earth micro-
meteoroid environment.

Objectives

The specific scientific objectives of this experiment are to measure the
spatial distribution, size, velocity, radiance, and composition of micro-
particles in near-Earth space• The technological objectives are to measure

,_ erosion rates resulting from microparticle impacts and to evaluate thin-foil
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meteor "bumpers." The combinations of sensitivity and reliability in this
¢

experiment will provide up to I000 impacts per month for laboratory analysis
and will extend current sensitivity limits by 5 orders of magnitude in mass.

" Approach

The experiment approach utilizes the well-established technique of
, thin-foil hypervelocity penetration supported by extensive investigations and

calibrated in laboratory simulation to a high precision. Several of the different
classes of impact events anticipated on encounter with such a thin-foil array
are illustrated in figure 52. This range of classes indicates the potency of this

: technique compared to simple polished plates or single-foil penetrations.
: Deployment of such thin-tbil detectors around LDEF will measure the spatial

anisotropy of the impact flux. Microprobe analysis of penetration and spalla-
tion areas after recovery will determine the particle elemental composition.

_" The detector design utilizes rolled aluminum foil down to a thickness of
" 1.5 Fm (fig. 53). Bonding to etched grid supports achieves very rugged '

structures capable of withstanding vibrational levels and atmospheric pres-
sure gradients typical of the LDEF-Shuttle environment.

The experiment will be located in one-third of each of four 3-in.-deep
trays located at 90" intervals around the LDEF periphery and in about
two-thirds of a 3-in.-deep end corner tray on the space-facing end of the
LDEF.
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Figure 52.--Illustration of tmpact events and scope of investtga_ion.
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Figure 53.--Multiple-foil microabrasion package experiment,
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,. Study of Meteoroid Impact Craters on Various Materials
(A0138-1)

J-C. Mandeville
CERT/ONERA -DERTS

Toulouse, France

Background

Interplanetary dust particles (micrometeoroids) are ex_,ected to form
, well-defined craters upon impacting exposed material in space. Studying the

frequency and features of these craters will provide data on the mass-flux
distlibution of micrometeoroids and, to a lesser extent, on the velocity
magnitude and direction. Limited crater studies have been done in the past

: with materials retrieved after exposure in space on Surveyor 3. Apollo 4 and
I i, Gemini l0 and I i, and Skylab. However, little has been learned regarding
the composition of impacting particles. This experiment will focus on the
determination of lhe composition of meteoroid material residues inside
crater,,,.

Objectives

'l'hnsexperiment will study impact craters produced by micrometeoroids
on selected materials (metals and glasses in the form of thick targets) to obtain
valuable technological and scientific data. Specifically, the studies will focus
on determining micrometcoroid composition and mass-flux distribution.
Analy,',es v_ill also be made on the distribution of impact velocity _,ectors.

Approach

High-velocity impact effects on various materials have been studied , ,,-
extensively in the laboratory. It is. however, impossible te, obtain vclocitnes
highcr than 7 to 8 kin/see with relatively large particles (_-I0 '_g). The LDEF
can provide a unique opportunity to expose large-area targets for an exten-
sive period of time and to recover them fi)r subsequent analysis. Selected
materials that act as impact detectors will be exposed to space. This method is

-" entirely passive and consists of thick targets (compared to the dimensions of
expected particles) of pure metals and glass. The collecting area(_750 cm-') is
expected to record, with a high probability, impacts of micrometeoroids with
a mass in the range of 10-_4to 10 7 g (corresponding to 0.2- to 35-_m particle
diameters). The experiment is accommodated on an aluminum mounting
plate (420 by 400 ram) located in one-sixth of a 12-in.-deep peripheral tray
that contains nine other experiments from France. (See figs. 12and 54. )Two
types of samples will be used (table 12). Type I will be metallic surfaces (I O0
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by 100 mm) bolted to an aluminum mounting plate (6 samples). Type II will
be glass samples (25 mm in diameter) bolted to an aluminum mounting plate
(27 samples). A set of similar samples will remain in the laboratory for

). subsequent comparison with space-exposed samples. A set of samples will
also be retained to perform tests with a hypervelocity accelerator.

The first task after experiment retrieval will be a careful scanning of
exposed material to search for impact microcraters. Usually, higb-velt_city
craters produced in metals and in brittle materials have a distinctive mor-
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phoiogy and can be distinguished easily from other surface feature'.;. An
",. optical microscope will be used to idcntify craters larger than about It} i.tm,

and such a crater is expected every 2 to 3 cm2. The density of micrometer-
" sized craters will be higher (I to 10 per cm-'), but the necessary use of a

.. scanning electron microscope (SEM) with 1000x magnification will limit the
area to be scanned. (See table 13.)

Measurements made on craters will include diameter and depth mea-
surements that, by comparison with experimental results, will give the mass
and density of impacting particles. Velocity can be estimated f,om the

o morphology of craters produced on brittle materials. Impact direction can be
evaluated by the shape of the craters. There is a close relationship between the
circularity of craters and the angle of impact. The relationship between flux
and mass will be derived from the areal density of microcraters.

For craters showing evidence of remnants of the projectile, chemical
, analysis will be made with X-ray microprobe and ion or Auger microprobe. If

possible, atomic absorption spectrophotometry or neutron activation analysis
will also be used.

g

Table 12.--Experiment A0138-1 Samples

Sample Material Thickness, _.m Dimension, mm

At Tungsten 150 100 x 100
A2 Aluminum 250 100x 100

A3 Copper 125 100x100
A4 Stainless steel 250 100x 1O0

AS Aluminum 2511 I00xI00

A6 Stainless steel 251J 100x 100

B1 to B27 Pyrex glass 1/ 25 (diam.)

Table 13.--Examinalion Procedurea

Minimum Maximum
detectable [ number I /

crater Average mass of Scanned of expected
Instrument Magnification diameter, micrometeoroid area, craters for

l.tm g cm" Iscanned area

Optical 20x 25 - 40 10-9 400 i 60
microscope 40x 10 - 20 10 m 80 17

80x 5 - 10 10-II 20 8

• SEM 100x 5 - 10 10-_I 4 2
300x 2- 3 I0 -l-' 1.4 1

1000x 1 - 2 10 i_ 0.00 I
..- 5000x 0.2 - 0.5 10 14 0.006 1

_ - "About 250 hours of SEM scanning time are expected.
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, Attempt at Dust Debris Collection

With Stacked Detectors
(A0138-2)

_. J-C. Mandeville
,_ CERT/CNERA-DERTS

Toulouse, France

Background
r"

Since the beginning of space exploration, a significant amount of data
: has been gathered on micrometeoroids. Flux-mass relationships, velocities,

and orbits of the particles have been established witl, meteoroid impact and
penetration detectors on satellites and space probes. Also, studies of impact
craters on lunar samples and a few retrieved sample materials exposed to
space have added data on micrometeoroids However, these techniques have
limitations that prevent the study of undisturbed particles.

To study undisturbed particles, cosmic-dast collectors lmve been flown
on balloons and rockets, and more recently on high-altitude aircraft. These
techniques for dust collection in the atmosphere are limited because of :;hou
exposure times and uncertainty in the discrimination between cosmic-dust
particles and terrestrial contaminants.

Objective

The primaryobjective of this experiment is to investigate the feasibility
of future missions of multilayerthin-film detectors acting asenergy sorters to
collect mic.rometeoroids, if not in their original shape, at least as fragments
suitable fi)r chemical analysis, it is expected that this kind of particle collector
will help in solving one of the most puzzling topics in cosmic-dust studies: the j
mineralogical and chemical composition of the panicles. This is a matter of
great interest in the study of the origin and ew)lution ,ff the solar system.

Approach

The e"periment will consist of targets made of one or two thin metal foils
; placed in front of a thicker plate. The maximum sample thickness of !25 Ixm

has been chosen to prevent foil perforation by particles with a mass in the
,,_ range of 10 _g. A particle pznctrating the foi_undergoes either adeceleration

or a fragmentation, according to the thickness and nalure of the tbil. Thick-
- " nesses the.sen lor this experiment range from 0,75 to 5 I._mof aluminum and

are expected to slow down particles wnh diameters between i and 10 I_m
without complete destruction.

-_ 124 -t
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Thc experiment will include 31 samples with a sampling surface area of
_" 240 cmz. "1he samples will be mounted on a plate inside one of the FRECOPA '_

., boxes in a 12-in.-deep tray that contains nine other experiments from France.
(See figs. 12 and i3.)The FRECOPA box will provide protection for the
fragile thin metal fihns before and alter space exposure. The description and

;, list of samptes are given in table 14. All samples will be mounted within
: aluminum frames (40 by 49 mm or 30 by 30 mm) which will hold the thick

target and the thin foils in front. (See lig 55.)
, Measurements after flighLexposure will be similar to those described for

experiment A0138-i. Emphasis will L'eon the study of thin-film behavior
, during the cratering process and on the chemical analysis of projectile
-- remnants.

Table 14.iDust Debris Targets t

Samp__le Material Thickness, lu.m Dimension, mm
D1 to D6 Aluminum 5 40x40

Aluminum 125 40×40

': D7, D8 Aluminum 2 40x40
Aluminum 5 40x40
Aluminum 125 40x40

D9, D10, Dll Aluminum 2 40x40
Aluminum 125 40x40

D12 Aluminum 125 40x40

E1 to Eb Aluminunl 2 30x30
Gold 125 30>:,30

E7, E8, E9 Aluminum 0.75 30x30
Aluminum 125 30x30

El0, Ell, [12 Aluminum 0.75 30x30 '.
Gold 125 30x30

El3 to E16 Gold 125 30x30

[:1 " Aluminum 0.75 30x30
Aluminum 2 30x30
Aluminum 125 30x30

E18 Aluminurn 0.75 30x ]0
Gold 125 30x 30 '-"

EIq Aluminum 0.75 30x30 (
Aluminum 125 30x30 '

•
I

'1

I
t

!

I
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f
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" The Chemistry of Micrometeoroids
•' (A0187-1)

Friedrich Hbrz, David S. McKay, and Donald A. Morrison
NASA Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center

+=- Houston. Texas

Donald E. Brownlee

• University of Washington
+ Seattle, Washington

Robert M. Housley
Rockwell International Science Center

_ Thousand Oaks. California .

Background

-. The mineralogy, petrography, and chemistry of both "'primitive" and
more evolved meteorites recovered on Earth are currently the subjects of
intense laboratory studies. The purpose of these studies, in conjunction with
our knox_ ledge of terrestrial and lunar petrogenesis, is to establish an obser-

_ vational framework that can be used progressively to constrain and refine
cosmochemical and mechanical-dynamic models of early solar-system evolu-
tionary proee.',scs. Such modelling attempt,,, include the nature and kinetics of
nebular conden._ation and fractionation, the accretion of solid matter into

planets, the differentiation and crustal evomtit,,n of planets, anti the role of
collisional processes in planetary formation and surface evolution. All of
these processes arc known to be highly complex.

Fine-grained interphmetary particles (micrometeoroids) of masses as
litt!e as 10 t<, g are. however, largely excluded from models of the early
solar-.,ystcm evolution because their mineralogic, petrographic, and geo-
chemical nature is largely unknown, in comparison, however, their dy- +,,
nmmcs, orbital parameters, and total flux are rea_,,nably well estvblished,

although still fragmentary in a quantitative sense, t .,ding It', current
(largely dynamical) hypotheses, a majority of these of,j, . 're dertved from
comets. This association affords a unique opportunity tt, ':dy early solar-

'_. system processes at relatively large radial distances from the Sun (greater than
. approximately 20 AU). These cometary solids may reflect pressure and

tctnpcrature conditions in the solar nebula which are not r,'p:csented by any of
:" the presently known meteorite classes, and therefore may offer p'_tential
;-'- insight into the formation of comets themselves.
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"' Objectives

The prime objective of this experiment is to obtain chemical analyses ofA

• a statistically significant number of micrometeoroids. These data will then be
_- compared with the chemical composition of meteorites. Secondary objectives

of the experiment relate to density, shape, mass frequency, and absolute flux
of micrometeoroids as deduced from detailed crater geometries (depth.
dian_eter, and plane shape) and number of total events observed.

Approach
i

: This experiment is designed to collect micrometeoroid residue in and !
_: arotmd micrometeoroid impact craters that are produced by hypervelocity

collisions of the natural panicles with high-purity targets. After the return of
¢ these targets, the micrometeoroid residue will be chemically analyzed with a

large array of state-of-the-art microanalvt:cal tools (e.g.. electron micro-
probe, scanning electron microscope with energy-dispersive analyser. Auger
and ESCA spectroscopy, and ion probe mass analyzer). In favorable cases.

' precision mass spectrometry may be possible. The experinaent will involve i
: both active and passive collection units. I

Active tlnit !

" The principles of the "'active" unit are described below. (See fi,, 56. ) A
clam shell concept allows two sets of clam shells, housed in a 12-in.-deep

J

- ,', Hgure 56.--Active micrometeoroid detector unit.
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peripheral tray. to be opened and ch,sed. The figure shows one set of clam
_,. shells in the stowed (i.e.. closed) mode and the otherset in a deployed mode.

' Due to the high sensitivity of the microanalytical tools and the extremelyC

" small masses of micrometeoroid residue to be analysed (10 7to I0 _-"g). the

stowed configuration will protect the collector surfaces from particulate
.,, contaminants during ground handling, launch, and LDEF deployment and
_; retrieval sequences. The clam shells will be opened by a timed sequencer
,- some 8 days after LDEF deployment and they will close at a similar time prior

to redocking for retrieval of LDEF. The basic contamination barrier is a
precision labyrinth seal.

The main collector surfaces are made of 99.99-percent-pure gold sheets
_. 0.5 mm thick and totaling some 0.85 m-"total surface area. Two individual

gold panels, each about 57 by 20.6 era, will be fastened to each clam shell tray
for a total of seven panels. A high-quality surface finish will be obtained by
polishing, acid etching, and electroplating. The space for the eighth panel is i

: taken up by a series of experimental collector materials (about 6.5 by 20.6 by ,
0.05 cm each) for the purpose of empirically determining collection ef-
ficiency and/or optimum chemical background (i.e., signal-to-noise ratio

" during the analytical phase). These auxiliary surfaces consist of AI (99.999 :

.- percent pure), Ti (99.9 percent pure), Be (99.9 percent pure), Zr _99.8
percent pure), C (99.999 percent pure), Kapton (a polyimide), and Tetion
filter._.There are three reasons for selecting gold as the main collector surface.
First, its behavior under hypervclocity impact condition,; is reasonably well
known, in contrast to that of some of the auxiliary surfaces. Second, gold is s
not an overly abundant constituent in meteorites, and third, it is a highly
suitable subs',rate for many of the microanalytical techniques contemplated.
For a model exposure duration of 9 months, a fairly well established mass- ',
frequency distribuuon, and a conservatively low flux estimate for micro-
meteoroids, the approximate numbers of micrometeorite craters expected on
the gold collector are as follows: 165 craters larger than 5 _xn. 52 craters
larger than 10_m, and 9 craters larger than 50 _na in diameter. Quantitative
analysis is feasible only for craters larger than 20 _m in diameter (approxi-

mately 20 events), although an attempt will be made at qualitative analysis of ...,"
smaller craters.

Passive Unit

The experiment will use a "'passive" collector unit that occupies a
:_._., 3-in.-deep peripheral tray. (See fig. 57.) This unit will be covered by six AI
- (99.9 percent pure) panels (47 by 41 by 0,3 cm each). These surfaces have no

- special protection against contamination because they are rigidly bolted onto
a structural framework which in turn is fastened to the LDEF tray. If
contamination is not too significant, approximately another 25 events larger

.- than 20 Ism in diameter will be available for analysis. Furthermore, an
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,_ additional gold surface (approximately 12 by 2.3 by 0.05 cm) will be flown
,.-: inside the experiment exposure control canister used in LDEF experiment
;" SO010(Exposure of Spacecraft Coatings) for optimum calibration of gaseous

and particulate contamination.

I

Figure 57.--Passive micrometeoroid detector unit.
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Chemical and Isotopic Measurements of Micrometeoroids%

by Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry
: (A0187-2)

" John H. Foote. Patrick D. Swan, Robert M. Walker, and Ernst K. Zinner
, McDonnell Center for the Space Sciences

St. Louis, Missouri -_

Dieter Bahr, Hugo Fechti_,, and Elmar Jessberger "

: Max-Planck Institute for Nuclear Physics , ;
Heidelberg. Federal Republic of Germany ,-_,"

= Eduard Igenbergs, Uwe Kreitmayr, and Heribert Kuczera i
: Munich Technical University "\

Munich. Federal Republic of Germany
Ct'"

,¢ Eberhard Schneider . : _'.- ;-"
' Ernst-Mach Institute _

_. Freiburg, Federal Republic of Germany

Norbert Pailer I

Dornier System Manufacturing Co. _'
Friedrichshafen, Federal Republic of Germany !

Background :-
,,

in the past. the study of interplanetary dust particles has been restricted
mainly to measurements of their flux, mass and velocity distribution, and
variation with direction and solar distance. Chemical and isotopic com-
positional information could be obtained from the Bro_ nlee particles col-
lected in the upper atmosphere. The launch of LDEF provides the first
opportunity to collect micrometeoroid material in space which then can be /

subjected to isotopic analysis in the laboratory. Isotopic measurements of z
interplanetary dtJst are of great interest since at least part of the interplanetary
dust is believed to be derived from comets Because comets originate in the
outer region of the solar sy,_temthey probably have never been subjected to
mixing of mate, ,,d during formation of the solar system, and thus they might

"-'5, have preserved presolar isotopic feat_:res.
5 Interplanetary dust particles are difficult to collect because of their high

speed. Upon impact, much of the particle mass is evaporated and ejected
--- I'rom the target. This experiment utilizes a target covered with a thin foil to

trap the ejected material.
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". Objective

The objective of this experiment is to measure the chemical and isotopic
, composition of interplanetary dust particles of mass greater than !O-I_ g for

most of the major elements expected to be present.

Approach
i
!

The experiment approach utilizes a passive Ge target which is covered
-' with a thin metallized plasuc foil. The feil is coated on the outer (i.e., space

facing) surface with a Au-Pd film for thermal control and to protect the foil
_: from erosion by atomic oxygen present in the residual atmosphere. The inner
". surface of the foil is coated with tantalum, which was selected in order to
• ' optimize the analysis of positive secondary ions by secondary ion mass

spectroscopy (SIMS).
The experiment occupies a 3-in.-deep peripheral tray near the LDEF

leading edge, one-third of a 6-in.-deep peripheral tray near the LDEF trailing
, edge, and two-thirds of a 6-in.-deep peripheral tray on the LDEF trailing

edge Figure 58 shows the one-third-tray experiment hardware and illustrates
the micrometeoroid detection principle. An incoming meteoroid penetrates
the foil before striking the target plate. Impact ejecta, consisting of a mixture
of target and projectile material in the form of fragments, melt, and vapor, are
collected on the underside of the film. The deposited interplanetary dust
material can be rnlayzed by a number of surface-sensitive techniques, among
which SIMS is favored because of its high sensitivity and its isotopic analysis
capability. Measurements are planned of the concentrations of Na, Mg, AI,
Si, S, K, Ca, Fe, and Ni and the isotopic compositions ofMg, Si, Ca, and Fe
(and possibly S and Ni) from particles grea:er than 10I_m in diameter. For an
exposure of 12 months, approximately 60 impacts of particles of this size are

, expected for an area of I m-'. About ! m-' will be exposed on both the leading
and the trailing edge. The leading edge has the advantage of receiving a higher
flux because of the higher impact velocity (approximately 20 kin/see). On the

, trailing edge, impacts from terrestrial contaminants in orbit are excluded. In
'_ addition to chemical and isotopic measurements, information on narticle

mass, velocity, and density can be obtained from the study of the ho!=size and
•-- crater size and morphology.
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; (b) Tray configuration. '

._ Figure _&--Chemical and isotopic measurements of micrometeoroids
experiment.
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•, Interplanetary Dust Experiment
(A0201)

e,
b

._ S. Fred Singer and John E. Stanley
" UnNcisity of Virginia

Charlottesville, Virginia

Philip C. Kassel, Jr.
-, NASA Langley Research Center

Hampton, Virginia

.., J.J. Wortman
', North Carolina State University ;
• Raleigh, North Carolina i

f

_ Background
,'7.

• The study of interplanetary dust historically has been plagued by the
problem of low data rates and therefore statistically inadequate data analyses.
The LDEF satellite will permit for the first time the flight of an experiment i
with a large effective are.'., yielding data with which excellent statistical
confidence can be achieved. Additionally, it has been shown that a major
source of the interplanetary micrometeoroid environment is comets. Con-
firmation and expansion ef these results may give important insight into the
cometary phenomenon.

Objectives

The objective of this experiment is to study interplanetary dust, vari-
ously referred to as cosmic dust, cometary dust, zodiacal dust, or meteoric
dust particles. Specific objectives are to obtain information regarding particle
mass end velocity, and to undertake correlative analyses with other experi-
ments, both on LDEF or near the time of the LDEF flight. zt

Approach

Tile expcrinaent will use metal-oxide-silicon (MOS) capacitor-type
impact ,;ensors with two diff.:rent sensitivities. The to;al active area of the

: experiment will be about 1m'-. Sixty percent of the sensors will have an oxide
•_ thickness of 0.4 I_m, the higher sensitivity, and 40 percent will have a
"- thickness of !.0 p,m.
._, The experiment will be located in four locations spaced at 90° intervals

around the LDEF periphery and on the Earth-facing and space-facing ends.
(See fig. 5q.) Tray requirements include one 6-in.-deep tray, one-third each
of three 3-in.-deep trays, one 3-in.-deep end comer tray on the Earth-facing

134
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end, and about one-third of a 3-in.-deep end comer tray on the space-facing
• . f.

end. A one-third-tray location typically will contain 80 impact sensors and 1,. Sun sensor.

Approximately every 2 hours, an experiment power and data system will
record the status of all sensors and the recent experiment activity, which will

.., include the time of occurrence of each impact and the total number of impacts
for each sensitivity and tray location. The Sun sensors will be used to record
the time from the most recent crossing of the dark-to-light terminator.

When the ex0eriment is recovered, the recorded data and LDEF tracking
data will be analyzed to determine the dust encountered as a function of mass,
time, and velocn: :tirection in geocentric coordinates. These data will then be

: correlated with theories and observations of other dust-related phenomena.
t

I
t {

' ._ 1

' MOS detector

Experiment
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Space Debris Impact Experiment

(SO001)

Donald H. Humes

NASA Langley Research Center
Hampton. Virginia

Background

Current models of the near-Earth meteoroid environment are based on

measurements by many different types of detectors, each measuring over its
own narrow mass range with no <werlapping of measurements. None of the
detectors measures mass or size directly. As a consequence, an uncertain
fitting together of the data has been used to estimate the population and size

+ distribution of meteoroids near the Earth. This experiment will use the same
detector, an aluminum plate, to detect meteoroids over a very large size
ran,,e A sin,,le factor that converts crater size to meteoroid mass can be

- applied to all the data. A much improved population and size distribution of
meteoroids will be obtained.

Man-made debris may someday become a significant component of the
space debris environment near the Earth. Future spacecraft explosions.
whether accidental or intentional, can result in millions of fragments, each
capable of inflicting substantial impact damage. St,ch fragments could .emain
in orbit for years. An estimate of the current man-made debris population will
also be made with the experiment.

Objeclives

The specific objectives of this experiment are to establish the population
and size distribution oi meteoroids in the mass range from 10 "_to 10 "+g. to
establish the current population of man-made debris in the same mass range,
and to obtain data on the physical properties (composition and density) of
meteoroids.

Approach

The space debris iml,act experiment will expose large are;is of thick
aluminum plates to the space debris environment. The size distribution of the

_+- craters caused by meteoroids will be used to determine the population and size
distribution of meteoroids. The size distribution of craters caused by man-

- made debris will be used to determine the ix;pulati,_.n::nd :;izcdistribution of
man-man debris. The shape of the craters, the impac,ing particle ,naterial
found on the crater walls, :rodthe location of_he impacts on the spacecraft will

i_ 136
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_. be used to distinguish between meteoroid craters and those caused by
man-nlade debris.

". This experiment occupies 19 3-in.-deep peripheral trays, two 3-in.-
deep end corner trays on the Earth-facing end. and one 3-in.-deep end corner
tray on the space-facing end of the LDEF. Additionally, several partial txayi.

" location,, on tile peripheD will be utilized.
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.... Meteoroid Damage to Spacecraft
_ (PO007)

%

• Consortium of Investigators*

Background
_°

Observation of meteoroid impact damage to typical spacecraft com-
ponents (i.e., solar cells, thermal control surfaces, andcomposite materials)
can provide valuable information for the design of future spacecraft. A

,. detailed inspection of LDEF andthe LDEF experiments will probablyreveal a
number of examples of such damage. The LDEF will be the first large

::, spacecraft to be exposed in space for an extended period of time and then
" recovered in such a manner that the external surfaces are not damaged by the

recovery process. In addition, the experiments in the LDEF trays will expose
, examples of many typical spacecraft components to the space environment.

-- Objective

The objective of this experiment is to obtain examples of meteoroid
impact damage to typical spacecraft components, and by so doing to help

, establish design approaches to minimize meteoroid damage effects to future
: spacecraft. The results of the complete inspection of the LDEF will comple-

ment and extend the data obtained from specific meteoroid experimer.:s flying
in LDEF trays.

pproach

: All exposed external surfaces of LDEF and the experiments will be
examined after retrieval before any ,experiment tray removal operations are
begun. The locatigns of impact craters will be documented and the principal

• in,,estigatg.-; of the trays containing impact craters will be requested to make
the component containing the crater available to the consortium for study after
evaluation of the item has been completed. -....

• *Consortium members will be the investigators im,oh,ed in the following meteoroid experi-
ments."A0023, Multlple-Foil Microabrasion Package; A0138-1, Stud)' of Meteoroid Impact

• Craters on Various Materials; A0138.2. Attempt at Dust Debris Collection With Stacked
.... Detectors: AI87-1, The Chemistry of Micrometeoroids: A0187-2, Chemical and Isotopic

Measurements of Micrometeoroids by Secondary Ion Mass Spectromet_.: A0201, Inter-

planetary Dust E.rperiment: and SO001, Space Debris Impact Experiment.

-_ 138
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: N84 24674
•. Free-Flyer Bios[ack Experiment

(h0015)

Horst Biicker

,. Institute tor Flight Medicine. DFVLR
Cologne, Federal Rcpublic of Germany

Background

Studies on the biological effectiveness of HZE particles (particles of
high atomic number Z and high energy) and stars are necessary to confirm
ground-based work, as well as to assess the biological effects of HZE particles

: not currently available from accelerators on Earth. Spaceflight experiments
are required to analyze and evaluate the biological effects of the different
species of HZE particles prevalent in space.

In comparison with the Apollt_ lunar mission, the dosimctric data
: calculated for a 6-month flight of LDEF will yield an increase in total dose of

approximately 360 percent, in HZE particle flucncc of approximately 200
percent, and in stars of cvcn 2700 percent. Thu'; LDEF will offer a unique
opportunity to g;_thcr inlbrmation on the effects of stars on biological matter.

Objectives

The free-flyer biostack cxpcrimcnt is part of a radiobiological ._pacc
research prt_gram that includes experiments in space as well :is in accelerators
on Earth. The program ha.', been specially designed to incrca._c knowledge
conccrning the importance, effectiveness. ,rod hazards of the structured
component._ of cosmic radiation to man and to any biological specimen in
space. Up to now. our understanding of the ways in which HZE particle.,,
might al'['ccl biological matter is based on z few ,_pacetlight experiments l'rt/nl
lhc lant Apollo mi.,,sions (Biostack I and 11, Biocore. and Apollo light flash
invcstigation.q and thc Ar)ollo Soyuz Test Project l Bi( ,lack !11). and on Ihc
limited data available t'ronl heavy-ion irradiation from accelerators. In the
near future, accelerator.,, capable of accelerating particles up to higher atomic -- -
numbers and higher cncrgic_ ,'. ill promote incrca,,cd activity in ground-ba,,,cd
sludic_ on biolo,,ical= effects of HZE particlc_. Comparison (fl"data from such

"-'7, irradiation experiments on Earth with those fro' '.m actual spaccfligh!
. experiment will .,,how any potential influence of inevitably attendant

._lXlcctlight factors It.g.. wcightlc_,.,,nc._s) on the radiobiological trelliS.
..,. Further. the long dtltati(m t)l' the LDEF flight will int.rcasc the chance ()I

studying the biulogical effectiveness cvcn of rare comptmcnt,_ of cosmic
- radiation, such as iron nuclei or supcrhcavy particles of hi,_,henergy, whith

arc not yet available from ground-ba.,,cd facilities.

...._ 13t)
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LDEF Mission ! Experinwnts
%

, Approach

-_ The flight hardware used to achieve this objective consists of biologic_d
specimens and nuclear track detectors. Correlation of the biologi-al and
physical events was achieved by using a special sandwich constructien of
visual track detectors and monolayers of biological object.,,. Figure 60 shows a
photograph of the experiment hardware and illt,strates the detector unit

, construction.
The fluence of heavy particles and/or nuclear disintegration stars de-

,: pends on the locations of the experiment on LDEF. Therefore. two experi-
ment locations with different shielding against space are used. The experi-
ment consists of 20 detector unit.,,. 12 t, nit.,, mounted in a 6-in.-dcep end
corner tray on the Earth-facing end of LDEF. and 8 mounted in one-third of a

" 6-in.-deep peripheral tray. Each unit weighs approximately 2 kg and does not
" require power. Knowled,de of the temperature history arotmd the single units
__ is necessary. For all other orbital parameters needed lbr the experiment.
, normal tracking of the spacecraft will be st, fficicnt. All experiment data

analysis will be conducted at various experimenters" laboratories in Europe
and the U.S. (Scc tables 15 and 16.)
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$

(a) Detector unit construction.

CN = cellulose nitrate; pv,a. = ,

polyvinyl alcohol: L = cone I
length; R = residual rang_:.

R •

} _'- '

(b) Tray configuration.

Figure 60.--Free-flyer biostack experiment.
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Table 15.--Biological Objects in Bioslack Experiment

Biological Biological Track Effects Investigator Affiliation,
object system detectors under

i,
. investiLation

Biomole- Rhodopsin CN Influence on S, L. University of
cules the optical Bonting Nijmegen, i

absorption The Nether-
lands

Unicellular Bacillus CN, Lex- Influence on R. Faclus, DFVLR, FRG
subtilis an, AgCl spore out- G. Horneck,
spores growth, (ell G. Re,tz,

develop- M. SchMer,
ment, col- J.-U. Schott,
ony forma- K. Baltschu-
tion kat

Plant Arabi- CN, Lex- Influence on A. R. Kranz University ol
dopsis tha- an, AgCI germination, Frankfurt,
liana seeds plant devel- FRG

opment,
rnutation
induction

Plant 5ordaria CN, Lex- Influence on ).-U. Schott DFVLR, FRG
fimicola an, AgCl germination,
ascospores mycel

growth, re-

production, .,
mulation
rate

Plant Nlcotiana CN Inlluence on M. Delpoux Unwersity of
tabaccum germination, Toulouse,
seeds growth and France

develop-
ment, mu-
tationinduc-
tion

Plant Zea mays CN, Influence on C.A. Tob- UniversHy ol ..
seeds Lexan germination ias, T. Yang, California,

growth, M. Freeling Berkeley
differ-
entiation

J, and m(_r-
", phogenesis,

mutati(m
induction
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Table15.---Concluded '.,11

,j

Biological Biological Track Effects Investigator Affiliation
object system detectors under

• investisation

.. Plant Rice seeds CN Influence on M. Bay- University ,.,
germination, onove Monpellier,
growth and France
develop-
ment, mu-
tation induc-
tion

Anima! Artemia CN Influence on G. Gasset, University of
salina cysts early steps Y. Gaub_n, Toulouse. t

- of develop- H. Planel France .,
ment, meta- i

, bolism (bio-

chemical
5_ analysts), in-

tegrity of
ultra-
structure

Animal Artemia CN Influence on E.H. Graul, University of
salina cysts hatching, W. Ruther Marburg,

inducUon of FRG

develop-
ment anom-
alies, his-
tological
anomalies

_J
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N84 24675 , ,
• ,. Seeds in SpaceExperiment

(I'0004-1)
George B. Park, Jr., and Jim A. Alston

• George W. Park Seed Company. Inc.
, Greenwood, South Carolina

Background

Man, when exploring and developing terrestrial frontiers, has generally
'._ carried seed for crops to suppor_ his survival. In the foreseeable future, man

, =will probably also transport seed in space as he explores and develops that !,
_ "new frontier. The space environment can be hostile to seed; therefore, data are
i. " needed on the effects of space on seed and on how seed should be packaged to !
,: survive in space. As a first step toward meeting this need, the George W. Park I

Seed Company, Inc., flew a Getaway Special seed experiment on STS-6 and i
found that seed can in fact survive a few days in low-altitude Earth orbits. The

,: Seeds in Space Experiment for LDEF will investigate the effects on seed of
-. exposure to space tbr 1 year. ;
• Objectives

i
The specific objectives of this experiment are to evaluate the effects of

space radiation on the survivability of seed stored iri-space under sealed and I
' vented conditions and to determine possible resulting mutants and changes in

mutation rates.

Approach

The basic concept for this experiment is to expose approximately two
million seeds of many varieties to space for I year and then return them to
Earth. The returned seed will be germinated along with control seed of each
variety which has not been exposed in space, and the germination rates and
development of the plants will be observed. The seed will be packaged in
Dacron bags and stored in both sealed and vented containers mounted in a

i 6-in.-deep peripheral tray. Figure 61 shows photographs of the flight con- //
tainers, which are painted white for thermal control. Most of the seed will be
loaded into the large 12-in.-diameter sealed container to preserve pressure
and sufficient moisture. This container has been constructed of aluminum

with a thin dome, about 0.050 in. thick, to minimize shielding of space
radiation to the top layer of seed. Layering of seed within the container

._. provides increasing shielding to lower layers of seed. Radiation levels will be
" measured by thin dosimeters placed between layers of seed. Passive

maximum-temperature indicators will also be placed inside the container.
;"- _ Another container, mounted on the bottom of the tray, will be painted black

and will have a temperature range similar to the average internal temperature.

of the LDEF.

_._ 146 "_ _------- 3
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(a) Vented container.

e-

f

_b) Sealed container,

; Figure 61.--Seeds m Space Experiment,
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_ Space-Exposed Experiment Developed for Students%

! (SEEDS)
, (P0004-2)
,b

: Dori_ K. Grigsby*:°

NASA Headquarters
Washington. D.C.

Background

, This experiment, which is closely related to the Seeds in Space Experi-
': ment (PO004-1), will offer students the opportunity to evaluate the sur-
': vivability of seeds stored in the space environment and to determine possible

mutants and changes in the mutation rate which may occur.

"._ Objectives

The ob.iectives of this experiment are to involve a very large number of
students in a national project to generate interest in science and related
disciplines: to offer students from the elementary through the university level
an opportunity to participate in a first-hand experiment with materials flown
in space: to permit active involvement m classroom experiment design,
decision making, data gathering, and comparison of results; and to emphasize
a mt,ltidisciplinary approach to the project inw_lving subject areas other than
science.

. Approach

Approximately I I to 12million tomato seeds will be stored in five sealed
containers mounted in a 6-in.-deep peripheral tray. (See fig. 62.) Within each
sealed container, the seeds will be packaged in four Dacron bags. Passive
radiation detectors will be placed inside the canisters. Figure 63 shows the
large sealed containers in the tray, without the top thermal cover. After ..-"
approximately a 12-month exposure to the space environment, the seed will

: be returned to the George W. Park Seed Co., Inc., which will provide the seed
kits. In addition to llight seed, an cquiwdent amount of control seed will be

. maintained in ground storage facilities. Both sets of seeds will be evaluated
postflight to determine gex'mination rates.

/

:. After the first LDEF mission is completed, participating student groups
o will be provided with kits containing samples of both exposed and control
,- seeds. The students will design and conduct their own classroom experi-

ments. Information gathered and evaluated by the students will be nlade
'- " available to the public, NASA, and the Park Seed Col

"_E.vwriment("om'dimtlor.
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Figure 62.--Photographs of a sealed container shown with anc_t without bags of
flight seed.
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Experiment
P0004-I

Figure 63.--SEEDSexperiment shown integrated with Seeds m Space Expen-
ment (P0004-1)and Linear Energy TransferSpectrum Measurement Experiment
(PO006).
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N 8 4 24677 '
Holographic Data Storage Crystals for LDEF

•. (A0044)

, W. Russell Callen and Thomas K. Gaylord
Georgia Institute of Technology

,. Atlanta, Georgia

Background

• A compact high-bit-capacity recorder (on the order of !0 jl bits) and
memory system does not exist at the present time, However, electro-optic !i
holographic recording systems are being developed and appear to be ex-

, tremely promising.
r

Objective

, The objective of this experiment is to test the spaceworthiness of
-. electro-optic crystals for use in ultrahigh-capacity space data storage and

retrieval systems.

Approach

The experiment approach is to passively expose four holographic data
storage crystals, each 10 by 10 by 2 mm in size, to the space environment.
Three of the iron-dopedlithium niobate crystals contain recordedholograms
andone is unrecorded(control sample). Crystal I is heat treatedfor maximum
sensitivity and is blank. Crystal 2 contains a plane wave hologram written
with a helium-neon laser (h = 632.8 nm). Crystal 3 contains a plane wave
hologram written with an argonlaser (h = 514.5 nm), andcrystal 4 contains
a spoke pattern hologram writtzn with an argon laser (h = 514.5 nm). The
crystals containing the holograms were fixed in an atmosphere of lithium
carbonate to extend the lifetime of the holograms ....... "

This spectrum of crystals will assure determination of the most suitable
crystal treatment for space use. A glass control sample will also be flown.

In crystals 2, 3 and 4, the data will be protected by charge neutrality of
combined ion and electron patterns, and the holograms should be directly
recoverable upon reexposure to uniform illumination. Two control crystals

---7, will remain on the ground, one containing a helium-neon laser hologram and
one containing an argon laser hologram.

The crystals for this experiment will be included with the various
electro-optical components of LDEF experiment S0050, Investigation of the
Effects of Long-Duration Exposure on Active Optical System Components,

" and will be located in the same experiment tray. Figure 64 illustrates the
concept of data storage in an optical .phase holographic memory.

?
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_" Figure 64.--Data storage concept for an optical-phase holographic memory.
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_ Exposure to Space Radiation of High-Performance

Infrared Multilayer Filters and Materials
Technology Experiments

(A0056)

John S. Seeley, R. Hunneman, and A. Whatley
Department of Cybernetics, University of Reading

Reading, Berks, United Kingdom

Derek R. Lipscombe
British Aerospace Corporation

Stevenage, Hartlordsbire. United Kingdom

Background

Infrared multilayer interface filters have been used extensively in sat-
ellite radiometers for about 15 years. Filters manufactured by the University
of Reading have been used in Nimbus 5, 6, and 7, TIROS N, and the Pioneer
Venus orbiter. The ability of the filters to withstand the space environment in
these applications is critical; if degradation takes place, the effects would
range from worsening of signal-to-noise performance to complete system
failure. An experiment on the LDEF will enable the filters, for the first time,
to be subjected to authoritative spectral measurements following space
exposure to ascertain their suitability for spacecraft use and to permit an
understandir.g of degradation mechanisms.

Additionally, the understanding of the effects of prolonged space ex-
posure on spacecraft materials, surface finishes, and adhesive systems is of
great interest to the spacecraft designer. Thus, a series of materials tech-
nology experiments will be included with the experiment on infrared multi-
layer filters.

Objectives

The objective of the multilayer filters experiment is to expose high-
performance infrared multilayer filters to tile space environment and recover
them for subsequent analysis and comparison with laboratory control
samples. Semiconductors such as PbTe. Si, and Ge will be examined to see if
excess free carriers have been generated by exposure, and for evidence of
surface contamination or degradation and/or decomposition. ZnS and other
dielectrics will be examined for evidence of bulk degradation, such as
enhanced absorption, color center excess, and reststrahl abnormalities.

The objectives of the materials technology experiments are to evaluate

,_ the degradation of spacecraft surface finishes, the outgassing of spacecraft

,_ 154
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surface finishes, the effect of thermal paints on carbon-fiber-reinforced
plastic (CFRP) sheet and the thermal differentiation of expansion between

". base material and thermal coating, the strength of adhesive-bonded joints (lap
shear), the effect of CFRP strength stiffness and interlaminar strength, the

, dimensions of CFRP curvature, and the effect on bond strength between }
CFRP-aluminum alloy skins and honeycomb core.

Approach

The experiment will utilize one-_ixth ofa 3-in.-deep peripheral tray and
one-fourth of a 3-in.-deep end center tray on the Earth-facing end of the

"- LDEF. Figure 65 illustrates the arrangement of the filters and materials
samples.

. The infrared filters being considered for the experiment are listed in table
i7. The samples will be measured on an infrared spectrometer with particular ,

• . reference to any critical parts of their spectrum (e.g., peak transmission and
center wave number of bandpass filters, edge position and steepness in ed2e
filters, and transmission in iongwave filters) prior to assembly into the
experimenta! structure. At the same time, the samples will be visually
inspected and photographed, and any other testhig (for example, adhesion
tests) will be carried out. Upon retrieval, the _amples will be visually
inspected prior :o shipment back to the laboratory for postflight testing.

__/
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;_ samples

__ /_Substrate bearing infrared

1/_..._Subs,ra:eholder
- / _ I /5,_ '_ad'+ashors t-"
.... mr ;it':,'_, ng disk

• isk springs

"4" : _ _/ _----Snap rings

-" Figure 65.--Arrangement of infrared multilayer filter and materials technology:-,_IIPp" experiments.
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_. Table 17.--High-Performance Infrared Filters !
Ii

., Sampl? type Materials (substrate layers) Function

Substrate CdTe Longwave blocker

Substrate Quartz Shortwave blocker for
Iongwave filter

_" Subslrale BaF, Longwave blocker

Substrate KRS5(TIBrl) [ongwave blocker

Substrate KRS6(TICIBr) Longwave blocker I

Substrale + coating Germanium with ZnS/PbTe Broadband anlireflection
multilayer coating

Substrate + coating Germanium with ZnS/PbTe/ Broadband antireflection i
photoresist or PbF2 coating

_: Substrale + coating Silicon with photoresist Antireflection coaling
Substrates + coatings Silicon with ZnS, silicon Longwave reslstrahl

with ZnSe, silicon with blockers used in Venus,
CdSe Pioneer probe '

Subslrales + coalings Germanium with ZnS/PbTe Bandpass filter on two
multilayers substrates, 1S-p.m C0-2 band _.

comprising two full blocker
edge filters, used in TIROS i

s N Stratospheric Sounding j
Unit !

Substrate + coatings Silicon with CdSelPbTe Longwave edge filter at
multilayers 23 p.m, fully blocked Io i1

shortwave

Substrate + coatings Germanium with ZnSIPbTe 10.6-p.m narrowband hller,
multilayers fully blocked to shortwave

Substrate + coatings Germanium with ZnS/PbTe 15-p.m narrowband filter for I
CO., band, similar to fillers
used in Nimbus 5

:Subslrates + coatings TICIBr with Zn£e,q'ICIBr Longwave edge for Jupiter
multilayers + pholoresist missions .':
anlirefleclion coating

Substrate + coatings Silicon with ZnSelTICIBr Longwave edge for Jupiter .-"

multilayer missions j
Substrale 4- coatings Silicon with CdTe/qIBrl Longwave edge for Jupiler

mullilayer missions
Substrate + coatings Germanium with ZnSlPbTe 10.6-p.m nano_band filter,

LJ multilayer fully blocked to shortwave, I

'/" Substrale _- ZnS spaced i--" + coatings Germanium with ZnSIPbTe Steep-edge filter at i

'_;..._ I antirefleclionmUltilayerwithlayersPhOtoresistapproximately 13.5-p.m 1

IMesh filters Melinex + evaporated Au Far-infrared mesh filters
" fihns

i
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' Effect of Space Exposure on Pyroelcctric

Infrared Detectors
\

• (A0135)

- James B. Robertson. Ivan O. Clark. and Roger K. Crouch
NASA Langley Research Center

Hampton, Virginia

Background ; ;
t

: NASA's commitment to air pollution monitoring and thermal mapping .
:= of the Earth. which includes the remote sensing of aerosols and limb scanning :

infrared radiometer projects, requires photodetection in the 6- to 20-p.m [
. region of the spectrum. The Hg-Cd-Te detectors that are presently used in

these wavelengths must be cooled to 50 to 80 K. The cryogenic systems
" required to achieve these temperatures are large, complex, and expensive. "

Py,oelectric detectors can detect radiation in the 1- to 100-v.m region
while operating at room temperature. This makes the pyroelectric detector a
prime candidate to fill NASA's thermal infrared detector requirements. ,

Objective t

The objective of this experiment is to determine the effects of long-
duration space exposure and launch environment on the pcrfonnance of !
pyroelectric detectors. This information will be valuable to potential users of
pyroelectrics for predicting performance degradation, setting exposure
limits, or detemfining shielding requirements.

Approach

in brief, the approach is to measure important detector parameters on a j_;
number of detectors before and after flight on the LDEF. Commercially

, available detectors will be purchased Ibr theexperiment. Perfonnance param-
eters to be measured are responsivity, detectivity, and spectral response.
Material properties to be measured are pyroelect ic coefficient and dielectric-

"-<. loss tangent.
After the detectors are returned to the laboratory, all tests and measure-

ments will be repeated to determine the amount and type of damage suffered
_- during launch and exposure.

The detectors for this experiment will be included with the various
- electro-optical components ofexperimen't S0050, Investigation of the Effects

of Long-Duration Exposure on Active Optical System Components, and will
:, be located in the same experiment tray.
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• Thin Metal Film and Multilayers Experiment '
., (A0138-3)

J. P. Delaboudiniere and J. M. Berset
" CNRS/LPSP
- Verrieres le Buisson, France

Q

N Background

' it is well known that ultraviolet (UV) and extreme ultraviolet (EUV)
experiments suffer degradations during space missions of even I month i

'_ duration. It is believed that the degradation is due mainly to condensation of :-
outgassing products, followed by solar-induced polymerization. However.
penetrating char_ed particles are also known to produce volume effects. On

" the other hand, degradation may start immediately after manufacturing of the
" component due to oxidation, moisture, or chemical corrosion by atmospheric
i. constituents such as CO, and SO._. Finally. when the filters are used a,:

windows for gas absorption cells or gas filters, or when they define the
instrumental bandwidth by themselves (as in photometers and colorimeters),
the eftccts of mechanical degradation by thermal cycling and/or dust impact

_. may be dramatic.
Objectives

The objectives of this experiment are to investigate the sources of
degradation of both state-of-the-art and newly developed components and to
test the usefulness of the concept of storing experiment samples in dry
nitrogen under launch and space vacuum conditions during reentry mission
phases.

Approach ./

The experimental approach is to oassively expose EUV thin films and
UV filters to the space environment for postflight measurement and core-

r parison with preflight measurements. The experiment will be located in one
of the three FRECOPA boxes in a 12-in.-deep peripheral tray that contains

.:.1 nine other experiments from France. (See figs. 12 and 13.) The FRECOPA
•:" box will provide protection for the experiment samples during the launch and

reentry phases of the LDEF mission.
:. All samples will be manufactured at LPSP according to carefully
"" controlled techniques and will be separated into two exactly similar lots, one
_ of which will serve as control samples and will be stored under vacuum
: conditions in the laboratory. The flight lot will also be divided into two
" half-lots. One will be mounted in the FRECOPA box to see solar illumination

•_,, " and the other will be protected from solar illumination. After LDEF de-I. *o
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ployment, the FRECOPA boxes will be automatically opened to permit
exposure and will be closed prior to LDEF retrieval. After the flight samples
are retrieved, their optical properties and the optical properties of the control
lot will be remeasured. The control lot will be remeasured to account for

intrinsic aging. ,,
Each half-lot of the flight samples will contain 12 EUV free-standing

: "single-layer'" thin films (set S,). 24 EUV "single-layer" thin films (set $2), ;
12 multilayers deposited on glass substrates (set S.O, and 4 UV crystals (set

; $4). - i

: The filters in set_ S_ and S_,are thin (1500 to 3000 ,_,)fihns of selected
metals. Under such thickness, good optical transmission is obtained in
wavelength bands approximately I00 A wide. Selected materials that provide

: bands in the extreme ultraviolet include AI. AI + C. Sn, and In.
-_ The metallic multilayers in set S._are new optical components for the
' " EUV region. Interference effects within a stack of alternatively absorbing and

traosparent materials of appropriate thickness are used to increase the re-
flecting efficiency within a narrow wavelength range. The number of periods
is on the order of 10 to 40. Layers of Si/W and C/W are scheduled to be
included if available.

The UV crystal filters in set $4 are relatively thick (2 ram) crystal
windows of LiF and MgF, and are of general use in the far UV range.

For the preflight test program, fabrication controls and preliminary EUV
bandpass measurements will be made with a grazing, incidence mono-
chromator. The full bandwidth of free-standing filters and multilayers will be

measured with a synchrotron light source in several wavelength intervals
from 40 to 2000 A, with emphasis on the interval from 100to 1000A. Optical
constants will be measured from deposits on glass substrates.

Preflight measurements will be repeated for the postflight tcst program,
and surface physical and chemical analyses will be made using the samples
deposited on glass substrates and some of the free-standing films in cases
where drifts have been observed. This will be possible because several filters
of each kind will be used (i.e., destructive testing is possible).

k.,--
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Vacuum-Deposited Optical Coatings Experiment
(A0138-4) "

: A. Malhcrbe
L

Optical Division. Matra S.A.
Rucil Malmaison. France

Background

In the past. the Maln' Optical Division has developed a wide range of
optical components manufactured by vactlUlll deposition, such as metallic
and muhidicleclric reflective coatin-s_., in the UV range, metal-dielectric
interference filters in the UV (down to I100 A) and IR ranges, narrow-
bandpass fiher.s in the near-UV and visible ran._cs, selective metallic mirrors

_" in the ran,,c from 1500 to 2500 A, antircficctive and tcl'lcctive IR coatings.

= beam .,,plitters in the visible and IR ranges, and optical surface rellcction
(OSRI coatings. Many of these components, some of which were the first of
Ihi.s type to be manufactured in the world (e.g., interference fillers at Lyman
c_).have been incorporated into scientific and technical experiments flown on
balloons and rockets as well as on Symphonie. Meteosat, OTS, D2-B, TIROS
N. and others. These components appear to have operated successfully in
flight, but detailed information concerning their long-term behavior is not
available.

Objective

The objective of this experiment is to anah'ze the stability of various
vacutml-dcpo.,,itcd optical coalings exposed to the space cnvironnlcrkl.

Approach

The experimental approach in Io passively expose samples of the optical

coatings of interest. (See table 18.) Preflight and postflight optical measure-
mcnls, includin,g visual and microscopic inspections, will be compared to
determine the effects of space cnvironmenl exposure.

The experiment x_ill be located with nine other experiments l'l'on'l France
,,--_" in a 12-in.-dccp peripheral tray. The optical coating samples will bc located ill
" one of the three FRECOPA boxes located in the tray. (See fig. 12.) The
:" FRFCOPA box (fig. 13) will provide protection from contamination for the
""- sample.,, during the launch alld rccnlr.v phases of the LDEF mission.

Preflight and posllqi.ght measurements will include visual and micro-
scopic examination and spcctrophotomctric analysis. For samples thai show
changes, microl'_hysical analyses will be performed by experienced laborato-

? tics.7-._
.., _o
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Table 18.--Optical Coatings Used in Experiment AO138-4 T

Sample Performance" Application

.- Metallic interference filter T :> I0 percent Scientific
_. made in ultrahigh vacuum, A ,knear 10 nm

,k = 121.6 nm

Metallic interference filter T > 8 percent Scientific I
made in classical vacuum z_h near 12 nm
X = 121.6 nm

Metallic interference filler, T > 12 percent Scientific
k = 130 nm A h near 15 nm

-" Dieleclric interference filter, T :> 50 percent Scientific i

• X = 500 nm z_k near 5 nm i
Bandpass infrared filter, T > 50 percent Telecommunication,
X = 15 _m Z_,knear 2 p.m Earth observation

-. AI + MgF, metallic mirror on R > 80 percent at Scientific
glass substrate X = 121 nm

,_.1+ MgF_,metallic mirror on R > 75 percent at Scientific
Kanigen substrate X = 121 nm I

AI + !.iF metallic mirror on R > 55 )ercent at Scientific i
glass substrate k = 102 nm

: AI + LiF metallic mirror on R > 50 :_ercent at Scientific !

Kanigen substrate ,k = 102 nm ' !
Platinum mirror R > 20 )ercent at Scientific

X = 121 nm

Au mirror R :_ 20 )ercel_t at Scientific
h = 121 nm

Ag _ ThF4 metallic mirror on R > 95 )ercent at Earth observation
glass substrate k = 450 nm

Ag + ThF_ metallic mirror on R "" 95 )ercent at Earth observation
Kanigen substrate k = 450 nm

,

Dielectric mirror at R -_ 95 :_ercent at Scientific .,
X = 250 nm X = 250 nm --"

Dielectric mirror at R -'--95 )ercent at Scientific
, X = 170 nm X.= "170nm

Metallic selective mirror at R > 80 percent at Scientific
, X = 170 nm X = 200 nm and

R "> 20 percent at
._ X = 300 nm

,_ SiO_,-TiO, dielectric mirrors R > 95 _ercent in Earth observation
• visible

Antireflection coating in 14- to T ";. 94 percent at 15 Telecommunication
._ - 16._m region pxn

Antireflection coahng in 8- to T "-" 94 percent at 10 Earth observahon,
13-1a.mrugion p.m meteorology

_ Dichmmetric separation in R :, 90 percent in Earth observation,-lq

visih_ and infrared region visible, T > 80
percent at 10 _m

'ff = transmission, R lefleclance.
,N_IP
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,, Ruled and Holographic Gratings Experiment
(A0138--5)

'" Gilbert Moreau
Jobin-Yvon Division, Instruments S.A.

Longjumeau, France

Background

_- In the past, several ruled and holographic gratings from Jobin-Yvon
, with various coatings were successfully flown on rocket experiments from

LPSP and other organizations as well as satellites D2-A, D2-B, OSO-I, and
some trom the U.S. Future utilizations of such gratings are being considered

- for the Space Telescope and for various Spacelab projects being developed by
France, Germany, Belgium, and other countries,

The technique used to replicate gratings can also be used to obtain a wide
range of lightweight optical components, including sophisticated aspherical,
highly polished mirror,_.

Objectives

The objective of this experiment is to test the behavior of ruled and
holographic gratings with various coatings after extended exposure to the
space environments. Specific objectives include examining the coatings for
possible changes and differentiating between the influences of vacuum and
solar illumination.

Approach

The experimental approach is to passively expose samples of the grat-
ings anti coatings of interest. Preflight and postflight examination to charac- -,
terize _he optical quality of the gratings will include measurement of wave-
front flatness, reflection efficiency, and stray-light level.

The experiment will be located with nine other experiments from France
•" in a 12-in.-deep peripheral tray. The grating samples will be located in one of
_ the three FRECOPA boxes located in the tray. (See fig. 12.)The FRECOPA

box (fig. 13) will provide protection for the samples from contamination
during the launch and reentry phases of the LDEF mission.

:-" Tile following is a list of the samples to be used in this experiment with a
, description ( feach. Type G is a rephca ot a grooved grating with 1200

'- grooves/ram blazed at 2500 A,(aluminum-coated blank pyrex). Type "H" is

an original holographic grating with 3600 grooves/mm and a spectral range of
" 500 to 1500 A (platinum-coated blank pyrex). Type ' HU" is an ion-etched

i._ blazed grating with 1200 grooves/mm blazed at 2500 ,_ (aluminum-coated
,_ 163
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'_' blank pyrex). Type "W" is a control mirror on blank pyrex. One half is
coated with aluminum and the other half with platinum. Samples will bet_

located on both sides of the mounting plate within the FRECOPA box and will /
have the shape ofa parallelepiped with dimensions 34 b_ 34 by 10 ram. A set

: of control samples will also be stored in the laboratory for comparison with
those retrieved from space.

Preflight and postflight measurements to be made include the following
parameters.

1. Wave surface flatness.--This will separate changes introduced by
groove distortion and blank distortion and will be measured on an order of
zero for types H, G, and W, and on an order of one for types G, H, and HU.
The measurement will be made by photography using a Michelson

: interferometer.

: 2. Reflection efficiency.--This is measured with a photogoniometer
from 2200 to 6000/_, for types G, HU, and W and with a vacuum photo-
goniometer from 584 to 1216 A for types H and W.

: 3. Stray light level.--For types G and HU, measurements will be .made
" using a continuum spectrum (deuterium lamp) near 2000 ,a, on a mono-

chromator with a liquid filter. For type HU. measurements will be made using
a laser line (6328 A) on a monochromator. These measurements will help
define the limits of utilization for each type of grating. Comparison of the
different measurements before and after space exposure will help define the
space environment elements that cause degradation of grating optical qual-
ities and the grating components which are damaged by those elements.
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" Optical Fibers and Components Experiment

: (A0138-7)

,.: J. Bourrieau
CERT/ONERA-DERTS

Toulouse, France
. t

• , • Background

Fiber optics are becoming important components in communication
= systems, optoelectronic circuits, and data links. Space applications are now
•" available with various advantages: weight and size reduction, data trans-

mission rate increase (10 to 102 Mbits), and reduction of electromagnetic
susceptibility and power requirements. High sensitivity to ionizing radi-

: ations, however, may oe a restriction for optic-fiber use on satellites.
Presently, in-fight observations of optic-fiber damages are not available, but
an increasing number of laboratories are carrying out irradiation tests on these

I

components using neutrons, gamma rays,and X-rays. Radiation damage on
optical materials, however, is strongly linked to the test conditions (tempera-
ture, dose rate, energy, and nature of the incident particles), and laboratory
tests are not as representative as actual space environment exposure.

.. Objectives

The main objective of this experiment is the comparison of fiber optics
permanent damages induced by ionizing radiation after a long exposure in
space and after laboratory tests. Specific objectives are to validate irradiation
tests performed with radioactive sources (Sr_Y'_)), to verify computer codes
used for the fluence and dose profiles, to determine the performance of fiber

optics waveguides in a low-altitude orbit (doses between I0 and !00 Gy are z-'"
expected), and to determine the origin of transmission losses (e.g., color
centers and index variations) in the material.

Approach

; The experimental approach is to passively expose two optic-fiber wave-
guides (one step indc_xand one graded index) of some 60 cm in length with

,,.. connectors. (See fig. 66.) Preflight and postflight measurements of optical
properties will be compared to determine the effects of space environment

-" exposure.
_-_ The experiment will be located with nine other experiments from France
_ ina 12-in.-deep peripheral tray. The optical fibers will be located in one of the

'-..... three FRECOPA boxes in the tray. (See fig. 12.) The FRECOPA box (fig. 13)

,_ :,, 165
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" will provide protection for the optical-fiber waveguides from contamination
during launch and reentry phases of the LDEF mission. The in-flight absorbed
dose profile will be measured with five thermoluminescent dosimetersL

,_ shielded by various aluminum thicknesses.
_- Irradiation of the selected optic fiber waveguides will b; carried out in ;

the laboratory with an Sr_-Y 9" beta ray source in order to simulate the

in-flight dose. Before and after flight and laboratory simulation, measure-
ments of the optic-fiber waveguide light transmission will be made with a

• spectrophotometer. Four sets of samples will be manufactured, one for

: ground test and the others for control, flight, and space, flight sets.

,_,'i_-_"...... !" __ _-- - --/-,_r.,XLy

, Experiment ExperimentA0138-6

A0138-10 i

i
--Optic fiber loading

P " ' I /,/ Dosimeter Iocat,on7 ,

I ( ' ' '. ',IJ--+--.... -I..... ,_d,
t_.* l I I ,I

:2_.5, ._ -................. L

-..,- / ",,

Connector

-. Figure 66.--Optical-fibers experiment configuration.
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.. Passive Exposure of Earth Radiation Budget

Experiment Components
(A0147)

_" John R. Hickey and Francis J. Griffin
The Eppley Laboratory. Inc.

Newport. Rhode Island

Background

:- Earth Radiation Budget (ERB) experiments require accuracies on the
order of fractional percentages in the measurement of solar and Earth flux
radiation, in order to assure that these high-accuracy devices are indeed
measuring real variations and are not responding to changes induced by the

: space environment, it is desirable to test such devices radiometricallv after
%

exposure to the best approximation of the orbital environment.

Objective

Since the Earth Radiation Budget experiment was operational on Nim-
bus 6 and is operational on Nimbus 7, and since in-flight calibration is
difficult for the solar and Earthflux channels, the objective of this experiment
is to expose ERB channel components to the space environment and then
retrieve them and resubmit them to radiometric calibration after exposure.
Subsequently. corrections may be applied to ERB resultsand information will
be obtained to aid in the selection of components for future operational solar
and Earth radiation budget experiments.

Approach
t. t

Passive exposure of solar and Earth flux channel co'.nponents of the ERB
radiometer ;' the basis of the approach. Three Earth flux channel types of
ERB will be mounted in one-fourth of a 3-in.-deep end center tray on the
Earth-viewing end of the LDEF. (See fig. 67.) Prior to delivery, these

:.1 channels will undergo complete radiometric and spectrophotometric exam-
" _ inalion. These tests will be repeated after retrieval to evaluate changes in

orbiL The solar-channel components will be mounted in one-sixth of a
_- 3-in.-deep peripheral tray near the leading edge of the LDEF (in the direction

of the velocity vector) to view the Sun in the manner most like the ERB
- , experiment on Nimbus. Solar-channel components to be tested include

,' thermopiles, interference filters, and fused silica optical windows. (See fig.
_ 68.) Additionally, some state-of-lhe-art vacuum-deposited interference ill-

:' 167
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' Figure 67.--Earth flux channel components.

piles, inierference
fillers, and fused

silica oplical windows

:.'_ Figure M,--Solar-channel components.
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ters have been included to examine space environment effects on these
" components. The two thernlopiles will have different black paint on the

_, receivers. The cavity unit will be similar to that proposed for fulure solar-
constant measurement missions. Vacuum bakeout will be performed on all
elements as prescribed and performed for Nimbus prior to delivery. Radio-
metric testing and weighing will be performed on the thermopile and cavity ,

-_ devices. Spectrophotometric testing will be performed on filters and fused ,
"" -' silica components.

,/
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, Effects of Solar Radiation on Glasses ,.

(A0172)
t,

. Ronald L. Nichols
'" NASA George C. Marshall Space Flight Center
_ Huntsville, Alabama

Donald L. Kinser

Vanderbilt University
Nashville. Tennessee ....

.: Background
_t

The deteriorationof glass when subjected to solar radiation has been
: scientifically observed. Since the molecular structure of glass is considered to
- be in a metastable state, this lack of stability is not an unexpected event; the

glass would achieve a lower state of energy if its atoms were rearranged in a
:" long-range repetitious lattice structure. Changes in the properties of a glass

are commonly associated with exposure to solar radiation. Because of
insufficient test data for glasses exposed to actual space radiation, the

.. materials engineer nmst attempt to extrapolate from data for artificial solar
radiation exposure in order to select glasses for use in hardware that will be
exposed to the space environment for long periods of time. This limitation
severely degrades the confidence level for the performance of glasses utilized
in space.

Objective

The objective of this experiment is to determine the effects of solar
radiation and space environment on glasses in space flight b_ exposing glass
specimens to the space environment and analyzing the optical, mechanical,
and chemical property changes that occur. The properly changes of samples
receiving differing cumulative solar radiation exposure will be compared. -

• Approach

,._ This experiment will be conducted by passively exposing glass samples
" to the space environment. Glass samples occupying one-sixth of a 3-in.-deep

tray will be located near the trailing edge of the LDEF so that they will be
=..- exposed to a maxinmnl amount of incident solar radiation. This location will

contain 68 cylindrical disc samples 1.25 in, in diameter. (See fig. 69.)
- " Another group of 52 samples occupying onc-fourtl, ,)f a 3-in.-deep tray will

be located on the Earth-facing end of the LDEF and will receive minimum
: exposure to solar radiation. The properties of each sample will be measured

,_i_ 170
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prior and subsequentto exposure to the spaceenvironment•Severalsamples
", of each glass composition selected for flight will be evaluated to allow a

statistical analysis of the data obtained. Candidate compositions include

;. aluminosilicates, fused silica, titanium silicate, lead silicates, borosilicates.
soda potash lime, potash borosilicate, and soda lime silica glasses. :

tj •'

f'
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Study of Factors Determining the Radiation Sensitivity i

"* "' of Quartz Crystal Oscillators
'. (A0189)

; John D. Venables and John S. Ahearn
, Martin Marietta Laboratories

,. Baltimore, Maryland

Background

Ithas long been known thatradiationincreases the acoustic absorptionof
quartz crystal oscillators and produces shifts in their resonant frequency •
which may be as large as 400 parts per million. The need for high-precision

: quartz oscillator clocks (and filters) in communication satellites, missiles, _.
:" and ,,,paceprobes makes it necessary to improve the radiation stability of

materials used for these applications,
, Experiments performed at Martin Marietta Laboratories demonstrate
: that the technique of transmission electron microscopy (TEM) provides a
: . powerful method for studying the effect of radiation on crystalline quartz.

When suitably thin samples of a-quartz are examined by TEM. it is observed
that detect clusters form at a rapid rate within the material even when the i
incident electron energy is as low as 40 keV. Studies of this phenomenon _,

, indicate that the clusters are formed from atoms that have been displaced by I
electrons in the incident beam, that the clusters nucleate at impurities
(because the cluster concentration appears to be impurity dependent), and that
the clusters induce large strain fields in the lattice surrounding them, as
evidenced by their paired black-dot images, which are characteristic of
"strain field contrast."

Two factors suggest that the observed cluslers may be responsible for the
radiation-induced frequency drift and acoustic-absorption effects associated
with irradiated quartz resonators. First, the clusters are expected to be very
effective in modifying the piezoelectric properties of quartz because of the /

large strain fields associated with them. Second, both phenomena appear to
be sensitive to the impurity concentration. If this conclusion is valid, it
suggests that TEM can be used to classify grades of quartz according to their
suitability for use in radiation-hard resonators. Moreover, using this tech-
nique it may be possible to identify the impurities that are responsible and
thereby effect an improvement in the stability of quartz oscillators.

Objective

The objective of this experiment is to determine whether there is a
- correlation between defect cluster concentrations observed for different

1984016564-179
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grades of quartz examined by TEM and the electrical stability of quartz
', r_sonators exposed to the complex radiation associated with an orbital LDEF

environment.
Approach

i. To accomplish the objectives, several grades of single-crystal o_-quartz
containing a wide range of impurity concentrations have been examined by
TEM to determine differences in their susceptibility to cluster formation
during electron irradiation. Based on the sensitivity of the quartz materials to
radiation as determined by TEM, two grades of quartz have been selected for
fabrication into resonators. The selection has been made to maximize the

differences in radiation sensitivity of the chosen materials, The electrical
" properties of the resonators are being established by measuring their resonant
' frequency as a function of time to establish the natural frequency drift of the

resonators before insertion into orbit. After exposure to the LDEF environ-
: ment, a second series of electrical measurements will be made on the

resonators to determine variations from the preflight data. Changes in the
electrical data will then be compared with TEM results to determine whether

-" TEM observations are relevant to the study of the stability of quartz resonators
in an outer-space environment.

The experiment hardware consists of one-sixth of a 3-in.-deep peripheral
tray with 14 5-MHz fifth-overtone. At-cut resonators mounted on an alumi-
num plate, as shown in figure 70. The resonators have been fabricated from
two materials (synthetic swept premium Q and Brazilian natural quartz)
selected because the TEM technique indicates large differences in their
radiation sensitivity. Four resonators (two from each grade of material) will
be used as controls and shielded from radiation. The r_,maining ten resonators
(five from each grade) will be exposed to the space radiation. In addition, two
resonators (one from each grade) will be kept in the laboratory as additional
controls. By determining the frequency drift of the resonators before and after
the LDEF flight, as well as the frequency offset occurring during the flight, it
will be possible to separate the natural frequency drift from that induced by
the space radiation and to determine whether the radiation damage observed
by TEM correlates with the space radiation environment of an orbital LDEF
flight.

1.
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re.,,onator . '.. _ / "-- /

'_ Resonator_._" , _.I / _

f,gure 70.--Quartz crystal oscillator experiment.
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Investigation of the Effects of Long-Duration Exposure
_ " on Active Optical System Components "
• (so05o)

M. Donald Blue. James J. Gallagher. and R. G. Shackeltbrd
_ Engineering Experiment Station. Georgia Institute of Technology

Atlanta. Georgia

Background

.. in the future, electro-optical systems will find increasing applications in
: space-based systems. The successful flights of interplanetary probes dating

" back to Mariner 11in 1962 have demonstrated the ability of optical systems to
" operate in the interplanetary space environment over periods of many months.

Current and planned Earth resources and meteorological satellites are indica-
tive of the complexity being achieved in such systems, and the planned laser

_ intersatellite communication links show a new level of sophistication b,zing
• ' developed for future electro-optical systems.

The enviromnental hazards peculiar to space include radiauon-induced
discoloration, electrically active llaws, and changes in index of refraction.
These problems may arise from sublimation, outgassing, and decomposition

. effects as well as fronldeposition of such products and other debris onto :
component surfaces. Other hazards are abrasion or cratering of surfaces.
which are caused by meteoroids and cosmic dust.

Optical and electro-optical components must survive this environment.
Assurance of survival is typically provided by ground-based testing to
simulate those aspects ofthe space environment which are considered most
serious. The availability of the LDEF permits exposure of electro-optical
components to a lruc space environment at a reasonable cost.

Objectives .
j.

The objectives of this experiment are to determine quantitatively the i
effects of I(mg-duration space exposure on the relevant performance param-
eters of lasers, radiation detectors, and selected optical components, to

• evaluate the results and implications of the measurements indicatinu real or
" ' suspected degradation mechanisms, and to establish guidelines, hased on
' these results, for selection and use of components for space electro-optical
"" sysI¢IllS.

"- Approach

The c,,pcrimcnt includes a representative sample ofsources, detectors,
;.rodpassive components typical of basic elements in electro-optical systems.

L-,,e
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These components are mounted m a 6-in.-deep peripheral tray in a manner
•: ,. that simulates their likely surroundings in an operational system. Figure 71

shows the construction and assembled appearance af one of the six subtray

: panels making up the experiment. Careful attention to surface coatings is
• required to maintain component temperatures below levels at which deterio-
,. ration can occur. The arrangement shown in the figure use.,,a sunscreen, black

paint, and anodized coatings to achieve a temperature range of - 5(1° to 68°C.

inscreen
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A total of 171 components have been acquired, of which 136 will be
,, mounted in the tray and 35 will be maintained in the laboratory as centrols. A

brief listing of these components is presented in table 19.
The anulysis procedure involves careful measurement of the operational

: characteristics of the components before and after space flight. I! may be
_. necessary to analyze surface debris or coatings of condensed materials on

optical surfaces, although the extent and nature of such effects cannot be
anticipated at this time. The analysis techniques available include scanning
electron microscopy, electron and X-ray fluorescence spectroscopy, and
X-ray diffraction.

Duplicate components will be stored in a laboratory environment and
will be available lbr comparison purposes in most cases. The experiment will

_'* be passive and no ele=trical power will be employed. Components normally
operated at cryogenic temperatures will not be cooled. For this reason, the

Table 19. - I=lectro-OpticalComponents

-. Passivecomponents Active components Detectors ,
,

• - Blackpaint, EccoSorb Modulator, ammonium SiliconPIN
." CR-110 dihydrogenphosphate Siliconphotovollaic :

Blackpath., 3M black Channellron array Silicongammaray i
(101-C10) Laserdiode, AIl_vGa_.Asdetector
Blackpaint, IITRI bone Laserdiode array PbSnTephotovoltaic
blackD-111 GaAsLED planararrays
Blackpaint, 3M CR-110 GaAsSbpholovoltaicon EccoSorb YAG: Nd rod

Blackpaint, Chemglaze CO: waveguidelaser InSb photovoltaic
Z-306 flat HeNe laser PbSphotoconductive

Neutral-density filler Holographic crystals PbSephotoconductive
Narrowband filters Flashlamps HgCdTephotoconductive
Hot mirror HgCdTephotovoltaic
Dielectricmirrors PyroelectricLiTaO_
Oplical glasses Ultravioletphotomullipliertube ._.
Window, MgF, UV Si

Window, AI,O_ Pyroelectric:
, Window, CaF: Strontium

Window, LiF barium niobale
"_. Window. SiO, Triglycinesulfate

LiTaO1
.. Mirror. AI + MgF,

Mirror, tJV laser
Filter, Lvmancx

"- Filter, I_00 A
35-ram canister, shortwave

"-- radiation film
Blackpolyethylene
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: "- experiment will serve to establish a baseline for the effects of degradationof
components at ambient temperature. Future experiments on the effects of

%

exposure at normal cryogenic operating temperatures can be combined with
the ambient-temperature data to separate degradation effects that ar_:speci-
fically temperature related.
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Fiber Optic Data Transmission Experiment

, (S0109)

Alan R. Johnston and Larry A. Bergman
Jet Propulsion Laboratory

Pasadena. California

Background

: Application of fiber optic technology to data transmission on a space-
craft will yield several benefits in comparison to conventional copper wire

: transmission. Probably the most important advantage is that fiber links are
_.. inherently insensitive to pickup, electromagnetic interference, and ground

loops. Also. fibers are roughly two orders of magnitude smaller and lighter
than their copper wire equivalent, and ultimately it is anticipated that a fibe_

: link will become cheaper than copper. The same components, once installed.
"- could handle the wide range of signal bandwidths, from telephone rates (tens

of kilobits) up to tens of megabits. In addition, there is a largely unexplored
relationship with the developing microcircuit technology, suggesting other
applications that are presently unknown. Therefore. early verification of fiber
optic technology in the spacecraft environment should have a broad-based
interest in the future, and this experiment will provide an opportunity to test
representative types of fiber links in an actual space environment.

Objective

The objective of this experiment is to test fiber optic components in the
space environment to determine their ability to operate over long periods of
time without degradation of performance.

/

Approach

The experiment occupies a 6-in.-deep peripheral tray and consists of
approximately 10 state-of-the-art fiber cable samples and three candidate
connector types which will be passively exposed to the space environment.

'-C Figure 72 shows the flight hardware.
_,:_ Four fiber cable samples will be mounted in a planar helix coil on
_ thermally isolated mounting plates attached at the tray surface. Six or more
,..,. additional cable samples will be mounted on the bottom surface of the tray.

Each of the cable samples will be terminated in connectors mounted on
:- " brackets. These will be located on the back surface of the upper plate.,, or on

the base plates for the internally mounted samples.

r_
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Figure 72.--Fiber optic data transmission experiment shown during receipt and
inspection activity.
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" Space Environment Effects on Fiber Optics Systems
-, (MOO04)

- Edward W. Taylor
Air Force Weapons Laboratory, Kirtland Air Force Base

• Albuquerque, New Mexico

Background

Although the application of fiber optic technology in ground-based data
links is becoming commonplace, the technology advancement for aerospace
military application has not yet developed to the extent that full utilization is a

: reality. Although fiber optic technology offers advantages such as reduction
_, of system susceptibility to electromagnetic pulse (EMP), electromagnetic

interference (EMIL system-generated EMP (SGEMP), ground loop, and
inadvertent discharge phenomena, the undesirable response of optical fibers

-_ exposed to ionizing radiation is presently of concern to military aerospace?
system designers. Functional improvements, such as weight and power
reductions, realized through the use of fiber optic technology certainly appear
attractive at this time, particularly in aerospace communication systems.
However, since optical waveguide electro-optic technology has yet to be used

, in space-borne applications, issu_ ,,h as link life expectancies, power
: consumption, sensitivity, and radiation naruc,,,..,:, are of primary concern.

Space qualification of materials unique to fiber optic technology (i.e.,
bonding and potting agents) over a typical temperature range from - 65°C to
125°C under vac_',um ct:nditions is an immediate need for satellite appli-
cations, in essence, men, fiber optic space application must begin with early
spaceflight assessment of the influence of launch and orbital extremes. This
Air Force Weapons Laboratory (AFWL) investigation, although primarily
concerned with the survivability and vulnerability of fiber optic systems
exposed to the space radiatioa environment, is also cognizant of the entire
space qualification requirement. .j-

Objectives

The objectives of this experiment are to assess the performance sur-
_-- vivability of hardened fiber optic data link design for application in future
:. spacecraft systems and to collect, analyze, and document the effects of space

environmental conditions on link performance. Particular attention will be
,..- directed toward the integration and operation of new fiber optic link com-

ponents exhibiting increased hardening to radiation environments, fhe op-
portunity m expose operational fiber optic data links to an actual space
environment for 6 months or longer and to retrieve the data links for analysis

182
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o is expected to impact fu'ure Air Force design of space-qualified fiber optic
., systems. Data from the experiment, along with data from previous AFWL

material and component radiation response studies, will be used to form
: reliable design criteria for future spacecraft applications, particularly relative
_, to the long-term low-dose space radiation effects as a function of terrperature.

Approat:i_

' This investigation is composed of ninedistinct experiments consisting of
'_ both active and passive data links or componen;,s. Certain links or com-

ponents will be preirradiated in order to assess the effects of the long-term
, low-dose space radiation en,,ironment on link performance. The data rate for

the active fiber optic links was selected to be l0 Mbits/sec. Shown in figure 73
:" is a photograph of the fiber optics systems experiment, which will be installed

in a 6-in.-deep peripheral tray. In all instances, emitter.,,, detectors, and all
, connectors, couplers, and electronic components are tray shielded. Experi-
-. mental measurements to be performed and recorded on magnetic tape will

include bit error loss (BER) burst errors and fiber attenuation losses for the

data links, in addition to fiber temperature and tray volume temperature.

: Figure73.--Fiberoptics systems experiment.
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Thermoluminescent devices will be used within the tray volume in order to%

measure incident radiation. An experiment power and data system (EPDS)
will be used to satisfy the data recording requirements.

; A_tive Experiments

Active data links. - Four active links will be exposed to space. One of
these links will consist of 45 m of cabled glass fiber incorporating a her-

", metically sealed emitter and detector operating at a wavelength of 1.3 ixm.
The remaining active links will consist of three cabled plastic-coated silica
fiber links using LED's and PIN photodiodes operating at a wavelength of 830
nm. Two of these links will be 20 m long and the remaining link will be 48 m
long. Optical waveguides, conoectors, and other experimental equipment
will consist of components selected according to recent results of Air Force
studies.

One-m temperature data link. - A I-m optical data link will be used tbr
recording the relative temperature of the tray inner volume.

Passive Experiments

Ten-m &tta links. -- Three 10-m data links will be located within the tray
volume. The links have been preirradiated and will be evaluated upon LDEF
retrieval for increased radiation damage. These links will serve primarily as
comparison links and will be evaluated upon LDEF retrieval for comparison
to the active-link experiments.

Components experiment. - This experiment will contain preirradiated
and nonirradiated LED's ,rodphotodiodes rigidly mounted within a section of
the rely volume. As in the case of the active and passive links previously
discussed, each component will be characterized prior t_,launch and will be
tested functionally upon mission completion in order to assess any degrada-
tion effects from the launch or orbit conditions.

J
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Space Environment Effects
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; Joseph A. Angelo, Jr., apa Richard G. Madonna
Air Force Technical Applications Center

Patrick Air Force Base, Florida

• Lynn P. Altadohila
Perkin-Elmer

= Danbury, Connecticut

Michael D. D'Agostino and Joseph Y. Chang
;- Grumman Aerospace Corp.

Bethpage, New York
4 \

Robert. R. Alfano and Van L. Caplan ,.
: The City College
-. New York, New York

Objectives

The primary purpose of this experiment is to examine the effects of
long-term exposure to the near-Earth space environment on advanced electro-
optical and radiation sensor components. A secondary objective involves an
exobio%gy experiment to observe the effect of long-duration spaceflight on
the germination rate of selected tenestrial plant seeds.

Approach

The approach of the main experiment is to measure the optical and
electrical properties of the electro-optical and radiataon sensor components
before and after exposure to the space environment. The selected components
being tested are hara mounted in an experiment exposure control canister J
(EECC) which occupies one-third ofa 6-iu.-deep tray. which is then sealed.
(See fig. 74.) The sealed EECC prevents contamination of the test com-
ponents during gr,und transportation to and from the launch site, payload
processing at the launch complex, and launch and landing. The EECC i_
programmed to open 2 weeks alter deployment and clo_ I week prior to
anticipated retrieval The EECC will not be reopened until the experiment has

._ been returned after the flight to the investigator's laboratory.(

_' _ The electro-optical and radiation sensor components ii_cludea variety of
_. semiconductor materials (e.g., CdSe, p--GaAs, n-GaAs, andGaAs), mirrors

(includin_ fused silica and ber_,lliumk a Nd + :glass laser rod, a fiber optics
cable, and a variety of polymeric materials.
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-. Seed container--_._

Fiber optics _

_. cable _ '._

Semiconductors __

.: .. Figure 74.--Space environment effects experiment.
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" The secondary exobiology experiment involves a variety of terrestrial
., plant seeds enclosed in a benign environment (dry.air) aluminum alloy tube.

: Postflight germination rates of these seeds will be compared to the germina-
tion rates of control seed samples kept on Earth. Lithium fluoride (LiF)
radiation dosimeters are also included in the seed capsule to provide an

_- approximate measure of total space radiation exposure within the capsule.
The experiment is housed in an aluminum alloy tube and involves seeds of
hybrid 3358 corn, sugar pumpkin, giant gray-striped sunflower, garden bean
(Tennessee green pod and bush Romano # 14), Henderson's bush lima bean.
_,ndAlaska pea.

?
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Symbols and Abbreviations

'_ AFWAL Air Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratoryj.-

_- AFWL Air Force Weapons Laboratory :
: AR antireflectance

AU astronomical units
BER bit error loss
CERT Centre d'Etudes et de Recherches de Toulouse

CFRP carbon-fiber-reinforced plastic "
CHPC dicyclohexyl peroxydicarbonate _ ;;. 4

CNES Centre National d'Etudes Spatiales " i
': CNRS Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique - "

CST Centre Spatial de Toulouse
:_ CVCHP cascade variable-conductance heat pipe ..
-'- DERTS Direction d'Etudes et de Recherches et :

Techniques Spatiales
'- DFVLR Deutsche Forschungs- und Versuchsanstalt fi]r '

Luft- und Raumfahrt : :

DOD Department of Defense
:_ DOP di-octyl phthalate _

EAROM erasable read-only memory
: EECC experiment exposure control canister "_

EMI electromagnetic interference
EMP electromagnetic pulse "_
EPDS experiment power and data system :.
ESCA electron spectroscopy for chemical analyses _.
ESTEC European Space Research and Technology Center
EUV extreme ultraviolet

FRECOPA French cooperative payload ..-
HEPP heat pipe experiment package "
IITRI Illinois Institute of Technology Research Institute
IR infrared

; JSC Johnson Space Center
" KSC Kennedy Space Center

LDEF Long Duration Exposure Facility

" LED light-emitting diode ._
LPSP Laboratoire de Physique Stellaire et Planetaire 4

_- MBB Messerschmitt-B61kow-Blohm GmbH _,

_ ,. MOS metal oxide silicon ,_
: OCLI Optical Coating Laboratory, Inc.

ONERA Office National d'Etudes et de Recherches

_l_ A_rospatiales
-,Jl_ 188 "
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OSR c_pdcal surface reflection
PCM phase change material
PIN refers to structure of device

QCM quartz crystal microbalance
RMS remote manipulator system
SAA South Athmtic anomaly j

"_ SEM scanning electron microscopy
SGEMP system-generated electromagnetic pulse
SH superheavy
SIMS secondary ion mass spectroscopy

t

.- STS Space Transportation System :
• TLD thermohnminescent dosimeter ;

TEM transmission electron microscopy
: THERM thermal measurement system
- "ITF-TCNQ tetrathiofulvalene tetracyanoquilodnaethane

u ratio of total kinetic energy of particle. MeV, to :
" atomic mass of particle

UV ultraviolet

VCHP variable-conductance heat pipe
Z nuclear charge
13 ratio of particle velocity to speed of light
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